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THE HOUSE OF ARGYLL.

of its relation he is supposed to be
standing on the mica slate ridge
which pens up Loch Fyne on its
western side, and overlooking " the
loveliest scene in Scotland," whose
central feature is the town of In-
verary. His companion was a young
Icelander named Sigurdr, who was
to assist him in snatching from the
frosty hand of the Ice-king some
of the frozen secrets of the North.

-This is the "I Saga :"
"I told him how in ancient days

three warriors came from green
Ierne, to dwell in the wild glens of
Cowal and Lochow; how one ofthem,
the swart Breachdan, all for the love
of blue-eyed Eila, swam the gulf,
once with a clew of thread, then
with a hempen rope, last with an
iron chain ; but this time, alas! the
returning tide sucks down the over-
tasked hero into its swirling vor-
tex; how Diarmid O'Duin, .e., son
of ' the Brown,' slew with his ownVIEW FROM MAIN ENTRANCF 0F PARLIAMENT hand the mighty boar, whose headBUILDINGS, OTTAWA. / still scowls over the escutcheon of theTwenty-two years ago the Earl of j Campbells ; how in later times, while

Dufferin wrote to his favored correspon- the murdered Duncan's son, afterwards
dent who was the recipient of his Lei- the great Malcolm Canmore, was yetters fvrom Hfh Latitudes, " The Saga an exile at the court of his Northum-
of the Clan Campbell." At the time brian uncle, ere Birnam Wood had



THE HousE OF ARGYLL.

marched to Dunsinane, the first Camp- him to be called-Montrose's fatal foe,
bell, i.c., Campus-bellus, Beau-champ, staked life and fortunes in the deadly
a Norman knight and nephew of the game engaged in by the fierce spirits

Conqueror,having won the hand of the of that generation, and, losing, paid
Lady Eva,sole heiress of the race of the forfeit with his head, as calmly as
Diarmid, became master of the lands became a brave and noble gentleman,
and lordships of Argyll ;-how six leaving an example which his son-

generations later each of them became already twice rescued from the scaffold,
notable in their day-the valiant Sir once by a daughter of the ever-gallant
Colin created for his posterity a title House of Lindsay, again a prisoner, and
prouder than any within a sovereign's a rebel, because four years too soon to

power to bestow, which no forfeiture be a patriot-as nobly imitated ;-how,
could attaint, no act of parliament at last, the clouds of misfortune cleared
recall ; for though he ceased to be away, and honors clustered where only
Duke or Earl, the head of the Clan merit had been before ; the martyr's
Campbell will still remain MacCalan aureole, almost become hereditary, be-
More,-and how, at last the same Sir ing replaced in the next generation by
Colin fell at the String of Cowal, a ducal coronet, itself to be regilt in its

beneath the face of that fierce lord turn with a less sinister lustre by him-
whose grand-daughter was destined to "The State's whole thunder born to wield,
bind the honors of his own heirless And shake alike the Senate and the field;'

house round the coronet of his slain who baffled Walpole in the cabinet, and
foeman's descendant ;-how Sir Neill, conquered with Marlborough at Ramil-
at Bannockburn, fought side by side ies, Oudenarde and \Ialpalquet;-and,
with the Bruce, whose sister he had last, how at that present moment, even
married;-how Colin, the first Earl, while we were speaking, the heir to all
wooed and won the Lady Isabel, these noble reminiscences, the young

sprung from the race of Somerled, Lord chief of this princely line, had already
of the Isles, thus adding the galleys won, at the age of twenty-nine, by the
of Lorn to the blazonry of Argyll ;- manly vigor of his intellect and his

how the next Earl died at Flodden, hereditary independence of character,
and his successor fought not less the confidence of his fellow-country-
disastrously atPinkie;-how Archibald, men, and a seat at the council board
fifth Earl, whose wife was at supper of his sovereign.
with the Queen, her half-sister, when " Having thus duly indoctrinated

Rizzio was murdered, fell on the field of Sigurdr with the Sagas of the family, as

Langside, smitten, not by the hand of soon as we had crossed the lake I took

the enemy, but by the finger of God ;- him up to the Castle, and acted ciceron

how Colin, Earl and boy-General at to its pictures and heirlooms,-th
fifteen, was dragged away by force, gleaming stands of muskets, whose fir(
with tears in his eyes, from the un- wrought such fatal ruin at Culloden;-

happy skirmish at Glenlivet, where the portrait of the beautiful Irish girl
his brave Highlanders were being twice a duchess, whom the cunninî
swept down by the artillery of Huntley artist has painted with a sunflower tha

and Errol,-destined to regild his turns from the sun to look at her ;-
spurs in future years on the soil of Gillespie Grumach himself, as grim an

Spain. sinister-looking as in life ;-the trum

" Then I told him of the Great pets to carry the voice from the hall

Rebellion, and how, amid the tumult of door to Dunnaquaich ;-the fair beec
the next fifty years, the Grim Marquis, avenues, planted by the old Marquis

Gillespie Grumach, as his squint caused now looking with their smooth gra,

y
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THE HOUSE OF ARGYLL.

boles and overhanging branches, like Happy Icelander he must have been,
the cloisters of an abbey ;-the vale of to have visited the classic pile of In-
Esechasen, to which, on the evening verary with such a companion and have

INVERARY CASTLE.

before his execution, the Earl wrote
such touching verses;- the quaint old
kitchen-garden ;-the ruins of the an-
cient Castle, where worthy Major Dal-
getty is said to have passed such un-
comfortable moments;-the Celtic cross
from lone Iona;-all and everything I
Showed off with as much pride and
pleasure, I think, as if they had been
my own possessions; and the more so
as the Icelander himself evidently
sympathized with such scald like gos-
sip.,

its glories pointed and described bythe
future Governor-General of Canada,who
was to make the subsequent vice-
royalty of the heir of all these memories
a thing of no small difficulty from the
high excellence of the example set.
That the latter holds a high apprecia-
tion of his heirship there can be no
reason to doubt, and that it is to him
an incentive to valuable labor the
following song from his poem, Guido
and Lita : a Tale of the Riviera, is suffi-
cient evidence.



THE HOUSE OF ARGYLL.

I.

"Noble names, if nobly borne,
Live within a nation's heart

If of such thou bearer be,
Never let that name for thee

Point the scorn

II.

Shrined within its narrow bound
Other hopes than thine have part:

For it once in life was theirs,
Who from weight of earthly cares

Peace have found!

III.

They who wore it, free from blame,
Set on Honor's splendid height;

Watch, as spirits, if its place
Love the night, or daylight's face,-

Shame, or Fame.

IV.

'Tis a precious heritage
Next to love of God, a might

That should plant thy foot, where stood
Of thy race the great and good,

All thine age !

V.

Vet remember, 'tis a crown
That can hardly be thine own,

Till thou win it by some deed
That with glory fresh shall feed

Their renown !

VI.

Pride of lineage, pomp of power,
Heap dishonor on the drone,

He shall lose his strength who never
Uses it for fair endeavor;

Brief his hour ! "

The crown of glorious ancestral re-
membrances is a rich one for any heir
to the title of Argyll, dating back till
lost in the mists of tradition, as so
vividly described by the Earl of Dufferin.

The first recorded event in the his-
tory of Argyllshire is its settlement
about the end of the fourth century by
a body of Irish Scots under the leader-
ship of Eric, who in a short time had
grown so much in power as to establish
a dynasty, whose most famous king,
Aidan, became the friend of the holy
Columba. In the eighth century the
district fell into the hands ofNorwegian
adventurers, under whose control it re-
mained until the rise of the deliverer,

Somerled, Thane of Argyll and Lord
of the Isles, who bullied the Scottish
king, Malcolm, until slain at the battle
at Renfrew. le married a daughter of
Olaus, King of Man, by whom he had
two sons, Ronald and Dougall. Ronald
was the ancestor of the Lords of
the Isles or Macronalds, while Dou-
gall bequeathed his surname to
the Lords of Lorne or Macdougalls.
le resided in the stronghold of Dun-

staffnage, of historic memory even then.
The Pictish chronicles relate that
previous to 84.3 it was the seat of
government, but that in this year
Kenneth McAlpine selected Forteviot,
in Perthshire, in its place. It is pro-
bable that this movement was caused
by the attacks of the Norwegians, and
that Dunstaffnage became the centre
from which they robbed. It was here
that the Scots transferred the celebrat-
ed stone, called in Gaelic " Lia Fail,"
which they had brought with them
from Ireland to the holy Isle, Iona,
after they had wrested the supremacy
of the cQuntry from the Picts. From
this place it was removed to Scone
Abbey, near Perth, and held a pro-
minent place in the coronation of many
Scotch kings, until carried away to
Westminster Abbey by Edward I. of
England and imbedded in the seat of
the sacred coronation chair in which
have sat the kings and queens of
England, while on their heads were
being placed the crown as the sign of
the royal authority, down to the time
of our own Victoria. At the present the
Castle is a large square ruin, command-
ing a magnificent view. It is built in
a quadrangular form, eighty-seven feet
square within the walls, and has round
towers at three of the angles. The
walls are sixty-six feet high and nine
thick ; fheir outside measurement is
two hundred and seventy feet. The
Castle surmounts a rock three hun-
dred feet in circumference, and is
entered from the sea by a staircase
which probably belongs to more mod-



THE HOUSE OF ARGYLL. 5

ern days, having been substituted for a impressive in the moonlight, and
draw-bridge. grand when the mists cover the

But to return to the days when the Loch and the waves, impelled by
picturesque ruin was in its glory. The the spiteful winds, lash the rocks
Macdougalls rapidly grew and multi- at its feet. Then, says Robert
plied, until at last they came to repre-
sent the Celtic race, and were the
greatest enemies to Mac-Colin-More,
who is viewed as the real founder of -
the greatness of the Campbells. A -
second account of their origin traces -

their descent back to the Celtic Dhu-
Galls or Black Strangers. It was they f)who gave the name to Galloway,where
many of their descendants are to be
found at this day. But the increas-
ing pride and prosperity of this race,
for it was more than a clan, was des-
tined to receive a sudden check. -

It is a matter of dispute as to
whether the Campbells are of Nor-
man or Gaelic origin. This, however,
seems certain, that they descended I ASTLE, LOCH AWE
from one named "De Campo-Bello," which may be taken
to mean either "Of the Field of Battle" or "Of the Fair
Field." This name may have been con- Buchanan, it " stares through the
firmed by either a Norman or a Scotch air like a human face, strangely re-
king, or have attached itself to one who lieved against the dazzling greenness
had done some great deed on a battle of the meadow which links it to the
field which deserved to be commemo- land. What, indeed, are all the effects
rated for all time. However this may of moonlight to that desolate look of
be, it is generally believed that Gillespie loneliness and woe,mingled with secret
Campbell, the first of.the name, became strength to resist elemental strife ?
Lord of Lochow in the district of "' cBut a mere footstool to you, sovereign lord,Argyll, through marriage with Eva, the Huge Cruachan (a thing that meaner hills
heiress of O'Duin, the last of the Might crush, nor know that it had suffered
Sial (race) of Diarmid, the name harm) ;

w et he, not loth, in favor of thy claimwhich the Gaels ever since have be- l'o reverence suspends his own ; submitting
stowed on the Campbells. Al that the God of nature hath conferred,

The ancient seat of the Camp- All that he holds in common with the stars,
bells was Kilchurn at Lochow but ' o the memorial majesty of Time,, Impersonated in thy calm decay."wot the caste which is now there, "Truly does the old ruin remain para-which was built in i4.o, during mount, while mountains, torrents, lakes,the Crusade era. The picturesque and woods unite to pay it homage. Itruin stands on a rock at the upper is the most perfect foreground possibleend of Loch Awe, which was orig- for a mountain picture, forming notinally an island, but is now con- only a poetic centre of human interest,
nected with the shore by a flat but a fine scale wherewith to measure
alluvial meadow. It is a ghostly the mighty proportions of the hills and
ruin, picturesque at all times, but the wild expanse of troubled waters."
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In front of it Ben Cruachan towers to a thunder-clap. The maid awakes.

the heavens, interesting alike from its A fearful storm rages, andthe generous

beauty, its size and its legendary and trees whicb opened their branches to

historicalrecord. Atits foot that decisive admit the last glints of the sun are

battle was fought in the Pass of Awe being lashed by the fearful storm, and

which decided the fate of Scotland. the fertile valley, illuminedby the light-

ATfearfu l storm r ags, and h renero us

Struggrees witchtheedarknessrailadayelong

waers Te

x-
"Struggling'with the darkness all day long,
And visited all night by troops of stars,"

years ago, as it does now.
But " there were giants in those

days," and heroes grand, and men
whose right arms as well as sturdy
minds, ruled. Then the mountain
heights were covered with great
deer, and more savage animals lurked
in its fastnesses. But there rose
on its side a fatal well about which cer-
tain dire prophecies had been made.
Bera, the daughter of Grinan, the last

of the sages, was charged to keep watch
of it, that it might not gather strength
to overflow its mouth ; and day after

day she watched, and night after night,
as the sun sank behind the mountain,
secured it with a mystic stone covered
with the runics of the sages. But she
hunted also. She was very fond of

the sport, and one day she wandered
so far away that she grew tired, and sit-
ting down on the stone beside the
well, fell asleep, and its mouth was un-

covered. The sun pursued its course,
dipping gently down behind the moun-
tain, and the beautiful Bera awoke not.
The sun gradually sinks lower and

lower ; still Bera dreams of the mighty
herd of deer that she had been hunting
that day. The last golden rays of the
pitying sun throws over her face a

roseate shade, as if to arouse her, and

seems to arrest its course out of pity

for the gentle maid. It has reachec
the trees, and still its light glint!
through the branches and sparkles or

the surface of the crystal waters. Wil
she not awake ? At last it can dela:
no longer. There is half of the worl

to be warmed and cheered by its ligh

and heat, and the last ray disappears
and the maid sleeps on. Now there i

Is this legend the one that th
Marquis of Lorne so beautifully e

presses in the following lines ?-

THE LEGEND 0F LOCH UISK.

Von vale among the mountains,
So sheltered frorn the sea,

That lake that lies so lonely,
Shaîl tell their tale to thee

Here stood a stately convent
Where nowv the waters sleep,

Here rose a sweeter music
Than cornes ftnm yonder deep.

Above the boly building
The sommer cloud would rest,

To listen to the echoes
0f hymns to God addressed;

For the his took up the chanting,
And fromn the emerald wall

The sounis they loved would, lingering,
In fainter accents faîl.

lard by, beside a streamilet
Fast flowing from a well,

A nun in long-past ages
1-lad but her sainted celi.

To her in dreams 'twas given,
As sacred task and charge,

To keep as first she found it,
The bright spring's mossy marge.

"Peace shall, with jnys attendant,
For ever here abide,

While reverently and faithfully
X'e guard its tMintless tide."

And when she knew ber spirit
\Vas summoned to its rest,

To ail around ber gathered.
She gave that high behest:

And many followed after
To seek, the life she chose,

Till, lîke a flower in giory
The cloîstered convent rose.

P Foul many a gorgeous sommer
j Woke heather into bloom,

And oft cold stars in winter
Looked on a sister's tomb,

Before the joy bad witbered
That virtue once had nursed;

Before their lord and master
V Grew love for things accursed.

Lo !then the strearn, neglected,
t Forsook, its wonted way ;

In stagnant-pools, dark-tainted,
Its wandering waters lay.

5 Where cboked by moorland ridges,
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Black with the growth of peat,
Beneath the quaking surface

The fetid floods would meet,
Till rising, spreading ever,

Above the chalice green
Of that fair well they covered

The place where it had been.

And near thecareless convent,
Within the hills' deep shade,

The fate that works in silence
A lake had slowly made.

As evil knows no halting
When passions strongly

flow,
So year by year did deeper

Those threatening waters
grow ;

Till on an awful midnight,
When through the windows

flamed
Bright lamps, and songs un-

holy
The vesper hour had

sharned,
And wanton sin dishonored

The time Christ's birth had
crowned,

They burst their banks in darkness,
And with their raging sound

The rocks of all the valley
Rang for a few hours' space-

Then this wide loch at morning
Reflected Heaven's face.

No voice is ever heard there-
Around the wild deer feed,

And winds sigh loud in*autumn
Through copse and rush and reed.

Men say, in nights of darkness
They pass the water's verge,

And hear 'mid sounds of revel,
The " Miserere's " dirge ;

That faintly, strangely, ever,
Upon the loch's dark breast,

Beneath, above, around it,
Shine lights that will not rest.

Of all such ghastly phantoms
Bred of the night and fear,

By hope of our salvation,
None meet the daylight clear.

The great grandson of Gillespie
Campbell and Eva O'Duin was Sir
Colin Campbell of Lochawe, with
whom the history of the family looms
up out of the shades of tradition into
the clearer light of history. Fron him
the Campbell chieftains derive the
appellation of Mac-Colin-More, or
sons of Colin-More, Colin the Great,
as he himself is known. He is men-
tioned in the statutes of Alexander I.
and in 1293 as Dominus Colinus Camp-

bell, miles. He added largely to his
estates. and from Alexander II. seems
to have gained the hereditary serfdom
of Argyll. At this time commenced
those disputes with the Macdougalls of

ARDTORNISH CASTLE.

Lorne which ended in their overthrow.
In i274, Robert Bruce, the most

celebrated leader of a noble race, was
born ; in 1296 he swore fealty to
Edward I.; in 1299, the year after
Wallace had resigned the regency, he
was one of the four regents who ruled
the kingdom in the name of Baliol;
and for six years remained faithful
to Edward and was consulted in the
settlement of the goverment. In 1305,
or a year later, he quarrelled with John
Comyn,-the Red Comyn,-nephew
of Baliol, during an interview in the
church of the Minorite Friars, Dumfries,
and, overcome with rage, stabbed
Comyn with his dagger. He then, rush-
ing out of the church, exclaimed, " I
doubt I have slain the Red Comyn."
" You doubt," said one of his atten-
dants, "I mak sikker! " (sure) and
rushing into the church, attended by
his companions, he completed the
crime, and also slew Comyn's brother,
who attempted to defend him. Bruce
hastenedto his castle,assembled his vas-
sals, was crowned king at Scone, and
prepared himself to defend his claims.

Alexander, Lord of Lorne, the chief
of the Macdougalls, was a near relative
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of the Red Comyn, having married his was a matter of difficultv, more especi-
aunt, and was ready to avenge the ally for the King, who in the retreat
wrong, and thus became allied with was last. Three brothers named
King Edward, whom Bruce defied. Macindrosser, henchmen of the Mac-

Sir Neil Campbell, son of Colin- dougall, resolved to kill the monarch
More, allied himself with the Bruce. or die in the attempt. They followed
becoming one of his chief supporters.. close, and when King Robert entered
Of such importance was he that the a narrow pass where he had to trust to
King gave him the hand of his sister, himself for his defence, tbrew them-
the Lady M ary, in marriage, selves on him. He
and henceforth the Campbells was on horseback.
of Lochawerankedwith royal- The first blow of
ty. With Bruce they thrived UFc royal battie-axe
and with him suffered in ad- severed the arm of

one of the assailants,
while at the same
time he held an-
other by the hand
which had been in-
cautiously thrust be-
tween the King's
stirrup and his foot.
The third clansman
of Lorne had auda-
ciously sprung on the
King's horse behind
the royal rider, but
Bruce, turning half
round, forced him
to the front of the

versity. The latter was their first -saddle and " clave
experience. After Bruce was the head to the
crowned at Scone, he was defeated DUNOLLY CASTLE. hornes." Then being
by the English, and on his way to
the West of Scotland to take refuge
in Ireland was encountered by Alex-
ander of Lorne at Dolree, on the
borders of Argyll. He fought his
best, and was so energetic in encourag-
ing his men that Barbour tell us:

"That none durst out of battle chase,
For always at their hand he was
So well defended he his men,
That whosoe'er had seen him then
Prove so deserving of vassalage,
And turn so aften the visage,
He should say he ought well to be
The king of a great royalty."

But neither his kingly qualities and
valor, nor the courage and strength of
his followers, could win him success
against the Macdougalls, and he was
compelled to retreat. But even this

thus relieved he slew
the unfortunate who was hanging
from his stirrup at one blow. But one
of the assailants had torn off the
monarch's cloak, and thus the brooch by
which it was fastened fell into the hands
of the victorious Macdougalls. An-
other account affirms that Alexander of
Lorne, nephew to the Red Comyn, re-
solved to slay Bruce in the battle. He
searched out the monarch amongst all
the fighting throng,-no very difficult
matter, one would think, for he is said
to have kept a clear space before him,
as a mower dôes in a field of closely-
growing hay. Undeterred by this, the
Lorne chieftain rushed at Bruce, who
was hewing down his unfortunate ene-
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mies, only to be met by his unerring
axe. Another blow would have killed
him, but two Macindrossers, father
and son, seizing the King's plaid drew
him aside and the historic brooch was
lost, and subsequently found and trea-
sured by the Lords of Lorne.

Sir Walter Scott makes good use of
this brooch in his " Lord of the Isles,"
when to the one whoni the minstrel
Ferrand thus describes he is made to
sing the insulting song:-

Marked ye the younger stranger's eye,
My mates, how quick, how keen, how high,

How fierce its flashes fell,
Glancing among the festal rout
As if to seek the noblest out,
Because the owner might not brook,
On any save his peers to look ?

And yet it moves me more,
That steady, calm, majestic brow,
With which the elder chief even now

Scanned the gay presence o'er
Like being of superior kind,
In whose high-toned, impartial mind
Degrees of mortal rank and state
Seem objects of indifferent weight.

Perhaps the minstrel's voicetrembled
as he sang, subject to the gaze of these
unwelcome visitors :-

Whence the brooch of burning gold,
That clasps the chieftain's mantle-fold,
Wrought and chased with rare device,
Studded fair with gems of price,
On the varied tartans beaming,
As, through night's pale rainbow gleaming,
Fainter now, now seen afar,
Fitful shines the Northern star ?

Gem ! ne'er wrought on Highland mountain,
Did the fairy of the fountain,
Or the mermaid of the wave,
Frame thee in some coral cave ?
Did in Iceland's darksome mine
Dwarf's swarth hands thy metal twine!
Or, mortal-moulded, comest thou here,
From England's love, or France's fear?

No !-Thy splendors nothing tell
Foreign art or fairy spell,
Moulded thou for mona.rch's use
By the over-weening Bruce,
When the royal robe he tied
O'er a heart of wrath and pride;
Thence in triumph went thou, torn
13y the victor hand of Lorn !

While the gem was won and lost,
Widely was the war-cry tossed 1
Rung aloud Bendourish Fell,

Answered Douchart's sounding dell,
Fled the deer from wild Teyndrom,
When the homicide o'ercome,
-lardly 'scaped with scath and scorn,

Left the pledge with conquering Lorn!

Vain was then the Douglas brand,
Vain the Campbell's vaunted hand,
Vain Kirkpatrick's bloody dirk,
Makirg sure of murder's work
Barendown fled fast away,
Fled fiery De la Haye,
When this brooch, triumphant borne,
Beamed upon the breast of Lorn

Furthest fled its former Lord,
Left his men to brand and cord,
Bloody brand of Highland steel,
English gibbet, axe and wheel.
Let him fly from coast to coast,
Iogged by Comyn's 'vengeful ghost,
While his spoils in triumph worn,
Long shall grace victorious Lorn !

It is almost painful to turn from Sir
Walter Scott's vigorous lines to resume
the accepted later history of this
brooch, which is not of " burning gold,"
but of the less romantic silver. During
the civil war in the reign of Charles I.,
the Macdougall of the time, who ad-
hered to the cause of the King, was be-
sieged in Dunolly by a detachment of
General Leslie's troops under Colonel
Montgomery. le held out, but Goolen
castle was sacked and burned. Camp-
bell of Inveraw, who was amongst the
leaders in the latter affair, secured the
brooch of King Robert, but lest the
Macdougall should endeavor to secure
the much-prized relic by force, did not
make his good fortuneknown. Thustime
rolled on till,near the early part of the
present century,the relic came into the
possession of a member of the Inveraw
family, who, in his will, ordered that it
be sold and the proceeds divided
amongst his younger children. It was
exposed for sale in London in 18t9,
the price placed upon it being a thou-
sand pounds. King George the IV.,
before his accession, is reputed to have
offered half the amount asked for it,
but without success. In 18z5 General
Campbell, of Lochnell, being anxious
to bestow a mark of " grateful regard "
on his friend and neighbor, Macdougall,
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THE BROOCH OF LORNE.

purchased the brooch, and at a social
meeting of the landholders of the
county, caused it to be presented to
that gentleman by the Duke of Argyll.
Thus this cause of so much ill-will in
the days of chivalry, in this degenerate
nineteenth century was made a means
of cementing still closer the friendship
of those whose ancestors fought for it
and lesser things for centuries.

But this gossip about the brooch has
brought us far away from Sir Neil
Campbell, he who fought at Bannock-
burn, where

"Unflinching foot 'gainst foot was set,
Unceasing blow by blow was met;

The groans of those who fell
were drowned amid the shriller clang,
That from the blades and harness rang,

And in the battle-yell."

His successor was his son, Sir Colin,
who also distinguished himself in the
Brucian wars. It was he who, galled
by the shots of two English bowmen,
left the Scottish ranks to wreak his ven-
geance on them in defiance of the or-
ders of his royal uncle. Bruce, follow-
ing him, struck him a lusty blow with
his truncheon, saying, " Return ! your
disobedience might have brought us all
into jeopardy."

It is a matter of doubt when the

Campbells were first elevated to the
peerage. The first regular proof dates
from the year 1445, when Sir Duncan
Campbell was summoned to Parliament
as Lord Campbell. Twelve years later
his grandson and heir, Colin, was raised
to the dignity of Earl of Argyll by
James Il. Colin was also destined to
advance the fortunes of the family in
another direction, for he married the
co-heiress of the Stewarts of Lorne,
the immediate successors of the Mac-
dougalls, and through this means a
large share of the barony of Lorne came
into the hands of the Campbells. He
also advanced the family interests in
many other ways, he evidently being a
man quick to see advantages and not
slow to benefit by them.

At the present time the House
of Argyll is chiefly remembered from
its constant adhesion to those "liberal
religious principles which were des-
tined to throw at once a glory and
a gloom on the annals of the house."
These emanated from John Douglas,
the first Protestant bishop of St. An-
drew's, who was the teacher of the
fifth Earl of Argyll, whose opposi-
tion to the unhappy Queen Mary was un-
swerving. The earl died without heirs,
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and the estate and title reverted to his is visit to Scotland, raised him to the

brother Colin, the Lord High Chancel- dignity of a marquisate. But the war

lor of Scotland, whose son Archibald, very soon followed after this, and the

was also eminent for his influence and Marquises of Argyll and Montrose were

talents. At eighteen he was a general, brought face to face. Both were men

and although unsuccessful as a leader of great ability: the Campbell calm,

was nevertheless fortunate in adding to sagacious, far-seeing, and devoted to

the family estates. The Macgregors the rights of the people ; the Graham

and the Macdonalds of Kintyre became ambitious, dauntless, and devoted to

obnoxious to their neighbors and the the King-both heroes after different

peace of the realm, and the Earl models. The battle was fought at

of Argyll, allying himself with the Inverlochy and the Campbells were

Gordons, nearly exterminated the Mac- defeated, their leader escaping over the

gregors, while the Macdonalds were lake by means of a boat, thus saving

partly expelled and their estates added his life at the cost of his reputation for

to those of the Campbells of Lochow. courage. A second time the Cove-

The record of Archibald, the eighth nanters were overthrown at Kilsyth by

Earl and first Marquis of Argyll, is one Montrose, who was himself defeated

of the brightest on the roll of the a month later by Leslie at Philiphaugh.

Argylls, oron that of any of the patrician After this follows a passage in the

families of England. He was born in history of the Marquis which has been

1598, and educated in the religion of looked upon in many different ways.

the Reformation, and on his father's Charles, trusting to the love of his

renunciation of Protestantism was put Scottish people, although they fought

into possession of his patrimonial against him, put himself into their

estates, and by order of the government hands. It is a matter of history how

rapidly advanced in positions of trust he was given up to those who were

and power. In 1638, on visiting only satisfied with his blood, being

London, he found that Charles I. had convinced that either he must die or

sanctioned an invasion on the west they. The discussion which resulted

coast of Scotland by the Irish under in giving Charles into the hands of

Lord Antrim, a Macdonald, who was, the English Parliament was a momen-

as part of his reward, to receive the tous one. In it the Marquis of Argyll

whole of Kintyre, which Argyll's father took no part. But if there is guilt

had fought for and gained. This, with this inaction did not take it from him;

other reasons, induced him to join the if glory, he is deprived of it. In any

popular party in Parliament and in the case he was one of those who lost

General Assembly after it had been their heads for their treatment of the

dissolved by the King's commissioner, first Charles, although faithful to the

and, with others, to sign the Solemn second of the name. It was he who

League and Covenant. At once he crowned Charles II. at Scone in 1651,

became the recognized leader of the and whose allegiance to that monarch

Presbyterian cause both in the cabinet was rewarded by a letter announcing

and in the field. But this did not the Royal intent to create him Duke

prevent him from receiving royal favors. of Argyll as soon as circumstances

Perhaps his influence was so great that should permit, and also pay him the

it must be obtained at any price, and forty thousand pounds sterling due to

although in 1639 he raised nine him, " whenever it shall please God to

hundred men of his own clan to restore me to my just rights." But

repel Charles' proposed invasion of later, when Charles' hopes were com-

Scotland, the King two years later, on pletely overturned, the Marquis, on
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being brought a prisoner from Inverar*
to Edinburgh, admitted Cromwell's
government. Charles was restored
to the throne in 166o. Great was the
short-lived joy, -so great that the mon-
arch is reputed to have wittily expressed

Argyll defended himself in a speech
remarkable for its moderation and
ability, and its effect was such that
fears were felt that he must be ac-
quitted. In the meantime his two sons,
Lord Lorne and Lord Neil Campbell,

DUNSTAFFNAGE CASTLE.

his regret that he should have stayed
away so long when everybody was
waiting to receive him with open arms.
But no sooner was he on the throne
than his popularity began to wane.
The general pardon and amnesty he
had promised were revoked by act of
Parliament. Argyll, the man who had
crowned the King at Scone when his
fortunes werelow,and who had gone to
London to welcome him " to his own
again," was sent back to Scotland a
prisoner. He was there placed on
trial on fourteen charges so ridiculous
that the court was reluctantly compelled
to acquit him from all blane in the
execution of Charles. But the King
owed him forty thousand pounds ster-
ling, which must be paid or arranged
for, and the crown lawyers therefore
indicted him for compliance with the
English during Cromwell's usurpation.
When the charges came up for trial

were in London working in high
places in their father's behalf, while
the Scottish Parliament, finding their
evidence insufficient to substantiate the
charge of treason, sent the Earls of
Glencairn and Rothes to General Monk
for advice. The closing scene of this
foul trial has thus been described :
" The Scottish Parliament being again
met to consider the whole case, and
appearances being strongly in favor of
the Marquis, a messenger, who had
come expressly from London, knocked
violently at the door of the Parliament
house. Upon his admission he pre-
sented a packet to the commissioner,
which every one concluded contained
a remission or sone other warrant in
favor of the Marquis, especially as the
bearer was a Campbell. But upon
the packet being opened, to the amaze-
ment of Argyll's friends, it was found
to consist of a great many letters ad-
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dressed by his lordship to Monk, while
he was Governor of Scotland, and
which with unparalleled baseness he
had reserved, to see if they vere ab-
SOlutely necessary, and having been
informed by the commissioner's envoys
of the scantiness of the proof, he had
sent post by an especial courier. The
letters were decisive as to the fact of
compHiance with the usurpers-that is of
Argyll being a passive, while Monk him-
self had been an aclive agent ; and on
this ground alone was the Marquis
found guilty of treason by a majority
of a parliament almost all of whom
were more culpable than lie was. Argyll
was condemned to death, and on the oc-
casion theyoung Lord of Montrose, now
restored to the honors of his ancestors,
refused to give a vote, thus repaying
the chief of the Campbells for his for-
bearance in declining to assent (in
1650) to the execution of the great
Marquis of Montrose."

The death sentence was passed.
The Great Argyll was to be beheaded,
and his head placed on the same pin-
nacle, at the end of the Tolbooth that
had borne that of the Great Montrose.
Two days only was allowed to elapse
between the sentence and its execution.
As it was pronounced he knelt, and ris-
ing, remarked. " I set the crown on
His Majesty's head, and now he
hastens me to a better crown than his
own." He met the Marchioness at the
Tolbooth, and on seeing her said,
"They have given me till Monday to
be with you, my dear ; therefore let us
improve it." She wept bitterly and
embracing him, exclaimed, " the Lord
vill requite it ! the Lord will requite it!"

He was calmer, and-although his
persecutors, even while weeping at his
noble demeanor when receiving his
sentence, refused to give him ten days,
respite-answered, " Forbear! Truly
I pity thern; they know not what they
are doing ; they may shut me in where
they please, but they cannot shut out
God from me. For my part, I am as

content to be here as in the castle, and
as content in thecastleas in the Tower
ofLondon, and as content there as when
at liberty,and I hope to be as content on
the scaffold as on any of them aIl."
Let us hasten over the intervening-
time before the execution, although it
was one of great glory to the con-
demned one. On quitting the jail he
said to one of the prisoners, "I could
die like a Roman, but I choose to die
like a Christian." To those who
walked beside him to the scaffold he
spoke of serious things, warning them
that religion must be a main, not a
secondary object ; that no magistrate
could absolve them from the covenant,
their oath to God. And on taking off
his doublet, and just before laying his
head on the block, he spoke his last
words:--" Gentlemen, I desire you, and
all that hear me, again to take notice
and remember that now, when I am
entering into eternity, and to appear
before my Judge, and as I desire salva-
tion, and expect eternal happiness from
Him, I am free from any accession,
by knowledge, contriving, counsel, or
any ways, of his late majesty's death ;
and I pray the Lord to preserve the
present King and to pour out His best
blessings upon his person and govern-
ment, and the Lord give him good and
faithful counsellors." He knelt down,
laid his head upon the block, lifted up
his hand, and his soul passed into
eternity.

The son and successor of this noble
man was worthy of him. Unlike his
father, he adhered firmly to the King's
party and refused to ally himself with
the Covenanters. Under the common-
wealth he was committed to prison and
jealously watched ; but on the restora-
tion the King remitted his father's for-
feiture and restored his grandfather's
title, Earl of Argyll. He acted as privy
counsellor, a commissioner of the
treasury, and an extraordinary Lord of
session, and remained in high favor
until the passage of the Test Act, he
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opposing the exemption of princes of
the blood from the oath. This drew
upon him the ill will of James, Duke
of York, afterwards James II. On
James' arrival in Scotland the Earl was
compelled to take the oath, although
with the following protest, which he
believed was accepted by James, and
which was entered on the books of
Parliament: " I think no man can ex-
plain this oath but for himself; accord-
ingly, I take it as far as it is consist-
ent with itself and the Protestant re-

wasted away, and the small army ulti-
mately separated to secure the safety
of its members. Argyll, in the disguise
of a countryman, was wounded, and
exclaimed on falling, " Unfortunate
Argyll !" thus revealing his-rank. He
was brought to Edinburgh and executed
on the sentence he had once escaped
from. His last hours were calm, and
in.them he wrote his own epitaph :-

" On my attempt though Providence did frown,
lis oppressed people God at length shall own ;
Another hand, with more successful speed,

ligion." The intent of this reservation ra Lu

was too obvious for James, the Catholic Though my head fail, that is no tragic story,
heir, to overlook, and accordingly Since, going hence, I enter endless glory."
after being allowed to sit in the coun- The epitaph was prophetic. Threa

IONA.

cil for a few days, Argyll was accused years later
of high treason, committed to prison, in Englanc
found guilty, and condemned to die. from bis
But the execution of the sentence was most influ
suspended. bald, the

One day while lying in prison he landed thr
was visited by Lady Sophia Lindsay, patriot an
his daughter-in- law, who managed to get one ofthe
him safely out in the guise of a page tish conve
carrying her train. The Earl for William, a
some time remained hidden in Scot- gyli in Jun
]and and then sailed for Holland. the titie pr
About four years later, on the death of Marquis of
Charles, his enmity to James showed it- His suc
self very prominently. In 1685 he re- est men c
turned to Scotland with a number of his not often
friend to raise his vassals against King could say
James; but his friends deserted him 'Arv11 the
his leaders were disunited; bis troops Ar shake

William of Orange landed
d, and James' power dropped
grasp. Amongst William's
ential supporters was Archi-
son of the Campbell who
ee years too soon to be a
d died as a traitor. He was
three deputed by the Scot-
ntion to present the crown to
nd was created Duke of Ar-
e, 1701, and to him reverted
eviously held in the family,
Lorne. He died in 1703.

cessor was one of the great-
f his name, of whom Pope,
accustomed to compliment,

state's whole thunder born to wield,
alike the senate and the field."
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John, Duke of Argyll and Greenwich,
called by his clan Ian Roy (John, the
Red), was born 1678. He commanded
a regiment of foot under King William;
served under Marlborough at the
seiges of Ghent, Bruges, Tourney and
other cities, and later distinguished
himself at Oudenarde and Malplaquet,
exposing himself fearlessly to the
enemy's bullets. Before he reached
the age of twenty-five years he had
been advanced to the rank of a privy
councillor and made an extraordinary
Lord of the Session. When twenty-
seven he was Lord High Commissioner
to the Scottish Parliament, and was
one of the first to advocate a treaty of
union with England. In 1711 he was
sent to command the troops in Spain ;
but being unable to obtain money or
men from home, and no assistance, had
to quit Spain with all his forces. He
led the royalist troops at Sheriffmuir
in 1715, and though the battle is not yet
recognized as a victory by either party,
it was successful in checking the south-
ward advance of the insurgents.

It was on the occasion of this event
that the words of " The Campbell's
are Comin'" are generally believed to
have been written. The music is said
to have been composed on the im-
prisonment of Mary, Queen of Scots,
in Lochleven Castle, in 1567, during
the time of the fifth Earl of Argyll.
Both are given in another part of this
magazine.

After their defeat Argyll exerted
himself to the utmost to obtain for
the insurgent Highland chieftains the
best possible treatment, but with the
only result of losing for himself the
royal favor, and in 17 16 he was stripped
of ail his offices. But this did not de-
stroy his influence or break his spirit,
and he was that opponent of the bill to
retaliate against the citv of Edinburgh
for the Porteous riots whom Sir Walter
Scott, in the Heart of Midlothian, quotes
as replying in answer to the charge of
interested motives, " I am no minister,

I never was a minister, and I never
will be one. I thank God I had al-
ways too great a value for those few
abilities which nature has given to me
to employ them in doing any drudgery,
or anyjob of any kind whatever." His
boldness went even further than this.
Queen Caroline, who was regent at the
time, the King being in Hanover,
threatened the Duke that " she would
turn Scotland into a hunting-seat." The
Duke coolly and courteously observed,
"If that be the case, Madam, I must
go down and prepare my hounds."
The Queen saw the terrible force of
this reply and restrained her temper in
future. As a result of Argyll's great in-
fluence, even when in disgrace, Edin-
burgh was pardoned on payment of a
fine. In 17 19 he was again admitted into
favor and received the additional title
Duke of Greenwich, by which he was
entitled to sit in the British House of
Lords. During the remaining portion
of the reign he was in the administration,
and also after the accession of George
II., until 1740, when a violent speech
against the action of Sir Robert Wal-
pole and the Duke of Newcastle led
to his dismissal. On their resignation
and the appointment of a new ministry
he was given the command of the army,
but other appointments not suiting him
he resigned all his positions. Perhaps
ill health had something to do with
this action, for soon afterwards, in
1743, he died, and a monument by
Roubiliac in Westminster testifies to
the high character and ability of him
in whom Thomson, in his " Seasons,"
says Scotland beheld

" Her every virtue, every grace combined,
ler genius, wisdom, her engaging turn,
Her pride of honor and her courage tried,
Calm and intrepid, in the very throat
Of sulphurous war, on Tenier's dreadful field.
Nor less the palm of peace envreathes thy brow;
For, powerful as thy sword, from thy rich tonque
Persuasion flows, and wins the high debate.

This illustrious man left no son to
possess his titles, and the Dukedom of
Argyll passed to his brother Archibald,
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Claremont, Surrey, the English residence of Princess Louise and the Marquis of Lorne.

Earl of Islay, while the British title, Castle, the erection of much of which
Earlof Greenwich, became extinct. The was also due to him.
career of Archibald, Earl of Islay, He died without any issue, and his
closely resembled in many respects personal tities, Earl of Islay and Lord
that of his brother. Both served with Oransay, became extinct. The titie
Marlborough, both were earnest advo- Duke of Argyll descended to John
cates of the Union, both fought at Campbell of Mamore, who then held a
Sherriffmuir, both were men of extra- seat in the British House of Commons.
ordinary ability. Archibald, however, He held his honors for but fine years,
always remained faithful to the house of dying in 1770.

Hanover and its ministers,and therefore His eldest son John bccamefifth Duke
always basked in the sunlight of the of Argyll. The la*tter, also, had sat in
royal smile. Thus it was that he ob- the 1-use of Commons before bis ac-
tained the title Earl of Islav and was cession and in the House of Lords under
chosen one of the sixteen peers for the titie of Lord Sundridge, to which he
Scotland in the first Parliament of had been advanced in 1766, during bis
Great Britain. He was made keeper father's lifetime. It is by this title that
of the privy seal in 1725, and entrusted the head of the Campbells now sits in

with the principal management of the House of Lords. He served with
Scottish affairs. In 1734 he was made distinction in thearmy, and,besides,did
keeper of the great seal, and held the much to encourage the pursuit of agri-
office till his death in 1761. He wasa culture ir Scotland. He married the
lover of literature and the fine arts, and Duchess Dowager of Hamilton, by
founded a splendid library in Inverary birth Elizabeth Gunning, an Iish lady

P! 55;
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of marvellous beauty and accomplish- sent has been in accordance with this
ments. To her the sovereign gave the beginning, he having served in the
personal title of Baroness Hamilton, Ministry under both Lord Palmerston
vhich on the failure of male issue by and Mr. Gladstone. In the latter in-

her first marriage descended to her stance he fulfilled the important duties
children by the Duke of Argyll, and re- of Secretary ofState for India in a man-
mains one of the titles of the Campbell ner which pleased not only the English
house. It is by her that Lord Lorne people, but also those of the unstable
obtains that narrow streak of Irish colony.
blood to which he referred so grace- Following the example of his an-
fully on a recent occasion. He died in cestors, the Duke of Argyll's eldest son,
i 8o6 and was succeeded by his eldest George Edward Henry Douglas Suther-
surviving son, George William, who be- land, beir-apparent to the tities and
came sixth Duke of Argyll. The latter estates, and Marquis of Lomne, entered
died in 1839, and was succeeded by his the House of Commons at an early age.
brother, Lord John Douglas Edward He was born in August 6th, 1845, and
Henry, seventh Duke of Argyll, who when very young was brought under the
died in 1847. notice of ler Majesty the Queen. In

He was succeeded in that year by her Leavesfrom the Journal ofOur L¼
his only son, George Douglas, the in the Hzýhlandsfrom 1843 I 1861, sbe
eighth Duke of Argyll, the present writes regarding her reception at In-
holder of the title. His full titles are verary in 1847: "Our reception was
something startling. He is Duke and in true Highland fashion. The pipers
Earl of Argyll, Marquis of Lorne and walked before the carnage, and the
Kintyre, Earl of Campbell and Cowal, Highlanders on either side, as we ap-
Viscount of Lochow and Glenilla, proached tbe bouse. Outside stood the
Baron Campbell and Baron of Lorne, Marquis o Lorne, just two years old,
Inverary, Muil, Morven and Tiry, in the a dear, white, fat, fair, littie fellow, with
peerage of Scotland; and Baron of reddish ainr but very delicate features,
Sundridge and Hamilton in the peerage like botG bis fathen and mother; e is
of Great Britain. He is a Knight of the sucb a merry, independent little cild.
Thistie, a privy councillor ( 185 3), Lord- Hie bad a black velvet dress and jacket,
Lieutenant and bereditary Sheriff of wit a 'sporran,' scarf, and Higbland
tbe County of Argylli; Hereditary Mas- bonnet." Hie was educated at Eton
ter of the Queen's nousehold, Keeper and Trinity College, Cambridge. In
of the Great Seal, and one of Her Ma- February, u868, he was elected to re-
jesty's state councillors for Scotland ; present tbe County of Argyll in the
Admirai of the Western Isles ; Keeper Fouse of Commons, which e continued
of Dunoon Castie, and of Dunstaffnage «to represent til bis resignation to fil
and Carrick; Chancellon of the UniveG- the office of Governor-General o
Sity of St. Andrews (1851); LL.D., Canada. In December, 868, he was
Cambridge (1 86) z; a Trustee of the appointed private secretary to bis
British Museum, etc., etc. He was father at the India Office. His first
born in 1832 and eariy evinced marked witerary work, A Tnr Iouhe Tropic r and
abiiity, at the age of nineteen publisn- Home troug Amerawas publised in
ing a -Letter to the Peens, by a Peeris 1867. He subsequently published a
Son,w in regard to the principles in- poem, Guida and Ria, from which an
VOlved in the Aucbterander case, wbic extract bas already been quoted. The
both from its subject and the style in designs for the illustration o this
Vhicb it was written attracted consider- poeh bave been attributed to the
aboe attention. His career to the pre- Princess Louise. bis most important
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work is The Book of Psalms, published
in 1877.

We reproduce his versions of the i st,
the 23rd and iooth psalms, selected
from this work, as also the autho-
rized version that they may be com-
pared. It will be noticed that the au-
thor has first rendered the psalms al-
most literally and in the case of the i st.
and 23rd., given a second version in
different metres, which afford the writer
more latitude in expression.

PSALM I.
I.

i That man is bless'd who walketh not
By godless counsels bound ;

Nor stands in sinners' ways, and ne'er
Hath seat with scorners found.

2.

2 But in the Law of God, the Lord,
Hath ever his delight ;

And on His law doth meditate
By day and in the night.

3.
3 Like planted tree, by water-streams,

Forth-bringing fruit each year,
All-prosp'ring shall he be ; his leaf

Unwither'd shall appear.

4.
4 Not so the wicked ; they are like

The chaif winds sweep aside;
5 They shall not in the Judgment stand,

Nor with the just abide.

5.
6 For unto God, the Lord, is known

The way of the upright ;
But the ungodly and his way

Shall perish in His sight.

SECOND VERSION.

i Bless'd is he who walketh never
In the counsel he should fear

Of the godless, and who standeth
Not in ways to sinners dear.

2 Bless'd is he who never loveth
In the scorner's seat to be ;

But in laws that God hath given
His delight alone doth see.

3 He who meditateth ever
On His law by day and night,

Shall be like a tree that's planted
By the streams of water bright.

4 Like a tree that in its season
Bringeth forth its fruit alway,

Never shall his leaf be wither'd :
All he doth shall, prosp'ring, stay.

5 Not like those are men of evil :
Chaff wind-driven are they all

Never therefore shall the wicked
Stand when sounds the judgment-call.

6 Nor the godless where are gather'd
Righteous men. The Lord doth know

lis belovèd's way, and perish
Shall the sinners' course in woe.

AUTHORIZED SCOTTISH VERSION.

i That man hath perfect blessedness
Who walketh not astray

In counsel of ungodly men,
Nor stands in sinner's way,

Nor sitteth in the scorner's chair:
2 But placeth his delight

Upon God's law, and meditates
On His law day and night.

3 He shall be like the tree that grows
Near planted by a river,

Which in his season yields his fruit,
And his leaf fadeth never :

And all he doth shall prosper well.
4 The wicked are not so ;

But like they are unto the chaff,
Which wind drives to and fro.

5 In judgment therefore shall not stand
Such as ungodly are ;

Nor in th' assembly of the just
Shall wicked men appear.

6 For why ? the way of godly men
Unto the Lord is known :

Whereas the way of wicked men
Shall quite be overthrown.

PSALM XXIII.

i.

i My Shepherd is the Lord, and I
In want of nought shall be ;

2 To lie down in lis pastures green
Jehovah maketh me.

2.

He leadeth me by quiet streams,
3 My soul He doth restore ;

For lis Name's sake in righteous paths
He leads me evermore.

3.
4 Yea, though I travel through the vale

That Death's dark shadows fill
No evil will I ever fear,

For Thou art with me still.

4.
Thy rod and staff my comfort are,

Within my sight for me
5 A table Thou preparest Lord,

Before mine enemy.
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My head with oil Thou dost anoint,
My cup still runneth o'er;

6 Goodness and mercy after me
Shall follow evermore.

6.
With me those surely shall abide

Throughout my life's brief day,
And in the house of God the Lord

Will I for ever stay.
SECOND VERSION.

i God Almighty is my Shepherd,
Want to me shall ne'er come nigh;

In the midst of grassy pastures
lie doth make me down to lie.

2 By the streams of rest lie guides me,
And my soul He doth restore ;

For His Name's sake makes me follow
Righteous ways for evermore.

3 Yea, though I shall walk the valley
Of Death's shadow, there shall be

In mine heart no fear of evil,
For 'tis Thou Who art with me.

4 For Thy rod and staff, Jehovah,
They give comfort in my woe;

Thou a table set'st before me
In the presence of my foe.

5 Thou with oil mine head anointed'st,
And my cup now runneth o'er;

Lord, Thy goodness and Thy mercy
Shall be mine for evermore.

6 Following after, these shall always
Still be with me till I die •

Mine abode shall be for ever
In the house of God on high.
AUTHORIZED SCOTTISIH VERSION.

I The Lord's my shepherd, I'il not want.
2 Ie makes me down to lie

In pastures green:
He leadeth me

The quiet waters by.

3 My soul He doth restore again;And me to walk doth make
Within the paths of righteousness,

Ev'en for His own name's sake.

4 Vea, though I walk in death's dark vale,
Yet will I fear none ili :

For Thou art with me ; and Thy rodAnd staff me comfort still.

5 My table Thou hast furnished
In presence of my foes ;

My head Thou dost with oil anoint
And my cup overflows.

6 Goodness and mercy all my life
Shall surely follow me :

And in God's house for evermore
My dwelling place shall be.

PSALM C.

I.
I Shout to the Lord with joy aloud,

All lands, and evermore
2 With gladness serve the Lord, and come

With songs His face before.

2.

With singing to His presence come
3 And be this surely known-

That He, the Lord, is God ; and we
Are made by Him alone.

3.
He made us, and not we ourselves

His people He doth keep;
We are His people, we His flock,

His pasture's chosen sheep.
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4 Into His gates then enter ye
With thanks and loud acclaim;

Enter His courts with praise, to Him
Be grateful, bless His Name.

5.
5 For He is good, for evermore

His mercy is most sure ;
And to all generations shall

The truth of God endure.

AUTHORIZED SCOTTISH VERSION.

i All people that on earth do dwell,
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice.

2 Him serve with mirth, His praise forth tell,
Come ye before Him and rejoice.

3 Know that the Lord is God indeed;
Without our aid He did us make :
We are His flock, Hie doth us feed,
And for His sheep He doth us take.

4 O enter then His gates with praise,
Approach with joy His courts unto:
Praise, laud, and bless His name always,
For it is seemly so to do.

5 For why? the Lord our God is good,
His mercy is for ever sure ;
His truth at all times firmly stood,
And shall from age to age endure.

By bis marriage to the Princess
Louise, in 1871, the Marquis of Lorne
was placed in a different position from

people; and in matters of this kind first
impressions are generally lasting. On
bis marriage he was presented by the
British Parliament with Claremont in
Surrey. Now his residence for several
years will probably be Rideau Hall, at
Ottawa. It is an interesting pile of
buildings, rich with the historic remem-
brances of late days. It is probable
that very soon it will be torn down to
make room for a building erected in a
less composite style of architecture, and
better adapted to the necessities of a
viceregal household, and one which
will not require the artist to take a
rear view to obtain anything like a
creditable picture. The good wishes
of the people are with the present resi-
dents of the building, and the general
wish is that the manly, independent
spirit of the Marquis, and the womanly
accomplishments and virtues of bis
wife, will enable them to steer clear of
the quicksands which are perpetually
opening under the feet of those who
occupy high positions in the govern-

that occupied by any other peer of the ment of the country; and that at the ex-
realm. To this may be ascribed bis piration of their viceregal term the
appointment to the position he now oc- regrets at their departure may be much
cupies, and which he bas up to the greater than the joy at their arrival.
present filled to the satisfaction of the G. H. F.

THE ISLAND OF MULL.
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Full late in life I found thee, glorious Keats !
Some chance-blown verse had visited my ear
And careless eye, once in some sliding year,

Like some fair-plumaged bird one rarely meets;

And when it came that o'er thy page I bent,
A sudden gladness smote upon my blood;
Wonder and joy, an aromatic flood,

Distilled from an enchanted firmament.

And on this flood [ floated, hours and hours,
Unconscious of the world's perplexing din,-
Its blackened crust of misery and sin,-

Rocked in a shallop of elysian flowers.

Ail melodies of earth and heaven are thine;
That one so young such music could rehearse
As swells the undulations of thy verse

Is what Hyperion only might define.

The voices of old pines, the lulling song
Of silver-crested waterfalls, the sweep
Of symphonies that swell the booming deep

To thy immortal minstrelsy belong.

Nor less the whispered harmony that falls,
Like twilight dews, from heaven's starry arch
For gentle souls that listen to the inarch

Of airy footfalls in ethereal halls.

Unhappy, happy Keats ! A bitter-sweet
Was thy life's dream ; Death grinning at thy heels,
While Fame, before thee, smiled her grand appeals,

Tempting to dizzy heights thy winged feet.

Methinks thou didst resemble (over-bold
May be the fancy) thy Endymion,-
Now charmed with earth-born beauty, and anon

Finding some imperfection in the mold,

He sued a heaven-born Splendor to allay
The hunger and the fever of his heart;
And thus to Cynthia he did impart

The fearful secret of his misery.
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And thou, impassioned poet, never, never
Did other mortal kneel at Beauty's shrine
With any offering fairer than the line,

A thing of beauty is a joy forever."

Oh, had I missed this Hippocrene, and slept
Without full measure of the choicest draught
That ever gods or men divinely quafled,

Some pitying angel o'er my loss had wept:

And would remind me in bright ages hence-
Glancing to earth from some celestial height-
That nothing in his world of chaste delight

My ignorance of Keats could recompense.
GEORGE MARTIN.
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BEING THE RECOLLECTIONS OF ELIZABETH RAY, SCHOOL-TEACHER.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "My YOUNG MASTER," ETC.

CHAPTER XXIV.

"'Tis He, the Lamb, to Him we fly
While the dread tempest passes by;
God sees His well beloved's face,
And spares us in our hiding-place."

H. . WHITE.

My burnt-offering brought me no
peace, only a sense of failure. I list-
ened eagerly for any word from Donald
Monroe, for he and I seemed to belong
to those to whom the Lord had forgot-
ten to be gracious. His wife came
down to the Squire's and acknowledged
that the tale was true. Donald was
really another man. The grim taunt,
the contemptuous neglect that had so
irritated lier, had passed entirely away.

" He is as kind as husband can be,"
she said ; "as tender of me as in the
short wooing time, but in sore trouble.
He rises in the night to prav ; he set-
tles to no work, but wanders about
seeking rest and finding none."

She could not understand his anguish:
he had broken off from all open sin ;
he would not be provoked,-she con-
fessed to having tried just a little. His
goodness and unrest alarmed her; the
quantity and quality of religion which
she had, ought to be enough for Don-
ald ; that it was not, made her fear for
his reason. His companions, who
feared, admired and loved him, found
the relish gone out of their roistering,
rollicking life. Donald's fiddle, his
songs, so readily produced to com-
memorate every laughable incident, his
wit, that cut and flashed like a High-
land broadsword, his manliness and
sense of honor, all these qualities made

him so much the more missed from
among them. He left such a blank
that they felt some effort must be made
to get him back.

So Donald, who was the son of
Donald, who was the son of another
Donald, bethought himself of some
neglected work as an excuse for a bee
and a spree, to which Donald and his
fiddle must be brought. " One good
spree," said they, " will put the non-
sense out of him." The keg was filled,
a sheep slaughtered, numerous fowls
lost their lives, pies and cakes were
made on a grand scale, for this was to
be the bee of the season, and all the
harum-scarum, rattling squad were to
be invited.

Donald was sitting by the fire, trying
to think out the awfully solemn prob-
lem, " How can mortal man be just
before God ?" His wife spun beside
him, thinking of him, fearing for him.
She would have been glad even of a
quarrel to rouse him from his gloomy
musings, but he was too much absorbed
to be ready to take or give offence.
His fiddle in its case hung idly on the
wall. The clock ticking, the birr of the
wheel were the only sounds that broke
the stillness. The neighboring Donald
came in with a kindly good-evening,
to give warning of the bee.

He had met Evander outside,-he
was coming. He did not directly ask
Donald to go for fear of a direct refus-
al ; he took it for granted that he and
his fiddle would be there, spoke of
other bees of which Donald had been
the life, spoke of the high estimation
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in which he was held by all Glenshie
in general, and by his neighbor, this
very Donald in particular. Without
Mrs. Monroe's help it would have been
exceedingly difdicult to have carried on
the conversation. Just as he left, when
the door was held ready to be shut, so
that an answer would have been diffi-
cult, he said, " See that you come
early, Donald," and was gone.

To-morrow came, a crisp October
day, radiant with sunlight; in the forest
the last ripe leaves were fluttering down.
But none of the gladness of the bright
Indian summer had power to reach
Donald, sitting in the shadow of his
own thoughts. His wife gently re-
minded him of the bee as the morning
wore away, and he showed no sign of
going. He gave her a swift look out
of his bright, dark eyes, started up and
began to pace up and down the kitchen
floor, but answered her nothing. His
wife would have urged him to go,
arguing to herself that anything was
good that would rouse him from his
gloom, but she dared not.

When evening drew on and the guests
at the bee saw that he did not come,
Ronald Colquhoun, the best loved com-
panion of the by-gone days of folly,
came to fetch him, determined not to
return without him. He pleaded and
coaxed, seeming to have no idea of
failure, and Donald's wife, her fears for
her husband's reason, and her love of
approbation, both being excited, joined
her entreaties to his.

" Donald," she said, " do not refuse
a neighbor. Go among your friends
and pleasure them and enjoy yourself.
You were always a good neighbor, and
well liked, and Ronald has been a good
neighbor to you; do not refuse him."

She lifted down the fiddle and laid it
in its green baize case across his knee.
"Here," she said, " you'll be late."

Donald stripped the fiddle of its case
and laid his hand on it with a caressing
movement. " Mary," he said, " I made
that fiddle in Glenelg, across the sea,

when my heart was glad and my foot
light on the heather ; she has been
companion and friend to me for many a
year. Have you not ?" he said, ad-
dressing the fiddle. " You told my
story for me when I courted the
mother of my boys; you sung the
praises of Mary when she was the
fairest brown-haired girl on the Scottish
hills ; you sounded the lament when I
left the graves of my people for the
new country; you have been my com-
panion through long years of folly and
sin. How often have I said that you
were dearer than any wife or sweet-
heart to me ! But, mo runsa, I have
set my foot on a road where there is no
turning back. I thought to take you
with me and teach you a new song, even
to sound the praises of Everlasting
Love, but you will not be the means of
turning me back to the husks I have
left. I could give up dearer than you
are for Him who loved me." He took
the fiddle, broke it across his knee, and
put it in the fire. As it blazed, he
turned to his friend. " Ronald Colqu-
houn," he said solemnly, " 1 love you
better now than I ever did through all
the years when we enjoyed the pleasures
of sin together. I willbe trueuntil death
to my Captain, who has called me to fol-
low Him. You have to face death and
judgment as well as I have, let your
own soul be precious in your sight, and
come with me instead of trying to turn
me back."

This was Donald's first effort to say,
"Come." The fiddle was in ashes, and
Ronald Colquhoun, convinced that his
mission was a failure, left silently, with
new thoughts stirring in his soul.
Donald turned to his wife. " Mary,"'he
said, tenderly, "a few weeks ago you
lay at my feet; it was God's mercy that
saved me from blood-guiltiness that day.
Do not try to turn me back to what I
was when you had to fly for your life
from your husband's hearth."

He rose without another word, went
into the room and shut the door.
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When he came out again,his face shone; 
a new light was in his eye,-he had c
found Him of whom Moses in the law t
and the prophets did write, Jesus of s
Nazareth. I heard of this, and it a
dawned upon me that there was a dif-
ference between Donald's burnt offer- t
ing and rnine. I had given up my
books, that I loved dearly, to purchase
favor, I arn afraid. Donald burned his 1
fiddle lest it might becorne a snare tos
hirn. There carne to me a sense of myi
own belief in my goodness, and a desire t
t-o take my own place honestly before
God as asinner,vile and unworthy in His
sight. I went to the next meeting with
a feeling of despair, saying, I arn a sin-
ner, lost! lost! My pride of godly
descent, my pride of education in the
Word, my pride of my prayers, of my en-
deavors after God, came up before me as
abominable things that God hated. My
goodness and myself had corne to open
war.

I listened to the sermon without
hearing it, for I was lost, shut out with
my owfl self-righteousness as my
portion forever. I do not know what
the text was, but in the course of the
sermon I was arrested by a truth I had
heard often, oh so often before :

IlLet go your own goodness,-it is
but filthy rags in His sight. Lay hold
of Christ by His promises. Cast your-
self on I-im. You are sinful. He is a
mnighty Saviour. He speaks in Right-
eousness, and says He is mighty to
save. X7ou are unworthy ; worthy is
the Lamb. I entreat you by the mer-
dies of God to lay hold on Him as the
cuiprit did on the horns of the altar.
The altar sanctifieth the gift."

<'The wind bloweth where it listeth,
and thou hearest the sound thereof, but
canst not tell whence it cometh and
whither it goetb." I do not know how
it was, but I did see how my unworthi-
ness might be covered by the skirt of
His garment who is worthy; how the
altar sanctified the gift. I got up and
went home dunb with gladness. I

as afraid of being overtaken by my
ompanions. I could not speak to
hem just then lest the joy of my soul
hould find wings in words and flee
way from me. I did not feel the
rosty air as I walked rapidly over the
hree miles that lay between the place
f meeting that night and my home at

Morrison's. I stopped a little while
beneath the great elm tree in the lane,
stopped there to try to realize what
iad come to me. Was it really tiue
hat I could now say " Whereas, I was
blind now I see"? The great elm
seemed like a friend to me, I had so
often sat under its shadow when my
thoughts troubled me. I had stayed
there again and again to feel after Him
for whom my soul hungered. Under
its branches Walter told me of his
new-found peace. I saw the whole
world filled with glory. A new light
that was not of the sun, nor of the
moon, illuminated everything. I looked
up through the elm branches to
the Heaven above me that seemed so
near, and said aloud " My Lord and
my God!-MyBeloved,mine-mine!" I
was an orphan no longer, nor lonely,
nor desolate. I had a place in the
universe, the place His hand assigned.
I was akin to every one that He loved,
that loved Him. I did not need to
tell my secret,--everything on earth
knew it and rejoiced with me. The
moon and stars were the brighter of it;
the big elm clapped his hands. The
glory of the Lord was about me,-even
me, and all the world was filled with
breathless thanksgiving. That spot
in Glenshie draws me back to it after
all these years, because there did my
Lord crown me with loving-kindness
and tender mercies, in the day when
He gave me gladness of heart. I had
found a new life. School always pleas-
ant, now became delightful. The Bible
lessons were glorified, because we found
Christ in every page. The friends I
had parted from came nearer to me.
Annie had written to me of Miss Borg's
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death ; but death was no longer separ-
ation. She seemed nearer to me in
Heaven than in Himmel-en-Erde. I
grew loving in my mind to Aunt Hen-
derson, and willing to acknowledge
that my waywardness had been a great
trial to her.

Time passed pleasantly till Christ-
mas, when we had a public examination.
The scholars and I made an attempt at
ornamenting the school-room. With
my remembrance of the Himmel-en-
Erde church, in its garlands of laurel
and box, holly and ivy, what could be
done with spruce and balsam seemed
a failure; but the cbildren were proud
of it. I got praise enough to make
me vain, and a re-engagement at much
higher wages.

I was over at Mr. Jessop's for New
Year's day, so was Walter. Since Mr.

Jessop had succeeded in establishing a
relationship between us, however
shadowy, the whole family claimed a
right to us, which was pleasant for
Walter and me.

Walter was to be, during next year,
farther away from me. Hewas to teach
near Deerfield, and study Greek and
Latin after hours with the grammar
school teacher there. It was best for

'him, but it was a hard trial for me.
'Walter is so independent, and he is
also so popular, has such a talent for
adapting himself to others, that he is
at home wherever he is, and does not
feel the useless regrets and longings
that I do. He felt already adopted
into the country, and Ireland is a name
to him and no more. He teased me
about my adhesiveness to the old sod,
as he irreverently called it.

" If more came out of the crowded
little island there would be less to
feed, and famine would not be possible,"
said Richard Jessop one evening.

" You might have a famine in
Canada; it is not impossible, if God so
willed it," I said.

" Of course famine would be impos-

sible in Canada;" said Mr. McAlpine,
who was present.

" I do not like to hear you say that.
It is like defying your Maker," I
said.

" Not so," said Mr. McAlpine.
" There are always natural causes for
these great calamities. We produce
too much in proportion to our popula-
tion to be in any danger of famine."

" In the old country," said Richard
Jessop," the rich are so rich, and the
poor are so poor, that very little scarcity
makes the poor starve. We have no
poor here."

" No poor !" said I, laughing,-" that
is a little too good. What do you call
the people over the river in that little
shanty whom I saw the first day I came
here ? Are not they poor ?"

" Not poor in the sense in which old
country people are poor ?"

" She is speaking of Jack Somers,
mother," said Richard, turning to Mrs.

Jessop,-" you would not cali him
poor."

" Certainly not," said Mrs. Jessop
" not poor in the sense in which old
country people are poor."

"You see, Miss Ray," said Robert,
"he is paying for his place. To ac-
complish that he works hard and lives
roughly; but his shanty is his own,-no
man can put him out for the rent.
When he has his place paid for, it, and
what he raises on it, will be his own
for ever, to be used for his own com-
fort. By and by he will have a new
house, and will count as necessaries of
life, luxuries about which an old coun-
try laborer dare not dream."

" That's true," said Walter. " There
was John Ferris that managed uncle's
fields, he was in steady work and better
off than most. It seemed to take all
he could make to pay his rent. He
always kept a pig; when it was fat it
was sold for the rent. Happy were
his family if they could keep any of the
worst bits of it for themselves. The
butter from his cow, the eggs from the
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poultry-all %were sold to help to make taken up with Amelia Marston, and no
up that dreadful rent." wonder, for she is a good, sweet girl,

" That rent was a terror," said old and very, very pretty.
Mr. Jessop; "it swallowed up every- I feit parting witb Walter very much.
thing. When we came here first we He bad to go away ta bis new place,
had hardships, but there was hope to for some reason, before the scboois
enable us to endure it. See that big took up again. Deerficld was eigbteen
maple tree beyond the verandah. Wc miles away, sa it was fot likeiy 1 wouid
set up a tent under it when we came sec him oftcn. I was asbamed of the
here first. We slept on a bed of trouble I bad given to the Jessops, and
balsam boughs till I put up my first I slipped away when Richard was at
shanty. Mother and I knew what Mount Pleasant, and waikcd back to
hardship meant in those days. 'I had Morrison's by myself. I was getting ta
to saw with the whip-saw all thelumber be a good waiker. I rcturned to my
for our first house. It was a week's schooi witb a determination to live for
journey to take a grist to mill. You my scbolars more (evotediy than I bad

May think what a blessing our mills donc. I was not satisfied witb the
Werc ta the settiers tbat came in aftcr educatian wvhich most young farmers
Us. W had bard struggles with cir- fed after spending years at
cumstancfs, but when we hewed out soe. determined ta lay down a
prosperity, it was our awnm not a land- plan for mysif over and above the
lord's." routine wc ftre accustomed to folow.

"And do you neyer wish ta rcturn Tbey wer earningo a read under-
to the old country ?" I asked, for I wvas standingly,--I hoped tbcy would always
Often homc-sick secretly. take pleasure in good books. In addi-

"No, not much. The aid country tion ta this, I wished ta make sùre that
Ma pleasant remembrance to us. We every one of tcm sould be abe to

have an obligation on us ta lii'c worthy express their thougbts with some readi-
Of the land we came from, and the pem- ness on paper so as ta be able ta «rite
pie wbo have gone before us, that is a decent letter, foid and seai it properly
ai." -envelopes had not pWnetrathd ta the

" It is pleasant and strengthening,"
said Mrs. Jessop, " to remember that
we are by both sides descended from
men valiant for the truth, who stood
for Kirk and Covenant, Our fore-
fathers two hundred years ago, as
McComb sings, planted the banner of
the cross in County Down, and suf-
fered for the faith when godly Mr.
Livingstone ministered in Kilinchy;
but Richard has forsaken all that
now."

Mr. McAlpine looked with asly smile
at me. " I have not forsaken, I have
imitated thesegreat men, mother. They
followed, at all hazards, what they
thought right; I have, in a smaller way,
done the same," said Richard solemnly.

I noticed during this visit to Mr.
Jessop's that Mr. McAlpine was much

backwoods at this time ; to drill them
in mental arithmetic so that they could
make up small accounts readily in their
minds, to have them write accounts out
neatly, and to know the geography of
their own country, including routes of
travel, as correctly as possible. Hum-
ble enough acquirements, yet many left
school without them, who could follow
the hat of plums through a summer's
day of tossing and scrambling, and
divide the seventeen camels successfully
without any cutting up.

To carry out my little plans a long
time was necessary, and I made up my
mind to stay in Glenshie, Providence
permitting, long enough to see the re-
sult of my labor. Pleasure mingled
with labor, and one of my greatest
pleasures was to see Donald Monroe at
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prayer-meeting, and to hear his voice
in prayer and praise. It was a great
pleasure and joy also that the young
minister, in recovered health, labored
in the Highland settlements for many
months yet, with what result will be
better known another day. TWose who
had professed religion that winter
formed a band of brethren and sisters,
meeting often to speak of Him, the
Saviour, who had had mercy on them.
The time came when the young
preacher went away, called to carry the
message to the distant heathen. As
he was loved with no common love, so
he was mourned with no common sor-
row. I am afraid that his grey maud
was none the better for the night of
parting, for I noticed that my scholars
-I had eighty-five on the roll now-
had each a twist of the fringe laid in
their Bibles as a keepsake. I had
wondered at the last meeting what my
dark-eyed Katie and my blue-eyed
Annie were about, whispering and fin-
gering at something by the desk where
the maud was thrown; I know now that
they were demolishing the fringe. I
wonder if he ever noticed it, or notic-
ing it ever suspected the cause, or did
mice get the blame ? He left Canada
behind forever, and we heard that he
had sailed as a missionary to distant
China. I felt as if something had
gone out of my life, I missed him so
much, and yet I did not feel separated
from him. It was only a lengthening
of the cords that bound us together.
There is pain in this, but when every
cord is anchored in the same place
within the vail, there is no real separa-
tion. Personally I was not much ac-
quainted with him. I never had any
conversation with him but that once up
at Squire McPherson's ; nevertheless, I
was akin to him, and loved him dearly
because he could say, " The seal of my
apostleship are you in the Lord." If
he lives he is no stripling now; grey
mingles with his locks. Does he ever
think of Glenshie, or the work God

gave him to do there, and the blessing
that rested on his labors ?

I saw Walter only two or three times
all that summer. It was almost as
dreary as if the Atlantic Ocean lay
between us. Walter thought me a
little unreasonable and exacting in my
love for him, and perhaps I was; but I
did crave to see him oftener, and longed
for a home where we should be to-
gether, as had been planned in our
castle-building many and many a time.
Somehow this castle of ours seemed
more airy as the time went on, and less
likely to drop from cloudland down to
earth.

The second summer in Canada had
ripened into autumn, the maples were
flaming in crimson, and every color
and tint of yellow was lit up by sun-
light into glory in the autumn woods.
This lovely time, so peculiar to this
clear-skyed Canada, seems to me like
the sabbath of the year,-it is so still,so
restful, and so glorious.

One evening when I came home
from school there was an ominous still-
ness about the house. I was a little
later than usual, for as I was leaving
school, a young girl came to have me
cut the waist of a dress for her. Mr.
Morrison had gone to a spree with his
fiddle, as a substitute for Donald
Monroe; the rest were out engaged in
some harvest work; only Fergus, the
youngest curly-head, was in the house.
He was a born carpenter, and was
always tinkering at something in that
line. Neil, the eldest boy, complained
that he spoiled the tools. It was alto-
gether likely that he had avoided help-
ing in the harvest work to be able to
finish something on which his heart
was set. He had, when he found
himself alone, climbed up to where the
draw-knife hung, which he was spe-
cially forbidden to touch, and took it
down. He was hurrying to get what
he purposed to do done before some one
came. He held the piece of wood
against himself as he sat on the floor;
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drawing the knife towards him, the
edge met some slight obstruction, he
put out more strength to overcome it, the
wood slipped aside-and Fergus him-
self received the edge of the knife.
Some presentiment caused me to hurry
in, not waiting to speak to Mr. McAl-
pine, who was riding across the little
bridge. I found Fergus on the floor,
the bloody draw-knife beside him. He
had imitated a Japanese custom too
successfully. I was thankful for Mr.
Mcpine's shadow crossing the thres-
hold. We lifted him up and laid him
on the bed ; I ran to call his mother,while Mr. McAlpine was on his horse
in a flash, and galloped off for the doc-
tor. It was an anxious time till the
doctor came, and then only Mrs. Mor-
rison had nerve enough to hold the
candle while the wound was examined
and dressed.

teWill he live?"I said waylaying
the doctor, when he came out after a
time that seemed hours to our anxiety.

Of course he will live," said the
old doctor. " We will not let the little
hero die if we can help it." The child
had never uttered a groan all the time.

Mr. McAlpine sat up all night with
Fergus to carry out the doctor's direc-
tions, who went to take some hours
Sleep because he had been up the
night before. There was no sleep for
any of us that night, we were in such a
state of tumultuous thanksgiving for
the danger having passed.

I devoted a good deal of my time
out of school to amusing the little suf-
ferer. He was a very patient little
fellow, and amused himself, when he
began to recover, with his lesson book.
Whenever I came from schoolhe would
say " Read to me, Miss Ray, about
Harry's cake stuffed full of plums and
sweetmeats, orange and citron. What
is an orange like ?" The child had
never seen an orange.

It was quite natural for Mr. McAl-
pine to come to see him when he was
passing, and to bring him little niceties
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to tempt his appetite. I was glad when
he came one evening and brought
some fine oranges; a box had come to
Mount Pleasant, and he had secured
some. It was delightful to see how
Fergus enjoyed them. It is wonderful
how some children almost leap back
into health. It was not a great while
till Fergus was back to school again, a
trifle paler and thinner, a trifle more
easily managed, and a great deal fonder
of me. There was one thing about his
illness that annoyed me greatly. The
people would not attribute. Mr. McAl-
pine's visits to Fergus's accident, but
began to couple his name with mine
in a way that troubled me. I was
afraid that he might hear and resent
this idle talk. Perhaps he did, for his
calls ceased altogether a short time
after Fergus recovered*

I did not seem to enjoy life as I had
done. The school was very large,-the
average attendance was over seventy.
Sometimes I thought I was very weary,
and came home with dragging step. Iscolded myself for being ungrateful ;
reminded myself of the privilege of be-
ing independent, of being at liberty to
plan my own work, of the measure of
success which God had given me, and
the changed relation in which I stood
to Him. I found it difficult work to
keep my eyes on my mercies as much
as I should have done. It was at this
time that my dear brother and distant
relative, Robert Jessop, died peacefully,
and I missed his face and his voice
very much when I went over to Jessop's
mill.

The day's work began to be very
heavy, and I was troubled for fear I
was going to be ill.

CHAPTER XXV.

Here we go a galloping, gallopine.
OLD ONG.

It was a little before this time that
the Superintendent or Inspector (the
little man who had attempted to teach
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the boys that wonderful bow) absconded
with the teachers' money,and of course
we could not get our wages without as
much trouble as if we were the guilty
parties.

I had to travel all the way to the
county-town, fifty miles away, to prove
that I was myself, and to sign any
amount of documents. The question
was how to get there, for I had no
money; I had not the faculty of keeping
it, and if I had any money there was
no stage. Mrs. Morrison advised me
to take a horse and ride to Mr.
McAlpine's, which was more than half
way, ride into the county-town next
day, sign the papers and return to
McAlpine's the same day, and come
home the next; that would be three
days' journey. L. would have much
preferred going in some conveyance
with a boy to drive, but Morrison's
light cart was broken, and the only
other one-horse conveyance in Glen-
shie had gone with its owner to the
front.

" You have learned to ride well,"
said Mrs. Morrison; "suppose you
borrow Colin McDermid's saddle-horse
and ride there ? I will lend you my
saddle, so that you will be as comfort-
able in it as if you were sitting in a
rocking-chair."

I was in high favor when I was of-
fered the side-saddle. She had refused
the loan of it the week before to Ronald
McPhee when he went to bring home
his bride, telling him that the regula-
tion backwoods saddle, a piece of
home-made blanket, was good enough
for any bride he would bring home.

I had to accept this offer or lose my
money, which I could not afford to do,
especially as I feared that my health was
giving way. I had been learning to ride
on horseback since I came to Glenshie.
Mrs. Morrison had during the first
summer kindly dedicated to my use.a
colt of thirty years, a great trotter in his
day. I would not like to tell of the
distances he had travelled from sunrise

to sunset, for fear of seeming to exag-
gerate; but age had done for him what
it could not do for the Douglasses,
cooled his blood, so that he was not
likely to run away with the bhean sgoi/ear.
Many a ride had I taken with him
through the gay, green wood, along
bush-bordered roads. He sometimes
threw me off, but always waited politely
till I picked myself up, and allowed me
to mount and try again. I got so well
acquainted with this elderly colt in the
course of time that I knew very well
what he would be likely to do under
any circumstances. I would have felt
quite safe to travel in easy stages to the
county-town mounted on him, but he
had mired in the back-clearing in the
spring, and not having strength to get
out, had ended his long and useful life
there. On the appointed day I started
on my long ride with a horse that was
a stranger to me. He was a pretty
cream-colored animal, in good condi-
tion, and not so badly groomed con-
sidering everything. Indeed, Colin
McDermid had the name of taking more
care of his horses than of his wife. It
was a pleasant day overhead, but the
roads were muddy from recent rains.
I got along pretty well at first, although
I wondered at Mrs. Morrison giving
him the character of a good saddle-
horse, for he was not, but lifted his
knees to his mouth and went almost as
awkwardly as an ox. I rode through a
long stretch of hardwood bush, then
through a cedar-swamp, and came to a
tavern at a cross road. Here my horse
stopped and no persuasion of mine
could take him past. He tossed his
head and snorted in reply to urgent
hints, given by jerking the bridle, and
when 1 struck him with the whip he
lifted his feet pretending to rear, but
always subsided into the same place
with a determination to stay there.
The tavern-keeper came to my help.
"This is Colin McDermid's beast," he
said ; " he is accustomed to stop here,
and is not willing to pass. You are
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the school-mistress, I suppose ? Where
are you going ?"

"To the town, if my horse will let
me," I answered.

"Not ail in one day, surely ?"
"Oh, no; I will stop with a friend by

the way."
I had become accustomed to free

questioning since I came to live in the
country; I did not resent it. I knew
it vas not rudeness but interest that
dictated the questions, and I had really
nothing to conceal.

" Colin should have given you the
other horse, the one his own girls ride,
instead of that ill-willy brute."

He took the horse by the bridle and
led him past the stopping-place, and
Most unwilling to move he was; then,
with good wishes for my safety to my
journey's end, he left me. I suppose I
had journeyed ten miles when I came
to a village by a river where there were
large mills. This I knew by descrip-
tion to be the village of Glendalough.
The moment I crossed the little bridge
at the entrance of the village, my horse
began to act strangely. He put his
nose down to the ground, as if he had
lost a needle and was looking for it.
lie humped up his shoulders as I have
seen naughty, self-willed children do,
and in this funny way, never heeding
the bridle any more than if it had been
a rein of worsted, he darted down a
by-way and came to a dead stop before
a most disreputable-looking tavern.
From within came the sounds of revelry
on the edge of a quarrel. My wilful
steed stopped close to the doorway as
if wanting me to alight. It was no use
for me to try to coax or compel him to
stir; there he stood as firm as the rock
of Cashel. In a little while a man,
whose appearance matched the house,
came to the door, and before he looked
who was there enquired with an oath
what I meant by stopping up the way.

" Nay, friend," I said, "you must
ask the horse, which has brought me
here much against my will."

The man actually took off his bat-
tered hat. " I beg your pardon, Miss,
I did not look. It is Colin McDermid's
beast, and he is used to stopping here,"
he said. Then raising his voice he
called inside, " Here Colin! Come out
here, you rascal ! " " It is an ever-
lasting shame, Miss, to lend you an
obstinate brute like that," he said to
me.

Colin, with red eyes and inflamed
face, appeared at the door.

"I think, Mr. McDermid," I said,
"that it will be as well for me to turn
home again, for I cannot manage this
horse of yours."

" Oh! don't turn back, Miss Ray,
when you've come so far. l'Il send the
boy to lead him past the village, and
then he will be on a strange road and
go first-rate," said Colin. " Let him
out into a gallop and you will find he
goes well. He's a hard trotter, but in
a, canter or gallop he goes as easy,
bless you, as a rocking-chair. I'm
glad I happened to be here on a little
business about oats when you came up."

I was provoked into saying, "Oats,
Mr. McDermid ? See that it's not barley
bree."

"Ian ! Ian! " he called, willing to
change the subject. When Ian ap-
peared he gave his orders to him in
Gaelic, which I was beginning slightly
to understand. Ian was to lead the
horse quite through the village and up
the long hill to where the road turned,
and then leave me to go on by myself.
Ian, who was encumbered- with a pair
of boots belonging to a bigger brother,
and a pair of trousers of the same, made
to fit him by the simple process of cut-
ting off the superfluous length, and an
old straw hat with half a rim, took the
bridle obedient to orders, but the horse
refused to stir. His master gave him
a sharp cut with a switch, when he
threw up his heels and started slowly,
the boy dragging at the bridle with ail
his might. I did not look to the right
hand or to the left, but I felt as if every
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pair of eyes in the village were looking
after me. Ian shuffled along, holding
up his nether habiliments with one
hand and the bridle with the other ;
the horse with his head down, pulling
backwards like an unwilling mule, and
I sitting on the saddle as if I were doing
penance.

In this way we got through the vil-
lage and up the hill to the turn of the
road, where Ian gladly gave me the
bridle and left me. The horse stood
still, looking after him down the long
descent. I gathered up the bridle in a
manner that I intended should show
him that he might as well behave, for
I was going to be mistress. I gave
him the whip, determined to push him
into a gallop and perhaps he would not
have leisure for any more tricks. The
moment he felt the whip he wheeled
round with the bit in his teeth and
galloped down the long slope and
through the village of Glendalough and
back by the way we came, along the
bush road-on,-on. He did gallop
easily, if he had been galloping in the
right direction. We swept along, my
long skirt streaming in the wind, all
my attention taken up with keeping my
seat. As we passed the tavern where
we had halted in the morning, I thought
he would stop and give me time to
breathe, but he shot past like an arrow,
and soon after I heard the clatter of
hoofs behind me. At this my horse
laid himself down to his work and gal-
loped as if we carried despatches. The
horse behind was determined to over-
take us, and "he came on at a long,
swinging gallop. The sound of his
hoofs made my horse redouble his
efforts; but in spite of him the other
horse overhauled us, and we galloped
neck and neck, as if we were racing for
a wager, I holding on breathlessly.
After a while both horses slackened
speed, and I began to breathe freely.
I saw my companion was the old doc-
tor from Mount Pleasant, mounted on
a strong black horse.

" You are a daring rider, Miss Ray.
Few women could ride at that pace for
so long."

"'I came because my horse would
come,'" I quoted, and then told him
of my adventures.

" Bless my heart! You do not say
so ?" and he laughed loud and long.

"I have as little wish to be ridiculous
as any' one, Doctor, but when we can-
not master a situation, we must give in.
That dishonest treasurer has a good
deal to answer for."

"Yes. He should be whipped to
death by the teachers of the three
counties."

When he had his laugh out, he said:
" It was what you would call a provi-
dence that we met to day. I have to
go to town anyway this week. I will
go to-morrow. I can drive through in
a day, and I will take you with me. It
will be less fatiguing for you than
riding on horseback, though you do
ride as well as Paul Dempsey."

I did not know who Paul Dempsey
was, but I did know that I was thankful
for the opportunity of getting my
journey made in the company of the
old doctor.

Mrs. Morrison's surprise when I
appeared back again may be imagined,
and I pity Colin McDermid, for he did
get a dressing the first time she saw
him.

I had a pleasant journey in the
doctor's buggy to the town, got my
business done and returned home
again, to wait for my money till a great
many round-about performances had
been gone through. I do think still,
as I thought then, that it was a little
hard, all the inconvenience we were
made to suffer for Mr. Maulyer's fault.
One thing surprised me greatly, when I
saw the teachers of three counties
assembled, to see among them men
wearing the unmistakable traces of
dissipation. I wondered that parents
would trust their children, their dearest
treasures,into the care of men who had
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fallen below self-respect. And yet
people do, or did in those bygone
days, trust their children to the care of
men with whom they would hesitate to
trust their horses.

On my way to and from town the
old doctor advised me to give up teach-
ing for a while. He said I was over-
working, and would break down entirely
if I did not take care. I told him I
was perfectly well, only a little tired,
and could not afford to rest, and my
trip to town was both rest and recrea-
tion. But when the summer was over
and the cold weather closed in, my
daily work grew heavy to me. The
stove heat made my head ache; the close
atmosphere of the school-house, so
many children in such a small room,
vas oppressive. I wilted down and
became paler and thinner every day. I
felt more depressed than I had done
since I knew that Jesus was mine and
I was His.

One day I was going to school in
the beginning of winter. The wind
was cold and stinging; the snow was
drifting like smoke, and the walking
was very heavy. I felt cold to my
very heart. As I came to the end of
Our lane, a fine sleigh drawn by a
splendid team of black horses in silver-
mounted harness swept past. I knew
by the pine tree on the back of the
sleigh, even if I had not known the
poise of his head above it, that it was
Mr. McAlpine. He had three ladies
in the sleigh with him. He noticed
me and stopped the sleigh till I came
up, and invited me to take a seat with
them. I told him that I preferred
walking, and that his sleigh was already
fairly loaded, but he insisted so earnest-
ly, seconded by the ladies, that it would
have been ungracious to refuse, and I
took a seat among the ladies. There
were his sister Donalda, Miss Eiver
Cameron, and Miss Twisdon. I had
met with Donalda McAlpine before,
but not with the others. They were
returning from a merry-making beyond
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Glendalough. The ball had been kept
up till morning, and Mr. McAlpine
was taking the ladies to their respec-
tive homes. They came into the
school-house to warm themselves, they
said, and Mr. McAlpine left them with
me, while he went to a house near by
on some business. There was a good
fire in the school, for one of the boys
always came early to have the house
warm for me. I got a good many
compliments from the ladies about my
school, my talents, my independence.

" I wish it were possible for me to
change places with vou," said Miss
Eiver Cameron, with a pretty little
shrug of her shoulders: "I am such a
very helpless person, so inefficient."
She said this as if helplessness and
inefficiency were a mark of distinction,
like her seal jacket, or the jewellery
which she wore in such barbaric pro-
fusion.

"How do you manage, my dear Miss
Ray, to please every one, and have
them praise you so ? It must be a
delightful life," she went on.

Her words were smooth and com.
plimentary, but there was a triumphant
insolence in her manner that was a
little trying.

" You cannot judge how delightful
my life as a school-teacher is until you
try it for yourself. You might be a
great success as a teacher and find the
life quite desirable," I said.

" Mercy no! What a failure I would
be ! I have not your talents or strength
of mind. All my energies go in the
direction of spending money,--I have a
talent in that line."

" So have I," said Miss Twisdon;
"I believe I would be equal to spend-
ing a million."

They then began to talk among
themselves of the last night's gaieties,
of the admirers who were ever so nice,
of others who were perfect idiots, of
the young ladies who were ill-dressed,
over-dressed, odious, and frights.
Donalda McAlpine ran on about a
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magnificent ball she was to attend in
Montreal. " It is the Highland
Society ball, Miss Ray," she said to me,
politely wishing to draw me into the
conversation. " Miss Cameron and I
are to appear in velvet dresses of the
clan tartan. Ronald has bought mine;
it cost an immensity. He gave me a set
of cairngorm jewellery to match. The
shoulder-clasp for my plaid is some-
thing exquisite, and cost oh ! ever so
much. Is it not lovely, Eiver ?"

"Yes, it is simply gorgeous, as much
so as cairngorms can be. Ronald
may well give you things. He is get-
ting to be immensely wealthy. He
made a fortune out of that last timber
of his," replied Miss Cameron. I had
thought he was doing well; the sleigh
and robes and everything about the
whole turn-out spoke of recent and
lavish expenditure.

He soon came back and took the
ladies away; I wondered as I saw the
tender courtesy he bestowed on Miss
Twisdon, if he remembered his whole-
sale denunciation of the family to me
on the way home from Mount Pleasant.
Well, he could not help being polite to
a young lady under his care. Angus
McErracher, the only scholar yet
arrived, told me that Mr. McAlpine and
Miss Cameron were to be married soon;
" she is counted a great beauty," he
said. She did not strike me as a great
beauty. She was stylish-looking, with
fine eyes, which she spoiled by trying
to make them so very effective. She
was just a rather brilliant-looking
brunette. Miss Twisdon was hand-
somer; a tall, well-featured blonde with
a mass of flossy golden hair puffed and
frizzled above her forehead. She cer-
tainly did not inherit her clear skin and
golden hair from her father. Neither
of them was to be compared for a
moment in beauty to Amelia Marston,
who was as lovely in delicate bloom as
a wild rose.

" He used to go to see Miss Marston
at Jessop's mills," said my communica-

tive Angus, " but he has given her up
since he made such a pile on his tim-
ber. Miss Cameron's more of a swell."

I wondered if he had also given up
all desire to be a Heavenly footman,
I wished him a great deal of happiness
with his choice, and turned to my work
again. I had a painful yearning after
my brother. I thought sadly how I had
crossed the sea to be near him and was
so divided from him. I am ashamed
to say that I had jealous thoughts of
Donald McAlpine and Eiver Cameron;
and yet, oh my foolish inconsistency !
I would not by any means have ex-
changed my life for theirs, my labor
for their leisure, but I thought, as many
a lonely heart has thought, " Am I to
be always alone, always unsheltered,
always uncared for."

Dr. Raper, the old doctor from
Mount Pleasant, had some business at
Morrison's, and he made a point of
speaking seriously to me about giving
up the school.

" I must speak frankly to you," he
said, "You are breaking down very
fast. And that airless hutch you sleep
in is very unhealthy. You will be
under my hands soon, if you go on as
you are doing."

" I am heartily obliged to you, doc-
tor, for your interest in me. I am not
really ill, only a little tired. It would
break my heart to part with my chil-
dren," I said, resolutely.

The old doctor shook his head, and
left me to my own self-will and what it
would bring, he said. It would have
been too hard to give up my school just
then. Walter was so far away, and,
having decided to give himself to the
ivork of the ministry, between studying
and teaching, his time was so fully oc-
cupied that my long letters, written fre-
luently, because my heart ached after
him, were answered by a note at long
intervals. I heard incidentally that our
dear young preacher had arrived in
China, and had begun his labors there.
I sometimes longed for the sound of his
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voice in counsel or reproof. RobertJessop had gone home, my feet were
weary because of the way, but it would
have taken more resolution than I pos-
Sessed to enable me to separate myself
from the fresh young hearts of my scho-
lars, and the company of those who
came to Bible-class. What a comfort
was Donald Monroe's voice in prayer-
meeting. It had the trumpet tone of
worshipping exultation that is in the
Psalrns. I felt sorry for Mr. McAlpine,
the fair-faced, fair-haired, kindly young
man who had been a seeker for the
Kingdom, whose lumbering operations t
were bringing him speedy riches, but
who had gone back from his aspirations
after running a heavenly race for a
crown of glory, and was contenting
birnself with a brilliant share of this
world's success and the glory attending
on it. He had married Eiver Cameron,
and I heard of their gay doings as items
of news from the high life of the back-
Woods. s

CHAPTER XXVI.

I wished it had been God's will that

then could have died;
began to be tired a little.

I, too,

TENNYSON.

My mercies were as precious to me
at this time as ever, my hope as bright,
MY Lord as near; but I held all these
things with a nerveless grasp. Walter
came to see me about this time. I had
flot seen him for so long, so very long,
that I was wild with joy to 'see him. I
had now been for all of three years
teacher in Glenshie. During the last
year I had only seen Walter twice. He
came to tell me that he was going to
college far away in the United States.
We had to part again, perhaps for years,
and perhaps forever. This was not the
worst. He was changed, very much
changed. When he used to come to
see me he had always something to tell
of leading and deliverance, of the good-
ness of the Master he served. I missed

this now. My love for Walter was
" exacting," he thought,--I suppose it
was ; I wanted something back, I
wanted love to be paid with love; but I
saw that my darling brother was slip-
ping away from me. I was born with-
out any catches to my fingers, and could
not hold the treasure I prized most on
earth, do what I would. I was jealously
afraid of this; but still if he kept closeto
the Master the love of Christ would
constrain him to love me a little. I
could not tell where the change was,-it
pervaded everything. The more I felt
this change the closer I kept to his side,
as if my presence and nearness would
dispel it. I had made some little pre-
;ents forhim, a pair of slippers, a purse,
such other little trifles as would come
iseful in college, and I was delighted to
see how much he appreciated them. I
begged of him to write oftener to me to
cheer up my solitariness, and, half-
)layfully, domplained to him of his
hort notes in answer to my long, fre-
quent letters.

" Why, Elizabeth !" he said a little
estily, " do you know anything of how
>usy I have been ? I taught a large.dvanced school in a village-and vil-
age children are proverbially bard to
nanage; it took hard study to prepare
or my classes I tell you, and then I had
o travel five miles after school for Myireek and Latin lessons, and sit up at
ight to prepare them. I had little
me, I can tell you, to waste upon
riting to you."
He did not mean what my exacting

eart took out of his words. "I know
ourmusthave been very busy; I should
ave thought that it would have been a
est for you to write to me, and I should
ave rejoiced so much to have known
ow well you were getting along. But
daresay I am unreasonable," I said

adly.
" Of course you are unreasonable.
s your nature and you cannot help it,
suppose. Living here in the back-

oods, away from everything, you have
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no idea how things rush in the world, I waited to see if my darling brother
and how one must strive to keep up, or would notice any change in me, or
be jostled aside and run over. You express any regret over the long
cannot see it ; you are behind the age separation that was coming between us.
out here." I could not make allowance for ail he

"O Walter ! oh, my brother! not had to take up his thoughts. He was
behind the age in loving you, in being evidently very much preoccupied.
true to you f " My heart almost cried "I am going to tell you a secret,"
out in its painful desire to tell him this; he said, blushing like a rose. He put
but I crushed it down and said calmly bis hand into his pocket and took out
enough, "I daresay this is a little off a daguerrotype case with a shy delight.
the thoroughfare. Tell me about your- "This," he said, opening the case, "is
self and your plans." a likeness of the daughter of one of m

Then Walter confided to me all his greatest friends. Is she not beautiful?"
arrangements for college. He had, he I looked ; it was Miss Twisdon? I
said, studied so hard that he hoped to recognized at once the fair face and
stand pretty high on entering. " I do ilocks of pale gold.
not mean to be content with an ordi- "Is she a Christian, Walter?" I
nary course ; I mean as a scholar to asked, while my heart lamented over
stand as high as my father did, or this new risfortune.
higher," he said resolutely. " Mr. I She has rade no profession yet,"
Lane, with whom I boarded, would not he answered, gazing fondly at the like-
hear of my paying for my board. ness but that will core aIl right in
Friends in Durfield have loaded me time. Her father is an influential
with presents of necessary things, so friend. He has given me excellent
that I have almost all my salary to help advice It is something for ry inex-
me along. Uncle Tom has sent me perience to have found so wise and
out a box of such of my father's books powerful a friend as the Hon Didynus
as I need now, and a present of money Twisdon."
besides. Uncle Tom's a brick, and "Do not let earthly considerations
Annie sent me a pair of worked slip- sway your love, Walter, ry brother.
pers-a real fancy pair, in the box with If you become an ambassador for
the books. Was not that nice of Christ, think of the clog a worldly,
her?" fashionable wife will be to your useful-

" Was there any news from home in ness; and oh, Walter! be careful, if
your box ? " I asked. you involve your honor, you will have

" I had almost forgotten to tell you to keep to your word, may be to your
I hada letter from.Tom; he is going to min. Ifyoutakeawifeofthedaugh-
college-going to be a doctor, and ters of Heth, such as these are, the
Annie is going to be married at Christ- daughters of high life in this land,
mas time to a minister. Won't Miss what good will my life do me
Priminie, as we used to call her, make IIt is too late for you to advise or
a perfectly correct minister's wife ? I warn, Elizabeth ? I ar committed to
am glad to hear of all sorts of success her,-I love ber?"
and welfare happening to them," he 10 Walter! oh, my brother!
said heartily. I rose from my seat, went over and

" So am 1," I echoed. "They gave pressed my lips to bis forehead. I
us a home for quite a long time, and I could fot speak alI my syrpathy and
suppose they are all the kindred we alI my sorrow.
have and they meant nothing but our "Do not give way to tragedy airs
good." and heroics," said Walter, pulling me
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down beside him. " Be sensible and
confess. Is she not lovely ?"

" Lovely in your eyes she must be,
Walter, when you have chosen her."

" Lovely in any eyes she is! Look
at her clear complexion, and her hair,
and her eyes. You will not see such
a girl every day. And her mother is a
Perfect lady. I think I am very happy
to be preferred by such a girl."

" I should have thought she would
have selected some rich lumberman
imstead of one who will at best be but
a Poor preacher," I said.

"That is what I wonder at ; but I
am determined to become such a one
as she will be proud of. I will bring
her name and fame, if she will bring
Me money.''

I could not tell him any of my adven-
tures with the Hon. Mr. Twisdon. He
Would not listen, and what end would
it serve ? I sat quiet with my hand on
his shoulder, making a mighty effort to
keep back the tears that would anger
hin, I knew.

" By the way, Elma-is not that a
pretty name ?-told me she met with
you coming up from Glendalough with
the McAlpines last winter. She praised
you highly. It will not be long till I
get through college, and then when I
have a home you will come and live
with us.

" And that McAlpine is married to
Eiver Cameronthe belle and the beauty ?
Richard Jessop thought he had a fancy
for you," said Walter enquiringly.

"Richard Jessop was mistaken, Wal-
ter," I said quietly.

When he stooped to kiss me good-
bye-the good-bye that was to be so
long-I had not, I could not say what
My love of him and my fears for him
made me think. I clung to him and
whispered amid my tears, " O Walter,
keep close to the Master. Hold Him;
do not let Him go."

" No danger! There's no danger,
little sister," he said, and kissed me
hastily and was gone. I thought he

was glad to go, glad to have the part-
ing over, glad to enter on the brilliant
career he had mapped out before him.
I could not rest that night; I was war-
ring with my love and the pain it
brought. A separation, I felt, had come
between my brother and me, worse
than distance, worse than death-the
separation of thought and purpose. I
could not sleep; all my thoughts of
him and for him surged up and down
in my mind till they partly shaped
themselves in words, which I called

SEPARATION.

Ie has come, and he has gone,
Meeting, parting both are o'er;

And I feel the same dull pain,
Aching heart and throbbing brain,

Coming o'er me once again,
That I often felt before.

For he is my father's son,
And in childhood's loving time,

Ie and I so lone, so young,
No twin blossoms ever sprung,

No twin cherries ever clung
Closer than his heart and mine.

He is changed, ah me! ah me!
Have we then a different aim ?

Shall earth's glory or its gold
Make his heart to mine grow cold ?

Or can new love kill the old?
Leaving me for love and fame.

Oh, my brother, fair to see
Idol of my lonely heart,

Parting is a time of test.
Father, give him what is best,

Father, keep him from the rest,
Bless him though we fall apart.

Well I know love will not die,
It will cause us bliss or pain;

We may part for many years,
But my loving prayers and tears,

Rising up to lim who hears,
Will yet draw him back again.

From the fount of tenderness,
All the past comes brimming up;

When his brow is touched with care,
When no grief of his I share,
When we're separated far,
It will be a bitter cup ;
Bless him from before Thy throne.

Thus my heart to Thee makes moan,
Keep him, Lord, where he is gone.

The lines were a relief to me, and a
comfort too, under a sorrow that cer-
tainly was the greatest I could know.
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He was everything to me, and I could j Mrs. Forsythe, would set me up again.only be a part to him, and loneliness "The duties are so light," he urged,and illness exaggerated my feelings "compared toyour work here that yourand the change in him perhaps-no, teaching will be comparative rest."that I could not exaggerate ; it was too I looked at the matter and took coun-real, too apparent. Even Mrs. Morrison sel, and I saw that I had no choice :had remarked to me, "Your brother I must accept the situation as a provi-is forgetting you. He is getting high- dential opening. I consented to go asfalutin. I guess he has taken cabin soon as I was at all able to travel.passage for heaven." The first time I was able to be out onNext morning on attempting to rise horseback I rode a piece up the road,my head swam round and I fainted. Neil Morrison accompanying me. IMrs. Morrison found me insensible, and had some thought of calling on DonaldI was quite unprepared for the love and Monroe. We rode slowly over thetenderness she lavished on me. My hills, past the white bouse of the Squirescholars also bewildered me with tokens -past the saw-mill ; and at length atof their love. The doctor came and a turn of the road we came in sight ofreminded me that he had warned me of; the bard's dwelling. Mrs. Monroe,this. "She is worn out," he said to Mrs. looking many years younger, with a softMorrison, "and she must have rest." flush on her cheek, stood at the door;It was the rest of the grave I wanted. she was looking in another directionI resolutely turned my face to the wall. and did not see us. She called Donald,Walter was away, very busy, with a and he came to the door, and laid hislong career of usefulness and honor be- arm round her shoulders, as he listenedfore him. I was not needed on earth to what she was saying. In both theirby any one except my scholars, and faces shone restored love and confi-there were teachers in plenty for them. dence, proving that the verdure of aOver where all my friends were was the late spring-time had come to hermost desirable place for me. But I got withered life, and that
better without any wish of my own, and Above the littie grave
the birds sang and the flowers bloomed They had kissed again with tears."
for me again. I grew very fond of Mrs. The ha in wi te.
Morrison, she was so tender with me, you go in" said Neil. I
so motherly to me. I was sorry I had could not bear to break up the picture,
ever underrated ber heart. I did not and felt more willing to turn home ; so
know very well what to do as my it happened that this was the last time
strength came back to me. I felt un- I ever saw the bard and bis wife, so theequal to the work ofthe school. There picture lives in my memory. I have towere, as I said before, I believe, eighty- travel further, a wanderer through thefive names on the roll. I felt that I wilderness. I may sometimes meet
could not go back to do the work in- bands of doubters belonging to the
efficiently. I must give it up ; I could
not honestly do otherwise. The old in passing them to sing,
doctor came to me with an offer. A "My eyes have seen the glory of the presence
friend of bis, a lady who resided on of the Lord."
the upper Ottawa, wanted a governess I said to Neil, as we rode slowly
for her own family and had written to home, "Wbatever comes to us in the
him to engage a suitable person for her. future we can neyer forget tbat we bave
The salary, he said, was larger than I seen the power of the Gospel in sub-
was receiving, and the change of air, duing and saving."and the motherly kindness of bis friend, "gWe cannot forget," said Neil, ear-
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nestly, " if we are living witnesses, as I gies.' I am 50 used to obedience dur-
trust we are this day." ing my whole life long that I do as I

I took another day to ride over to ar told instinctively."
Jessops to bid farewell to those who # %
had so kindly claimed kindred with a My worldly goods were fot suffi-
stranger. They could not be strangers cient to embarrass me with a great
to me any more forever; and our part- amount of baggage. Doctor Rapering was the parting of near and dear kindly drove me ail the long miles to
friends. It was hard parting from the station, vhere for the first time inGlenshie ; parting pain must be good my life I set my foot on a railway car.
for us, it occurs so often here below. I looked out of the window at the mov-
Every memory of my life in Glenshie is ing landscape of bush and clearing
SWeet, for truly it was a blessed place to farm and village, mount and stream.
me. I was still weak after my illness, It vas a surpassingîy beautiful pano-
and tears mingled freely with my fare- rama and exhibited free. The engine
wells-to the school-house, where I went panted along swiftly, like something
to add the last lines to my manuscript fiying for dear life, that occasionallyrecord of what ithad been my lot to see, came to a gasping stop and squattedand think and feel in pleasant Glenshie down to take breath. They said they
-to my darling children, my black- were taking in wood, or laying off, oreyed Katie, my blue-eyed Annie, and taking on freight. I saw nothing ofmy sweet dove, little Alice, and my al this, 50 stopping to breathe was aboys, all my dear lads with their bother- thought as good as any to me. Ating ways, it was hard parting with them last with a rush and a scream weall. My good-bye to dear Mrs. Mor- dashed into Ottawa. I had been di-
rison was so tender that I wondered if rected by my kind friend the doctor to
it was true that I ever felt afraid of her. stop at Matthews' Hotel, which he
My last farewell was to the kind old characterized as "dean, comfortable
grannie who in a trembling blessing and homelike," and to my satisfaction
committed me to the Lamb of God, I found the description true. I wasand so ended My life in Ggenshie. treated with as much attention as if I

did flot travel alone. In Ottawa I re-CHAPTER XXVII. mained til the next morning. During
the evening I wvandered out a littie toThrough many an hour of sumnmer suns, see the town, but feit too lonely andBy Many pleasant waysgods werentAgainst its fountain upward r it reaThe current of my days. I returned to the hotel. EarDy next

TENNYSON. morning I and my belongings were"You are not going to end it that transferred to a crowded, top-heavyway? "says my familiar spirit-a home stage and driven a good many milescritic. over a rather smooth road to a villageWhy notI? It purports only to be where the boat la that was to bear usLife in Glenshie, and I have left Glen- upward on the mighty Ottawa. Thisshie behind and have scarcely an ex- drive took us across the new and won-Cuse to write any more." derful suspension bridge that spans- Neyer mrd that; add one more the riverat the rapids of the Chaudiere.chapter to finish off your school life." I got a hasty look at the fal s as weBut it is not finished off yet." drove past and feit the air laden withWeli it is-at least there is an in- "wthe fragrance of the enriching pine,"terregnum before you take up a new for there are many saw-mills here andscholar, «Who wiît task ail your ener- immense piles of lumber. The stage
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passed under an arch made entirely of smooth sheets over the rocks into the
sawn lumber that was erected in honor seething, tumbling, boiling channel be-
of the visit of the young Prince of low. Every variety of cascade, water-
Wales. It was worthy of admira- fall, rapid, torrent, was roaring, leaping
tion indeed. When we got on board and gambolling here. Every move-
the boat I went down to the ladies' ment of the boat brought us opposite
cabin at once and lay down. I was a new phase of this beauty, where the
still weak, and the motion of the green of the woods and the gleam of
boat made me feel sick. I was not the waters met, mingled, receded ; the
able to go to breakfast, which was sound of many waterfalls, the whisper-
announced sl4ortly after the boat ings of the pines blending in Nature's
started by means of a bell, loud enough wild rejoicings. Nature is a constant
to startle nervous people. The long friend, and never disowns or forgets
drive might have given me an appetite, kindredship. She made me as welcome
but it had failed to do so. One of the to her beauties as if I had come a queen
maids on the boat brought me a cup of attended by any number of maids oftea, and I was refreshed. She advised honor.
me to go up to the upper deck and sit When our boat somewhat suddenly
in the air and I would feel better. stopped at a wharf, all the passengers
" We have a great many on the boat hurried ashore and up a lofty wooden
to-day," said the communicative maid. staircase, leading up like Jack's bean-" There is a party of officers from stalk to higher regions. I found that
Quebec gong to see the Upper Ottawa, the falls I was admiring so much made
and shoals of lumbermen." it necessary to invent some way ofI made my way to the upper deck passing them. I was about the lastand sat down on one of the white to ascend the stairs.
benches, securely iron-fastened in their When I arrived at the top new won-
places, which ran round the stern. On ders awaited me. I found the passen-
the bow the group of officers were gers seating themselves hastily in carsseated, surrounded by a good many to be drawn by horses over a sort ofgentlemen-passengers, who were mak- wooden railroad. It looked a little in-ing themselves agreeable to the military. secure; and it made me slightly dizzyThere were a good many ladies and to look down in places where the trackchildren on board, but every lady was swung high from peak to peak and thein care of some one. I only was by trees and shrubs were far below. The
myself a bird alone. I turned my back officers were in the foremost car, andresolutely to this thought and looked at were, as I saw by their gestures, enjoy-the prospect. Very fair it was, and ro- ing the scenery and pointing out notice-mantic enough to be the setting for any able things to one another. The carstale of love or adventure, or for any came to a stand-still at another wharf,poem that the poet of the future may up to which a boat was making her way,write. After long sailing we came to bowing and courtseying across thean enchanting prospect. I never in swells, and leaving a wide, spreadingmy life before saw a more delightful wake behind her. I felt a nearness toscene. The mighty river rushed in in- something, I knew not what, makenumerable cascades over the rocks, my heart beat irregularly. As the pas-among woody islets ; swept round sengers crowded from the horse-cars topoints where the great trees crowded the boat, I thought one of them in therank on rank to the water edge, here turn of the shoulder and carriage of thetwisting between little islands in streams head bore a strong resemblance tobeaten into foam, there falling in Arthur. I went into the ladies' cabin
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as Soon as I got on board, feeling quite
excited. After a while I ventured to
the upper deck, desirous to satisfy my
curiosity and be sure if it was any more
than a resemblance that I saw. They
were at the bow as before, and I soon
singled out the figure I sought, and
watched him from a distance till he
turned his face, and sure enough it was
Arthur. Arthur changed, oh! so much
for the better, but still Arthur. There
was the old imperative ring in his voice
and the keen, bright glance of fun and
command in his dark- eye; bnt he was
graver and more manly-looking, as be-
seemed his years. I did not know
whether to be glad or sorry that I had
met with Arthur, glad I was, certainly,
to see the great change for the better
in him. But as I was weak and alone
I dreaded his old teasing humor if he
recognized me. I went down and shut
myself up in the depths of the ladies'
cabin. A recollection of old times led
me into the triangular closet called by
courtesy a dressing-room, to take a
good look at myself in private and see
if it was likely he would recognize me.
I had changed a good deal,-my late
illness had left me very thin and white.
The marks of three years' absolute rule
over my darling scholars in Glenshie,
had given me an older and more worn
look than my years warranted. I think
I have set down that I was not hand-
some ; I was not. It had prevented
me from thinking anything of Richard
Jessop's flowery compliments or be-
lieving him much in earnest when he
professed to feel a tenderness for me.
My large black eyes, that used to re-
mind Aunt Henderson so unpleasantly
of my mother, looked larger and blacker
in contrast with the whiteness of my
face. My hair, also like my mother's,
was very long, and black, and silky. I
had always worn it in curls. I am
afraid I was a little vain of my hair, re-
garding it as my solitary beauty. I got
some hairpins from my satchel and
coiled it away, concluding that if I kept

my eyes cast down, I was so altered
that he was not likely to recognize in
the grave, sickly-looking woman the
child he had loved to torment.

" I wonder if he is as great a tease
as he used to be ! " I said to myself.

Dinner was rather late on the boat
and I was hungry, my strange discovery
having banished sickness. When I
took my place at tabie I found myself
right opposite to Arthur. I kept my
eyes persistently on my plate, and
avoided looking up even to answer the
waiters who were supplying our wants
assiduously.

Arthur was engaged in an animated
conversation with the officer beside
him on some point of comparison be-
tween the scenerv of the Ottawa and
that of some other river, I did not catch
the name, where they had been to-
gether.

Their playful discussion kept his
eyes from wandering across the table,
and I could now and then look up to
see how little he was altered. In fact I
thought the only change was that he
had lost the traces of dissipation that
he had when I last saw him. "He
cannot be a drunkard now," I said to
myself, gladly. At this moment, as we
rose from the table, he turned quickly,
and our eves met. He knew me at
once, and sprang to meet me, saving,

" Elizabeth! Is it possible that you
are here ?"

" I did not think you would remem-
ber me, Arthur."

" Remember you! Do you think I
would not remember your eyes if I met
them alone ? There never were any
other eyes like yours."

He introduced me to the officer with
whom he had been disputing, a Lieu-
tenant Halliday, and then we went to
the stern of the boat and sat down to
talk of the strange chances that led to
our meeting on the Ottawa.

" Where is Walter?" was his first
question.

" He has been teaching and study-
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ing, both. He has gone to a college
in the States lately. He is determinec
to be a minister," I said.

SYes, that is his manifest destiny
He ought to be a minister. But-'
he paused, and then said, earnestly,
. Do you think Walter's determination
is because he is called of God to the
work, or because his father was one ?"Walter is a Christian, Arthur," I
said, "and he is very popular and en-
ergetic. I know he believes he is
called, and I hope and trust he will be
a power for good."

I looked at Arthur, hoping-yet
afraid to ask the question that trembled
on my lips. He looked at me and
smiled his old teasing smile. "What
are you thinking about? Do you
tbink One who came not to call the
righteous, but sinners, would not call
me P"

I did not answer; I just looked at
him.

I did not seek Him, Elizabeth ; He
sought me, and found me," he added,
reverently.

I was so glad I could say nothing,
only look my gladness. I told Arthur
of the Enbridge news which I had
heard lately from Walter, of my life in
Glenshie, my school, and of the young
minister who had done the work of an
apostle in the place.

" And where are you going now ?"
he enquired.

"To teach in a family at a place
far up the river."

IYou do not look fit for teaching.
You do not look like one well enough
to go round alone. You need some
one to take care of you."

IlWhen Walter gets through and is
a placed minister somewhere, I will
keep house for him. I look forward to
our living together," I replied.

"Do you not think your handsome
brother will take to himself a wife by
that time ? said Arthur.

"It may be, but that will not
hinder." While I was saying this I

thought with a shudder that if ever heI married Miss Twisdon his home would
not be a home for me. Then Arthur
told me how he had fared since he
came that deplorable Sunday into the
large kitchen at Enbridge to see me.

"I thought I should have died of
shame when I became sober," he said.
"I have never touched liquor since.
That was a turning-point with me. I
worked steadily, dressed well, reformed
outwardly like the Pharisees of old.
One day I met, by accident, an old
friend of my father's. He took hold
of me, and managed aunt somehow, so
that I got an ensign's commission. I
have worked my way up. I am a
captain now."

" How did you become a Christian,
Arthur ?"

" It is a long story to tell; I will tell
you all about it some day. There were
good men who followed us to the
Crimea. We were in need of the
Gospel message, when death was hourlyso near. I believed and was saved."

We were interrupted by Lieutenant
Halliday coming to ask us to go for-
ward to see the boat steaming up a
rapid. We did so and watched with
great interest the battle between the
little boat and the current. She work-
ed her way up, hung on the verge for
a moment, as if uncertain whether to
slide back or go forward, then with a
tremble and shiver steamed on into
the calmer waters above the rapid.
\Ve were over. When this boat stop-
ped we were transferred to wagons and
driven across a long rocky portage.
These changes are necessary to pass
the rapids that prevent the navigation
of the river where they occur. Across
this portage was a long, weary drive,
but I had Arthur now to take a brother's
care of me. I found it very pleasant
to be cared for. It was quite dark
before we came to the end of the
portage, and again we took passage
on a little boat-a boat that looked
much too small to hold so many. She
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swallowed us all up, however, and piles
and stacks of freight besides, and
worked away with us,puffing and snort-
ing in a patient and contented manner,
breathing out a shower of sparks that
streamed in a fiery veil behind her.
We had a most comfortable supper
served in the little crowded cabin, and
the attendance was so cordial and
honelike that it was very enjoyable.
When we landed we found stages
waiting for us. They carried lanterns,
which seemed necessary, the night was
so dark and the roads were so bad.
It was now after eleven o'clock, and we
journeyed along at a slow walk. The
road was dreadful. Every little while
the horses floundered into deep holes,
in which they threatened to go out of
sight altogether. The stage before us
held a mother with a large family of
children, going up the river to rejoin
her husband, After every plunge intoa gulf, and jolty scramble out of it, the
stage driver stopped his horses and
solemnly counted over the children for
fear that any had been jerked off in the
struggle. About one in the morning
we came to a fine town, in one street,
like Jack's long-backed mare. The
houses were all lofty and pretentious,
ready when the town became a city,
to become part and parcel of its
splendor. We stopped at an immense
galleried hotel, where princes of the
blood royal had put up we were inform-
ed. I am sure none of then were
more glad than I was to lay down a
tired head and snatch a few hours
sleep. Early in the morning we were
roused and driven to another landing
to take another boat. I asked Arthur
how far he intended to go.

" When we started," he said, "I
intended to go with my companions
up on one of the tributaries of the
Ottawa to hunt. I do not know but I
have altered my intentions."

This day's journey was through
scenery more wildly romantic than any
I had yet seen. The mountains in

some places were bare of the least
vegetation, lifting brown, rocky shoul-
ders to the sky. In other places the
hills, rising one beyond the other,
their backs covered with spiky pines,
looked like some immense water
monsters that had crawled up to sun
themselves, and been changed into
mountains by enchantment as they lay.
In one place the river widened out
and was dotted with many islands,
again it narrowed into a deep channel.
Where the river was wide and islands
lay out from the shore in profusion
there was a wharf and a couple of
houses. To one side, where a clearing
swept round a little bay below a wood-
ed ridge, a small steepled church and
a school-house stood like sentries,
alone and lonely-looking. When the
boat stopped here the captain told me
I had come to my journey's end.

"And here is Mr. Forsythe waiting
for you," he added.

Mr. Forsythe came on board when
the boat stopped, and was introduced
to me by the captain. My trunks were
pushed ashore and I found myself on
the wharf, and the boat steamed on and
left me; I turned, Arthur was beside
me, asking for an introduction to Mr.
Forsythe.

" Are you leaving your company ?'
I asked in astonishment.

" I will get enough of them," he
said. " It is a long time since we
parted, little sister, and I have not yet
been satisfied with your company."

A few words of explanation and Mr.
Forsythe extended a hearty invitation
to Arthur. " A visit from an officer of
Her Majesty is an honor we do not
often enjoy away up here," he said.

We left the wharf and struck into a
natural avenue of trees, along which
we walked for a little way and came
out on a clear space in sight of the
river and its islands. Here stood a
large rambling wooden house, and at
the door stood Mrs. Forsythe waiting
to receive us-a very stout, portly
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woman. When I came near enough to learned more and more to glorify the
speak to her, imagine my surprise to transforming power of the Gospel as
find that it was Jane Geddes! I exemplified in Arthur. He was a
knew her at once, and she knew me. thoroughlyChristian man. He was one
How she did kiss and cry over me till who would be a leader of men, but his
Arthur put in a claim to be noticed. wilfulness was changed into firmness.

" Have you forgotten me, Jane ?" " He had," he said, " got a Captain
he asked. She looked at him. worth following, worth obeying." He

"Youwillnottet'Yourselfbeforgottenif had so learned Christ that he would
youare the same Arthuryouused tobe," not-could not hide his influence.
she said, laughing. We laughed and When his leave of absence expired, he
cried, Jane and I, and were beside returned to his regiment, deeply re-
ourselves with joy. gretted by Jane's boys, whom he used

" To think it was my darling that to drill on the sands by the river to
was coming to me, and me expecting a their great delight. He said to me in
stranger," said Jane. his masterful way, " I shall take care

"To think that I was coming to you, of you always, Elizabeth. We will
Jane, when I needed a rest so much !" never part any more. I will come for
I said, clinging to her like a child. you one of these days, and you will be" God was leading me to you and I ready. We need one another."
knew it not," I whispered. I will not put down the nonsense he

" I am left out in the cold alto- talked, which he had learned in the
gether," said Mr. Forsythe in good- army. He insisted we were engaged in
humored complaint. "It seems I am Enbridge, when we touched thumbs.
the only stranger here." It was in vain I reminded him that he

" You are just as much rejoiced as I then thought me too ugly for anything
am," said his wife, "and if you and but to pray for him. And he answered,
Miss Elizabeth-yes, and Mr. Arthur " It is the fairest and truest that goes
are strangers it is not because you in unto the King for us. We belong
have not heard about them often to one another. I am to come back forenough." you," he said. And being so very self-How we did rejoice over one an- willed I suppose he will have his way.
other, Jane and I ! What delight she Sorrows never come singly, they say;
took in showing me her children !-she I know that joys have come to me-
had five, and there was both a Walter gladness upon gladness, till my prayers
and an Elizabeth among them. What are all thanksgiving.
talks we had of Grey Abbey and Only think ! Walter has corne, really
Enbridge days, of her old adversary come, come back to me! Miss Twis-
Jane Drennan! don has made a suitable match, and

I knew how tired I had been when I forsaken him. The Lord has opened
felt free to rest, and I did rest, and his eyes to see the escape he has hadJane said Igot to look more like my old from mating with one who would not
self every day. be a help, but a hindrance, to him. He

Although Arthur had let the hunting has found that the friendship of thisexpedition go on without him, Mr. world worketh no happiness to thoseForsythe took pains to show him what who are Christ's friends. The cup issport could be got where he was. bitter now ; it will be joyful byWith a very little teaching, a great and by.
deal of rest, and delightful companion- Arthur is here for the last time.ship with Jane and herfamily, and with Walter and he are talking together inArthur, the days flew by. Every day I the long room while I write these last



TO THE NEW YEAR.

words. To-morrow is Christmas day. day, and, as I said before, being wil-
Arthur says it is to be his marriage ful, he will have his way.

THE END.

TO THE NEW YEAR.

Hark! is't thy step, New Year ?

With sure but stealthy pace thou aye dost come;

And in thy train are gladdening gifts for some;

O haste thee, glad New Year!

Too swift thy step, New Year !
The past had gathered friends from many lands,
And thou dost come to part their claspèd hands:

Alas, so near, New Year!

" O haste 1 " " Delay! " New Year;-

Two prayers together rising up to Heaven:

Trust in the answer ; is it not God given ?

Meet bravely the New Year!

Welcome the new, New Year !
O clear-voiced Truth, lead in the coming morn;

And gentle Charity, our lives adorn:

Hope lives in the New Year!
GowAN LEA.



IMPORTANCE OF LITTLE THINGS.

" NIIIIL EST ALUID 'MAGNUM QUAM MULTA MINUTA."

" It is only a trile," said again the
sweet voice of a fair young face to me.
But, my dear, I replied, reading and
experience make me doubt our capacity
to judge what is a trinle, or, indeed,
whether there be such a thing. The
influence which so-called little things
have exercised, and are exercising,
should lead one to believe that none
can determine anything to be unim-
portant. A morsel of ice on the door-
step, a piece of orange peel on the
sidewalk, have brought death into
households. The picking up of a pin
led to the promotion of Lafitte into a
banker, a millionnaire, and a minister.
The skill of a peasant boy in making
bird-traps led to his becoming the
Duke of Luines, and accelerated the
first French Revolution. The fate of
an empire at one time depended upon
the cry of an infant, and dynasties on
the delay at a dinner-table.

There is no anecdote I have read of
the late Duke of Wellington which, to
my mind, so vividly illustrates the cause
of his invariable success as a soldier,
as that which represents him, on the
eve of one of his great battles, sitting
in his tent and writing on the compara-
tive merit of tin and copper canisters
for soldiers' use ! Nor in the life of
bis great rival, Napoleon, have I found
a better illustration of a similar trait
than that which took place when he
came on board the "Bellerophon." It
is said the first object which attracted
his notice on deck, was the manner in
which a sentinel carried his musket;
and his first remark was to show the
soldier a superior method of carriage.
The watchfulness of, and attention to
what weaker minds would have regarded
as trifles, which caused one great gen-
eral, though burdened with the anx-

ieties of an approaching battle, to write
folio after folio; and another, who had
conquered empires, to watch and in-
struct a private soldier, although suffer-
ing at the moment the loss of all his
conquests, and himself a prisoner ;-
this regard for so-called triles, I re-
peat, under such circumstances is to
my mind the strongest illustration of
the means by which Mr. Wellesley be-
came the Duke of Wellington, and a
poor Corsican adventurer an Emperor
of France!

Unfortunately for themselves, men
of genius are not always distinguished
for carefulness. With some of them,
as poor Goldsmith said of a poet, "bis
conversation was that of a man of sense,
while his actions were those of a fool."
But even " Goldy," with all his thrift-
lessness, was the most careful of
writers. He would empty bis pockets
into the hands of a beggar, and waste
his time until the importunities of bis
creditors and the cravings of hunger
compelled him to work, yet in his
labors in that field on which his fame
is based, no man was more observant
of every trifle,-he would alter and
realter a sentence, and devote a
whole day to the improvement of a
couplet.

The lives of eminent men-the
history of important inventions, and of
political events, furnish many interest-
ing illustrations of the important in-
fluence circumstances, very slight in
themselves, have exercised. Giotto,
one of the early Florentine painters,
might have continued a rude shepherd
boy, if a sheep drawn by him on a
stone had not attracted the notice of
Cimabue as he passed by. Luther
might have been a lawyer, had his
friend and companion escaped the



thunder-storm at Erfurt. If Cleopatra's
nose had been shorter, said Pascal, the
condition of the world would have been
different.

Mr. D'Israeli, in his "Curiosities of
Literature," tells us that the taste of
Vancauson for mechanics was deter-
mined by an accident. In boyhood
he was compelled to accompany his
mother in her long and frequent visits
to the confessional, and while this
pious lady " wept with repentance,"
her son sometimes " wept from weari-
ness." At one of these visits his atten-
tion was attracted by the uniform
movements of a pendulum attached toa clock. He approached and examined
the mechanism. This stimulated hiscuriosity, and he continued from thence
to study mechanics with unwearied zealand eminent success up to his death.He also became the founder of thatmagnificent collection of machinery inthe Conservaloire des A ris et Me/ers, atParis. A similar incident directed thegenius Of Galileo. While reclining
against a pillar in the Cathedral of
Pisa, during his boyhood, his attention
was drawn to the movements of the
pendulum of the Cathedral's clock.
He thereupon applied his fingers to his
pulse, and observed that the beatings
of both the pulse and the pendulum
corresponded. This suggested to him
the idea of applying this measurement
of time to the ascertainment of health
by pulsation. The instrument he
made to attain these objects enabled
Newton to determine the resistance of
fluid media, and Cavendish to ascertain
the density of the earth. In this little
event in the Cathedral we see develop-
ed one important discovery after an-
other, and the revelation of a law
which regulates ail intellectual progres-
sion. As the physical world was
created in successive stages,step by step,
we have no right to expect tbat we
can make any startling progress by an
intellectual coup de main. Nearly ail
important discoveries are the result of
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experiments made from time to time.
It would be as unjust to ascribe the
sole merit of the steam engine to
Stephenson because he first applied it
to the locomotive, as to give to
Watt the sole merit of discovering
the property of steam because he first
applied it to manufacture. Give them
ail the praise they deserve, but let us
not forget, nor let us be ungrateful to
their pioneers in science. Though
steam was not successfully applied to
machinery until the close of the last
century, its capabilities as a motive
power were known and experimented
upon, and valuable facts learnt cen-
turies before the advent of Watt or
Stephenson. In this history we may
trace, step after step, the successive
developments of its properties, from
the experiments of Hero and Savary,
through Newcoman and others, until
we reach its conquest at the hands of
James Watt. Nor in looking upon ahandsomely printed volume should we
ascribe ail our praise to Gutenberg;
for the invention of printing, you know,
was attained by a similar graduating
process. Chinese blocks, wood cuts
of saints, and the printing of playing
cards, afforded as much assistance to
the German as did the experiments of
Hero, Savary, and Newcoman to the
Scotchmen. What a lesson these facts
suggest ! The experiments of Hero
and Savary, and the printing blocks of
the Chinese, we should regard in them-
selves as little things; but when the
former are considered in, reference to
the steam-engine, and the latter in
reference to the printing press, then
what an importance they suddenly
assume! And if the history of all im-
portant discoveries were investigated
I believe it would be found that if one,
here and there, arose suddenly like one
of the mysterious islands in the Pacific,the rest may be - traced to an inci-
dent at first apparently trifling, and
like the physical world to the geologist,
graduallyascended stratum afterstratum,

IMPORTANCE OF LTyrrL T



IMPORTANCE OF LITTLE THINGS.

through many minds, through many ex- rapidity with which he stepped from
perimental steps, and much time, ere his position as a clerk in the counting-
they fully developed themselves.- house to that of a skilful general, a
Newton's discovery of the law of grav- mighty conqueror, and an able diplo-
itation, though attributed to the fall of matist, appears in his life more like a
an apple, is no exception to the rule. romance than a reality. Thus the ab-
The apple's fall may have suggested sence, or the dampness, of a few grains
the existence of the law, but antecedent of gunpowder, or an imperfection in
discoveries of Copernicus and of Gal- the mechanism of a pistol, was the
ileo enabled him to find it, and a prior means of adding over eleven hundred
discovery of Kepler's enabled him to thousand square miles to British terri-
prove it. And in contemplating the tory, and nearly two hundred and forty
nadir of modern science, during which million of subjects to the British Em-
these and other great men existed, the pire.
mutual assistance which they uninten- An oft-repeated anecdote of King
tionally rendered each other, and the Robert Bruce bears so strong a con-
relationship which one discovery bore nection with this subject that I must
to another, forms by no means its least be pardoned for its reproduction. It
instructive feature. The solar systern is said he was infused with the perse-
as discovered by Copernicus, opposed verance which enabled him to rescue
as it was to the theory entertained for Scotland from the English, by means
some centuries previous to his time, of a spider. While he was concealed
simply proved the doctrine of Ptolemy's in a cave, and despairing of success, he
anterior to the Christian era. The in- observed this little insect trying to as-
vention of spectacles by a Dutchman cend his web. Objects like these, un-
suggested to Galileo the invention cared for or unnoticed by us in active
of the telescope, and Kepler admitted life, become in solitude subjects of
that his celebrated discovery of the watchfulness and interest, of which
laws of motion of the planetary bodies, Silvio Pellico, in his prison experi-
by which many other astronomical dis- ences, gives many pleasing examples.
coveries have been made, would never Thus Bruce, in his hiding-place,
have been found by him without the watched the movements of a little
astronomical observations of Tycho spider, and learnt from them a lesson
Brahe. which crowned his aims with success.

Biographies are rich in examples of "Ah!" he cried, "you have won at
the great result of little things. Lord last. In my six efforts to regain my
Clive, who may be called the founder country, I have failed. But I may, like
of the British Empire in India, was oc- the spider, win by the seventh." He
casionally subjected to mental depres- left the cave, and the battle of Ban-
sion. During one of those attacks he nockburn was the result. Thus a mon-
attempted, like Wallenstein under a arch may be taught by a worm, and a
similar affliction, to commit suicide. country saved through a spider!
To his astonishment the pistol missed A similar tradition is related of Ma-
fire. This escape induced him to be- homet. It is said that when pursued
lieve he was saved by the special inter- by his enemies he escaped them, and
position of Providence, and that he was his life was thus saved by a web which
therefore reserved for the accomplish- was spread across the entrance of the
ment of some important undertaking.
This belief was fully realized.* The Goethe, Swift and Byron. Perhaps all des-

.s r .f ntined to be distinguished above their fellowsA similar belief i their future was early have thus the consciousness of the power longentertained by Mahomet,Cromwell,Napoleon I., before it is called into exercise.
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cave shortly after he had entered it for! And writing of the first French Re-
cOncealment. When his pursuers volution, the late G. P. R. James, in hisreached it thev declined to enter, be- reminiscences, narrates the following
cause the web was to them sufficient incident appropriate to the subject ofproof that Mahomet was not within. this paper: " The present state of
If this be true (the moral is, if not the France," said he, " the whole mass ofanecdote), what a wonderful example it facts, incidents, and events which arefurnishes of the importance of a trifle! there going on, may all be owing to a
A spider's web, when it appears in our lady, whom I knew well, having splash-
homes, is a signal for the thrifty house- ed her stocking fifty years ago. She
maid to rush after her broom and dust- was going out of her house, with a
pan, and with these, consign it to im- relation, in the town of Douai, when,mediate destruction ; but in this tradi- carelessly putting her foot on a stone,tion it was an agent for effecting one she splashed her stocking. She went
of the great revolutions of the world. back to change it. The delay occupiedThis uncleanly offspring of an insigni- a quarter of an hour. When she wentficant insect was a means of fotinding out again, she met at the corner of thethe Mahomedan Empire,-an empire Place a man, since too famous in his-which embraced the greater part of tory, then commonly known as nothingAsia, a part of Africa, and threatened but a clever fop. His name was Fran-
to overrun Europe ; for had not çois Maximilian Robespierre. InsteadCharles Martel won his victories over of going on, he turned with her and hertbe Saracens in France, we might be relation, and walked up and down theworshipping in a mosque, instead of a Place for half an hour. In one of theChristian chrch, and studying the houses hard by a debating society was
Roran, instead of our Bibles ! If this discussing some political question.
little thing had not then and there As they passed to and fro Robespierre
manufactured his trap to catch a pass- listened at the door from time to time,ing fly, Moslemism would have had no and at length, pronouncing the deba-
existence, and Europe would now be tors to be all fools, he rushed in to set
spared the cost and anxiety of how best them right. From that moment he
to deal with Turkey. entered vehemently into all the fiery

Another anecdote, suggestive of a discussions which preceded the Revo-
similar moral, occurred at the com- lution, in which he had never taken
mencement of the first French Revolu- part before, and grasped at power
tion. According to Madame Tussand, which opened the doors of the cage,
who was a dame d'honneur to Marie and let out the tiger in his heart.
Antoinette, Louis XVI. was prevented 1 Thus, had the lady not splashed her
from escaping from France by his un- stocking, she would not have met thenecessary delay at his dinner, at an inn future tyrant,-he would have pursued
on the road from Versailles to the fron- his way, and would not have turned
tier. That delay enabled his pursuers back upon the Place; he would not
to overtake him, his wife, his sister, have heard the debate that first calledand their companions. That meal, we him into action, for he was going to
nay say, cost him his life, and that of leave Douai the next day, and who can
those two beautiful and amiable, but say how that one fact, in combinationbadly-advised ladies. Had they es- with other facts, might have affectedcaped, France might have been spared the whole social worid at present ?"many of her excesses, and Napoleon Miss Pardoe, in her history of themight have lived and died an obscure court of Louis XIV., also furnishessoldier. another proof of the startling conse-
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quences which sometimes follow a little
thing. This monarch, on one occa- s
sion, she says, went to inspect the pro- 1
gress of the building of the Trianon, 1
near his palace at Versailles. He was
accompanied by Louvois, his war min- t
ister. In his tour of inspection he de-
clared one of the windows to be out of
proportion. Louvois, jealous of the
royal works, said he was mistaken.
Summoning Le Notre, the architect,
the King requested him to measure it.
While this was being done, he walked
to and fro, in an irritable manner, at
the pertinacity of his minister, who con-
tinued to persist in the accuracy of the
window. The King, however, was
right, the minister wrong; the window
was a few inches too small. Becoming
still more angry at the discovery of the
truth of his charge, Louis angrily de-
clared it was fortunate he had inspected
the work, or the building would have
been crooked. This scene, which
took place in the presence of several
courtiers and workmen, so stung Lou-
vois, that on entering his house he de-
clared,-" I am lost if I do not find an
occupation for this man, who can inter-
est himself in such trifles. There is
nothing but a war can divert him from
his buildings, and a war he shall have."
He kept his word, and he plunged
Europe into a bloody conflict, because
a window had been made a few inches
too small.

A mere accident also prevented Mr.
Jefferson's plan for the extinction of
slavery in the United States from the
year i 8oo. He introduced this measure
as a delegate from Virginia in 1784.

The vote was taken by States, and no
State could vote unless represented by
two delegates. Six of the thirteen
States which then comprised the Union
voted in its favor ; three against it.
One vote more would have given the
majority of the Confederation. Georgia
and Delaware were then unrepresented.
North Carolina's influence was neutral-
ized by the division of her delegates.

New Jersey, whose vote would have
aved the measure, was rendered power-
ess by the accidental absence of one of
her representatives. This was fatal ; for
when a similar measure was proposed
hree years later by Mr. Dana, of
MIassachusetts, it was found that the
South, in the meantime, had taken a
more decided opposition, and the pro-
position was modified to the exclusion
of slavery north-west of the Ohio,
which restriction was, however, nullified
by the admission of Louisiana in 1803,
and subsequently by the admission of
Texas, and repeal of the Missouri com-
promise, which excluded slavery from
the territory ceded by France north of
36° 30' N. lat. not included in the
State of Missouri. We may thus as-
sume that had this New Jersey delegate
been present in 1784, the United States
might have been spared the recent civil
war, the loss and suffering it inflicted,
and the thousands of lives it sacrificed.

But while some great and good
measures may have been defeated by
an accident, there have been others
gained by a similar manner. The bill
granting one of the most important
elements in the liberty of Anglo-Saxon
nations, that of Habeas Corpus, was
carried by a joke, in the House of
Commons of England. In taking the
vote, a witty member exclaimed on the
appearance of a portly member, who
voted for the yeas, that he ought to be
counted as two. The clerk of the
House, not perceiving the joke, and
supposing from the remark two more
had voted, entered it accordingly, and
the bill was passed by a majority of
one !

So, also, that noble institution the
British and Foreign Bible Society owes
its origin, humanly speaking, to a very
little thing. The Rev. Daniel Wilson,
in a recent address at a public meeting
of the Society in London, speaks of it
as follows :-" How wonderful the
history of this Society is ! How little
could that Welsh girl who, in the year
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.18o2, was met by Mr. Charles of Bala,
in her seven miles weeklv walk to read
the Bible-how little could she then
imagine that the very fact of Mr.
Charles'smeeting her at that time would
lead him to come up to London to
ask for Welsh Bibles ; and then the
idea struck our venerable friend Joseph
Hughes-' Why not establish a society
for sending Bibles to Wales? If to
Wales, whv not to England? If to
England, why not to Europe ? If to
Europe, why not to the whole world ?'
Thus the small mustard seed has
spread and increased so that within
the life of a single man, the fact of
that little girl going seven miles weekly
for a Bible has led to this wondrous
distribution of 76 ,ooo,ooo copies of
the Word of God, in whole or in part,
throughout the length and breadth of
the World!

Wbo has not read and admired those
two charming narratives by the Rev.
Legh Ricmond, entitled the "Dairy-
man's Daugbterp and tbe Young
Cottager"? If it be possible you have
not, lose no time to do so. The con-
version of the dairyman's daughter is
attributed to the following incident:
A British transport, with troops for
India, was wind-stayed off the Isle of
Wight. On a Sunday morning the,
military chaplain went ashore, and
preached in the parish church in
which Legh Richmond was incumbent.
This sermon, she said, changed her
heart, and none but the great Heart-
searcher can know the numberless
souls to which this narrative of her
life has given comfort, in the forty
languages into which it has been tran-
slated.

So.also, a book bought from a pedlar,
at the door of Baxter's father's house,
was instrumental to the change in the
author of the " Saint's Rest ; " and this
author's works moulded the character
of Dr. Philip Doddridge, whose " Rise
and Progress of Religion " converted
Wilberforce, whose "Practical Chris-
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tianity " brought Legh Richmond to
the knowledge of Divine truths. If
this "golden thread " from this pedlar's
pack could be traced further, it may
be that even more momentous and
beneficial results would disclose them-
selves.

Sir Walter Scott informs us that one
day, while walking along the banks of
the Yarrow, he saw Mungo Park, the
African traveller, throwing stones in
the water, and anxiously watching the
bubbles which they produced. Sir
Walter, smilingly enquired the object
of this amusement ? "I was thinking "
he replied, "how often I had tried to
sound the rivers in Africa, by calculat-
ing how long a tirne elapsed before the
bubbles appeared on the surface, and
how often my life depended on these
trifling circumstances." So, also, we
are told that the discharge of a musket
on the field of Lutzen determined the
fate of Protestantism in Europe ; that
the success of a battle by Charles
Martel prevented the Saracens from
over-running Europe ; that a satirical
medal was sufficient to induce Charles
Il. of England to wage war against the
Dutch in 1672; that an insulting re-
mark towards Franklin by the then
British Ministry precipitated the griev-
ance between England and the States
into the War of Independence.

And how often has a word of encour-
agement changed a person's destiny for
the better! A look,-one kind look-
who has not felt its influence, and who
can limit its power ? A tear,-" the
smallest dew-drop sparkling on the
eye,"-a tremor on the lips, a whisper
or a sigh has caused the weal or woe
of thousands. These things are with-
in the compass of all. May they be
always exercised for good!

"Little words, in love expressed
Little wrongs, at once confessed;
Little graces, meekly worn ;
Little slights, with patience borne,_
These are treasures that shall rise
Far beyond the shining skies."

JOHN POPHAM.



THE OLD HOUSE AT FORT ARROW.

WalIs that have echoed to our pleasure, selves as if they had invented the placesW"alls that have hidden us in grief." in question for the general benefit.Upon ground sufficiently elevated to The farrn had been granted to itsoverlook the adjacent city and broad first occupant at the settlement of theblue waters of our somewhat renowned town of H , and took its name fromharbor, in the midst of fine fields, and a fort, which had been erected as a de-extensive, though now ruined gardens, fence against the barbarous raids ofstands a very old house. The property the Indians, and the constantly dreadedis bordered on all sides by limes and assaults of the French Acadians, uponchestnuts, and the Scotch elm-tree, the high ground which rose directlywhich, beautiful and umbrageous as it behind the cultivated lands. The hil-is, lacks the feathery grace that distin- locks of the old fort are green enoughguishes the elm of our own river-sides. now, and the pastured cattle roamThe shade adds to the seclusion of the peacefully around the grass-grownplace, which now in the long summer trenches, searching for the cool waterdays is silent and lonely as enchanted which never fails in the hottest sunimerground, though but a mile or two from day. Naturally, government peoplechurch and market. were the first tenants, and traditionsI said the house was very old, for- are still heard of the gay folk who heldgetting that our houses are all of the their revels in these quaint-lookingupstart kind, and scarcely calculated to rooms. A royal duke* has dinedattain a dignified and venerable age. under the broad beam that still traversesBut this one has the honor of being the low ceiling, and women, whosethe oldest human dwelling standing beauty was a matter of Provincial pride,within the city or its suburbs, and looks shone upon the festivities like rivalantiquated enough now as the more stars. Then came gentlemen farmers,modern town daily marches nearer, with an unlimited capacity for spendingplanting its scattered habitations closer money, and no genius for work; who,to the flowering chestnuts, and defiling getting finally into debt and inextrica-the thorn-scented roads with noisy little ble confusion, disappeared, and gaveshops redolent of baser perfume. place to others ; and with each changeWhen we first went to live at Fort of tenant the old house underwent someArrow, house and lands were fast fall- extension and improvement. One new-ing into disrepair and poverty. The comer built on a parlor at the side,house was low, and built in a discursive while another ran out a kitchen behindmanner. At the time of its erection with scullery, porch and pantry at-there had been no scarcity of Iand, and tached,-an immense kitchen, intothe building had consequently spread which opened six doors, designed foritself over the surface of the earth with the convenient admission of the highno limitation but the will of the archi- winds which roamed that breezy hill,tect. Its geography was so intricate and furnished with a cooking apparatusthat for some time after our arrival we suflicient for the production of a dinnerfeit like a party of explorers, and were as extensive as that subterranean feastconstantly coming into possession of to which Prince Riquet with the Tuft in-unexpected nooks of territory, the dis- vited his friends upon his wedding day.coverers taking as much credit to them- * The late Duke of Kent, father to the Queen.
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But from first to last no barbarian
hand attempted to re-form the front of
the old-fashioned cottage. This front
vas wholly composed of a wide door in

the middle, and two long, large latticed
bay-windows, with diamond-shaped
panes, extending from floor to ceiling
of the pleasant, antique parlors. The
caves were curtained with multiflora
rose, and scarlet-trumpet honeysuckle,
and that large-leaved, shining creeper,
of which I forget the name, whose
luxuriant summer green is only less
beautiful than its gorgeous autumn
flame. The trailing foliage swung
through the open lattice, and the lin-
net and the wren built in the shelter of
the vines, none making them afraid.
When our reign began the place had
little but the loveliness of its situation
to recommend it. Neglect and dis-
order were fast effacing all trace of the
care and culture for which it had been
remarkable. But the lilac-trees were
still crowned with pyramids of odorous
blossoms, the brilliant tulips opened
their classic cups to the morning sun-
shne, the fine old maples had the
freshness of early June upon their
branches, and the interspersed patches
of sward were very green, and made a
gracious picture in our eyes, accus-
tomed, as they had mostly been, to the
barrenness of a dusty town. But money
was spent, more indeed than was
strictly profitable, and order was slowly
evolved from out that chaos. By-and-
by we had gardens and shrubberies
which acquired some fame. From
over sea and land we obtained the
rarest flowers and flowering trees
which could be induced to endure our
climate. We had broad gravel walks,
and trim thorn hedges. ' We had a
flourishing kitchen-garden, and noble
fields of grass and grain covered the
vide eastern slope of our hill-side

farm. And there we dwelt for many
of our best years-years brightened
and sweetened by pure pleasures, dear
companionship, and dearer expecta-
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tion. That time which now seems so
happy to the backward glance was not
an unchastened season. Great griefs,
cruel awakenings, and irreparable loss
shadowed our sunshine,and several ofour
number were carried out from our little
Paradise to their not unwelcome graves.
But in those days hope was fresher,
and the gay spirit was its own compensa-
tion for the daily evil, and its own
support in the darker hour of excep-
tional sorrow. Our present trials may
be no greater than they were then, but
the hues of life are greyer and we
feel sometimes, thank God not always,
that

The magnet of our course is gone, or only
po1ints iii vain

The shore to which our shivered sail shall
never stretch again."

We had all sorts of visitors while we
lived at the old farm, some of them
unpolished and curious enough. I
think,with a touch of genuine pleasure,
of a mahogany-colored,knotty old man
from a certain part of our coast known
as the " Ragged Islands." He was
captain of his own vessel and a dealer
in lumber. This occupation had brought
him into acquaintanceship with the
head of our household, who occasion-
ally invited the old trader, when in
port, to exchange the solitude of his
cabin on Sunday for the little comforts
of our society. He was full of shrewd-
ness and twinkling huinor, and had an
endless stock of queer stories which
he would impart with great zest and
simplicity to our delighted ears. Plain
and in the ordinary sense uncultured
as he was his native qualities were
apparent in these anecdotes, Modesty
and good taste might listen without
fear of offence, for the fun of the
innocent-hearted old man was with-
out a taint of coarseness, and the
fairest ones among his auditors never
grudged him their smiles. He loved
our company, and was very proud
of our little attentions, and, al-
though unused to intimacy with gay
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young ladies, by his simple worth early he repeated, as the brazen composurewon for himself a respect which he of the marauder increased the aggrava-never forfeited. He liked to spend the tion of his feelings.
Sunday with us, and we would take him " I don't know," said the old cap-to church, not feeling in the least tain, with a serious look, when heashamed of his square-tailed home- reached this point of his narration,made coat, and weather-beaten hat, "whether I'd have asked him that orthe model of which must have been in- no, but I think if I'd been Noah, andvented in the " Ragged Islands," as no seen him comin', I'd ha' shut theother of the same pattern ever came door."
under our notice. One of his stories When we first came to the house theused to amuse me vastly, but I despair tottering fences were leaning helplesslyof telling it as he did, and can give no in all directions, and proved totally in-adequate idea of the quaint and jovial adequate to protect the grass-plots andmanner in such perfect keeping with flower-beds from the incursions of theevery line of the face and figure of the cow, as I found to my cost. We hadgenial old mariner. Oneof hisneighbors, come into possession of this cow, alongwhose earthly possessions were limited, with many other effects of the last resi-had a favorite goose which was almost dent, and she had evidently been ac-as precious to the poor man as the " one customed to the range of the premises,ewe lamb " had been to its owner. subject to no law but her own pleasure.The time of the singing of birds had I had previously spent a vast amountcome, and also of the hatching of gos- of time and skill upon the embroiderylings, and the particular goose of this of a certain pocket-handkerchief, look-history was ensconced with her eggs in ing forward with much pride to thea snug little house of her own, in what time when I should exhibit it to envi-was supposed te be safe proximity to ous admirers. Having washed theher master. Notwithstanding his care, precious article with my own hands, Iher proprietor, feeling a little anxious, deposited it under an old tree whichgot up early one fine May morning to stood in the middle of a little moundlook after his feathered friend, and dis- of grass immediately in front of thecovered, with a speechless dismay that parlor windows. There it lay for somemerged rapidly into fluent wrath, the days under constant inspection, grow-torn plumes and fragmentary remains ing, like one of Moore's heroines,of the devoured bird ; and an audacious

wild cat, her murderer, triumphantly "Pure, by being purely shone upon,"
seated upon the eggs. His rage was when suddenly, one afternoon, thereincreased by an instantaneous convic- arose an awful outcry to the effect thattion that his enemy would escape, for the " cow was in the front garden,"he remembered that an accidental cir- accompanied by a rush from the kitcbencumstance had deprived him of his and barn-yard of various individualsgun for a day or two; and to his ex- armed with impromptu weapons suit-cited mind the beastseemed to be aware able to expel the invader. When theof the fact. He stamped wildly about, tumult had subsided, and the othersmaking fruitless and irreverent enquir- were reviewing with satisfaction theiries of the perfectly indifferent animal, unimpaired plots of bloom, I bethoughtastotheendand m-eaningof hiscreation. me of my treasure. It was no longerW hat did the Lord make you for ? " visible upon the grass, but was discov-he said, honestly doubtful of the crea- ered shortly, after some conflict, by ourture's utility in the scale of being. zealous and sympathizing man Maurice,"What did He make you for, I say ?" in the mouth of the intruding cow
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crunched and riddled into patterns of
more intricate design than any with
which I was familiar.

We had a colony of birds and beasts,
not without special individualities.
Among the former was a handsome
grey hen, whose conduct was a notable
contradiction to the fine stories we hear
of the maternal instinct. She would
lead her young brood about with a
great show of dignity, but with small
concern for the difficulties to which
she subjected their tottering little legs.
As the stumpy-tailed, downy creatures,
not yet arrived at feathers, staggered
after her she wourd suddenly, without
the least visible provocation, turn
fiercely upon one or two of them, and
vith her mature and cruel beak pick
open their little skulls, and proceed
loftily upon her way with the terrified
remnant of her flock ; leaving the writh-
ing bodies of her slain children to mark
her progress. Her mistress having
endured several of these outrages with
a troubled mind, being the most merci-
ful of women, and not given to admin-
istering the law, felt unable to devise a
remedy, until, happening one day to
witness the latest slaughter of the in-
nocents, in a transport of wrath took
true feminine vengeance upon the of-
fender. In an instant of time she had
seized upon the unnatural mother and
wrung her neck with a celerity that
left no room for repentance on the one
side or mitigation of punishment on
the other. The remaining orphans
cost their protectress much care and
an immense expenditure of corn-meal,
but they grew into happy, thriving
chicks, and forgot the dread guardian
of their early days.

I recollect a fine young cock which
was also at that time a conspicuous
character on the premises. He was
not content with his natural sphere, but
was constantly intruding into places of
more distinction, and as often ignomi-
niously expelled without learning the
first rudiments of humility. He had a

stomach, perhaps I should say crop, of
great capacity, and was especially
active-minded, not to say greedy, where
his appetite was concerned. Indeed,
his effrontery was remarkable when
there was anything eatable in prospect.
On one occasion he noticed his pro-
prietor on his way to the back-garden
with a bowl of pease in his hand, and
when the gate was opened he contrived
to enter unobserved, keeping prudently
in the rear until the former reached the
foot of his previously prepared drills.
Up the first drill proceeded the un-
suspicious gardener, slowly dropping
his pease, one by one, steadily followed
by the shameless bird. Upon gaining
the top the owner of the pease turned
about, intending to make his deposits
in the second row as he travelled down-
wards, and in one comprehensive
glance beheld the vacant drill, upon
which he had bestowed pains and
pease, and his depredating companion
who, quite unmoved by the just indig-
nation he had provoked, stood his
ground unflinchingly, and eyed the
bowl with undiminished desire. He
was young at that time, but I am afraid
youth was not the sole cause of these
objectionable traits in his behavior, for
he grew up and grew old but never re-
formed, though he was always regarded
with unusual favor. It is possible that
his bright brown eyes and glossy
feathers, the changeful green and
scarlet of his conscious neck and the
graceful curve of his stately tail, may
have influenced our sober judgments,
for beauty has its privileges as well as
its drawbacks, and it is certain that he
lived and crowed prosperously all his
days.

We had rosy-footed pigeons in many
varieties, and dainty guinea-fowl calling
to each other in an exclusive manner
which seemed to keep the more ple-
beian birds at a proper distance. We
admired the pretty creatures, with their
delicate pencilled feathers, so much
that we took it as a singular merit on
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the part of each hen to give us two as his mythological ancestors coulddelicious little creamy eggs in one day. have betrayed when pecking ambrosial
We at first could not believe in such corn on the slopes of Olympus. Butgenerosity, although we brought arith- his celestial origin was of no accountmetic to bearupon the factand counted in swinish eyes, and the defrauded pi-'hens and eggs backwards and forwards being of an unimpressible and vindic-in our bewilderment. But we re- tive temper, was as little dazzled by thecovered from our wonder, if not from splendor of his stars as the porcine fra-our gratitude, and learned, as we are ternity are said to be affected by pearls;apt to do with greater blessings, to ac- and one day, when a favorable chancecept these gifts with composure. The occurred, he avenged his wrongs byhens loved to wander and hide their making a violent rush upon the magni-nests in the long grass, and sometimes ficent invader, who fared ili in the con-the master of the house would come in flict. His loud vociferations broughtbare-headed frorn a distant field, carry- assistance before it was quite too late,ing his hat filled to the brim with but he was rescued- only by valoroustreasure, the little brown shells glisten- effort in a humiliated and bedraggleding with the dew of the morning. condition, and was long in regainingCalamities were not quite unknown his original glory.

in our heritage. A young Devonshire We had our migratory friends too.heifer of great beauty and value, having The dear robins came back year afterpartially choked herself with a piece of year to build in the big lime that stoodmangel-wurtzel, was almost instantly a green pyramid of leaf and bloom inkilled by an active neighbor who came front of our parlor windows, andto her assistance with the kitchen tongs. peacefully reared their broods in thatWith this homely surgical instrument tower of security. The old birds hadhe made an aperture in her windpipe familiar ways on their return whichwhich quickly ended poor " Betty's " assured us of their identity, and wetrouble, while " old Roberts," our own liked to fancy that thecheerful swallows,idiotic servant, stood looking on, ex- so bright and busy in repairing andclaiming now and then, " I guess reconstructing their houses under thethere's somethin' the matter with her." barn-eaves, were the architects of theThis was a sad affair and a grief to us preceding year.
all, but we were not exempt from lesser There was a bit of swampy woodlandafflictions of the sort, and when our in the neighborhood lying beneath agorgeous peacock got into difficulty it round green knoll, which was crownedwas a distress of a minor and more lu- in its turn by a group of noble beeches,dicrous nature. That aristocrat had a which made a more lovely and melo-mean drop in his distinguished blood. dious aviary than skill or money couldHe coveted his neighbor's goods, and devise. In the June evenings, whendid not disdain to pry into situations the receding light lay in golden streamsquite inconsistent with his general pre- over the grassy hill above and touchedtensions, even forgetting himself so far every varied tint of the delicate foliageas to stretch his haughty blue neck beneath with one harmonious glow, weover the rails of the pig-pen in his pre- had sunset concerts which could, Idatory rambles. While thus demean- think, be only rivalled in heaven. Noring himself, regardless of the rights of was the charm less of sight and soundthe proper occupants of the stye, he was when, under the more solemn glory ofapt to be imprudent, and if opportunity a September sky, the little grove min-favored him, would descend to the gling its weird scarlet and orange huestrough and gobble with as much relish with the tassels of the pensive larch or
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darker branches of the fir, thrilled with
the fitful notes which express the
plaintive beautv of the declining year.
These nusicians used to come over to
our gardens, and we never grudged
them a share of our currants and
cherries, or our first and finest straw-
berry. The kind old bachelor brothers
Upon whose land they lived and sang,
and who were almost as innocent as
the birds, would sometimes share a
crimson linnet, and if he happened to
be a "beauty," would send him to me as
a present. I remember one splendid
fellow that arrived in a little covered
basket, with "Mr. Frederick's love,"

ut the prisoners never seemed to take
kindly to captivity or thrive well in our
keeping. When they were hung out
among the vines they could hear their
friends and relatives rejoicing in the
liberty themselves had lost, and were
often ungracious enough to escape from
our confiding hands without remorse.
And how could we blame them ? They
were not

"Captives void of noble rage
Who never knew the summer woods."

But change came upon us, and, as
mostly happens, the tide that brought
it came in with an imperceptible flow.
The time came when it was wise for
us to leave our pleasant hill-side farm
and go city-ward.

We have a tenant who pays his rent
with prompt punctuality, who raises
miraculous crops of turnips, and fills
his barns to bursting from fields of
fragrant clover and nodding timothy.

But desolation reigns in shrubbery and
garden, to the affliction of our souls.
And we have exchanged that constant,
yet ever-shifting, panorama opposite
our doors, of the undulating hills dotted
with cleared patch, and pleasant little
homestead, and ancient wind-mill, and
luminous with the blue sunlit water
that flowed between, for the monoton-
ous aspect of the streetsand the dreary
weather-washed houses of the town.
In lieu of syringa-trees and great pink
eabbage-roses, an ugly yellow lily,
planted in some remote age, and ap-
parently destined to be immortal, per-
sistently pokes its head through the

gravel under our front windows each
successive spring-time, and sucoessfully
resists such efforts as have been made
for its destruction. And in place of
that wide crescent of leaf and blossom
which was our dailydelight, we have a
small depressed piece of ground at the
back of our present abode, where
the gilly-flowers literally " waste their
sweetness'' and a superb foxglove
paints her creamy bells in vain, and
waves her head forlornly like an em-
press gone into exile. Instead of the
whirr of the humming-birds and the
early whistle of the happy robins we
have the music of two factory-mills,
and the doleful performance of the
organ-man in the court.

But there is a dark side to every
story, and deplorable as some of these
statements may appear, we are not
without our compensations.

Io.



THE MOON.*

BY DR. AL. SOMMER.

All ancient nations saw in the moon
the personification of darkness and
death. Astarte was the moon-goddess
most known to us from our Bible read-
ing. In most ancient nations the first
day of the week, the day of the birth
of the week, was dedicated to the light-
bearer, the sun, hence the word Sunday,
Dimanche, Sonntag. The last day of
the weekly cycle was devoted to the
moon, the bringer of death and destruc-
tion, the evil spirit, the Satan. From
this. is derived the name Sabbath,
Samedi and Samstag, in constrast with
Saturday; and it is remarkable that
the real meaning of the word Sabbath
is not " Day of the Lord," but " Day

FULL MOON IN NEAN LIBRATION. of destruction, Satan's day." In Deu-
teronomy iv. 9, the Jews were forbid-

It is well known to us all with what den to worship the moon, but not be-
reverence men in long-past ages re- fore the seventh century before Christ.
garded the sun. They had early The moon was worshipped by the Jews
recognized the importance of this great and called Dn* h'? (Meleket ha sha-
luminary, and many nations worshipped rni) heavenly queen. The Romans
him as a good god, as Jupiter, lucis also called her SÏderur regîna bicornis,
pater, the father of light and life. But the double-horned queen of the stars.
with this worship there was commonly In accordance with this pagan idea, the
associated a subordinate worship of Catholics of our days picture Mary, the
the moon, and among some nations mother of our Lord, as the Regîna calo-
the moon was esteemed the greater rum, the queen of the heavens, standing
deity. So the Hindus and all the on a crescent. Nomadic tribes worship-
Indo-Germanic races considered the ped the moon almost exclusively on ac-
moon as the evil god, the principle of count of her greater fitness for time-
destruction anddeath, according to her keeping, and as a guide for Nvan-
phases, and even the modern German derers, the Nomads, for instance,
language makes the moon masculine, on the great plateaus of India and
andassociates with thesun, theideaof a South America. The moon-goddess
female character. was,therefore> the goddess of wanderers,

of hunters, of war and warriors, of
In the course of this paper various death and sterility. The representative

Englisb, French and German authorities are ofthischaracterisDianaofthe Romans,
made use of, but the names are only mentioned the
when particular and important facts and observa-
tion are referred to. Artemis of the Greeks, the childless,
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virgin goddess of hunters and warriors.
Nations in the lowest state of culture
and development worshipped the moon
herseif, for example, the Pelasgians,
the Germans, the Celts and the Peru-
vians. Among others she was wor-
shipped in an anthropomorphic way as
Astarte, Artemis, Pallas, Athene,
Diana, Juno, Neith, Upis, and Isis.
According to the Zendavesta, the Zend
People worshipped the moon (Ma) as
the promoter of all growth and fruit-
bearing, and called her Anaitis. Hero-
dotus calls the moon the highest war-
god of the Persians.

Without dwelling any further upon
the moon as an object of adoration, we
now look for the reasons of her being
worshipped, and it is not difficult to de-
tect many of them. Our satellite is a
Power on earth. Most men consider
that this power lies in her luminosity.
But I regret to have to say with Nas-
rnyth, Laplace and others, that she ful-
fils this her duty as a " lesser light " in
a way more poetical than practical.
Fine moonlight nights are indeed very
beautiful, but in fact too scarce to be
of practical use. Out of fifty-two weeks
of the year there are only twelve partly
illuminated by our satellite, and out of
4,368 yearly hours of night there are
only 504 that are sufficientl brightened
by moonshine ; and even this small
nurnber will be lessened if we take the
fogs and haziness of many of our nights
into account. Though I confess that
the sky of Canada is generally very
favorable for astronomical observations,
I registered during the last year only
eleven nights which were suitable for
close observations. Thus the use of
the moon as a luminary, of which poets
and lovers talk so much, is for us only
of secondary importance. Of much
more importance for the terrestrial in-
habitants is the moon as a sanitary
agent. Motion and activity in the ele-
ments of the terraqueous globe appear
to be among the prime conditions of
life in creation. The sun keeps the at-

mosphere in constant and healthy cir-
culation by its air-tides, and what the
sun does for the air, the moon does for
the waters as a chief producer of the
water-tides, and twice a day we see the
organic matter, which rivers have
floated down in a decomposing state
towards the shore of the oceans, swept
away by the tidal wave caused by the
moon's revolutions around our globe.
Further, the moon is an immense motive
power. You are aware of the large
quantity of merchandise transported by
the flood and ebb tide from one sho-re
to another. Thus a vast amount of
mechanical work is gratuitously per-
formed by the moon, which, if it had to
be provided for by artificial means,
would amount to a sum too high to be
imagined. In the existing state of civi-
lization we do not utilize the power of
the lunar tides nearly to the extent of
their capabilities. About one hundred
years ago London was supplied with
water chiefly by pumps worked by tidal
mills at London Bridge. Coal is the
prime motor in our day, but water tides
will be the motor of future days, as
Nasmyth so happily suggests, after our
coal banks are exhausted. He says:
"The sea-side might then well become
the circle of manufacturing industry,
and the millions of tons of water, lifted
several feet twice daily by the moon,
might be made to furnish power for
hundreds of factories. A tide-mill
might convert its mechanical energy by
an electric-magnetical engine into elec-
tricity, and in this form its force could
easily be conveyed inland by proper
wires, and there changed back to me-
chanical power." As the duty of the
engineer is to turn the indestructible
forces of nature to use, there is a rich
field of investigation and invention in
the tide as a source of power.

The moon is also for the navigator
a leading power. All know that an ex-
act knowledge of longitude and latitude
is needful for the seaman to determine
the position of his ship. Latitude is
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easily found ; it is simply equal to the
altitude of the celestial pole at the
place of observation. But the deter-
mination of longitude has always been
found a difficult problem. And here
the moon again forms the chief mark
by which longitude can be most accu-
rately determined. The moon becomes
to the navigator the mere hand of a
timepiece, of which the stars are the
hour and minute marks, and the whole
being set to Greenwich time, the ex-
perienced eye of the observer is able
to read from this the true position of
his gallant ship. How many precious
lives are kept safe every year by the
quiet and unerring revolution of the
moon among the stars! What would
be our navigation, what our commerce
and trade, if it were not for the moon ?
I wonder whether Columbus would
ever have dared to start for the coast
of Domingo, whether Cartier would
ever have seen the Indians of Hoche-
laga, if they had not been guided to-
wards the Western World by the revo-
lutions of our satellite !

But the moon is also of no little im-
portance as a /bnekeeper. According to
the lunar phases ancient nations held
their meetings. The Lacedæmonians,
for instance, did not go to war before
full moon; the Romans held their Curia
and Senate according to the moon's
phases. And truly the moon with her
regularly returning quarters was suited,
as no other heavenly body was, for
measurement of time. Therefore she
is called in Sanscrit " Ma," and in the
Indo-Germanic languages, " Moon,"
iMond "-that is, the Measurer. This
task is assigned to her also in the Bible,
Genesis i., ir -i 6, and the Psalmist says:
"tHe appointeth the moon for seasons:
the sun knoweth his going down."
Psalm io4, 19 (compareSerach 43, 6-8).
The Jews already called a period of
twenty-eight days according to the cir-
cuit of the moon M (Jareah).The weeks
in the month also originated in the four
phases of the moon, and are but a mere

natural lime division found among many
civilized nations of antiquity. (Bähr
mosaishe Cultur IL., 526,585, Keil, bibl.
Archäol, I. 346). But among the He-
brews as well as among the Indians,
Arabs and Persians, the lunar year was
always based upon the solar year, or
rather the terrestrial year, and with
more or less skill regulated by it.
(Hammer, Wiener Jahrbücher, 1818).
Now all civilized nations, except the
Jews, adopted the solar year, and there-
fore it is said in the book Sohar in the
Kaballa of the Jews, in a note on Gene-
sis, fol. 238 : Gentes in compulo solem
sequun/ur, Israe//ae lunam.

Before drawing this portion of my
subject to a conclusion, I would caîl
attention briefly to two other features
of the moon, which, though they do not
tend in any way to increase the com-
forts of the human race, have yet been
of great importance so far as their
acquisition of knowledge has been
concerned. I refer first to the near
agreement in point of apparent size be-
tween the sun and the moon. It is ob-
vious that if this strange relation had
not existed between two such widely
different bodies, we should know little
or nothing about the contents of our
sun ; for if the moon's apparent disc
were much- smaller than the sun's,
there would never be a total eclipse of
the sun, we should not know anything
about solar spectroscopy or chemistrj,
about prominences or coronas, and con-
sequently we should be deprived of the
source of all the analogies upon which
is built up our modern- science about
the constituents of the universe; and the
same thing would result if the moon's
apparent disc were larger than the sun's.
The other fact is that geologists learn
the formation of the earth from the
moon's face, which is spread before us
like an immense map, shining with a
glory undisturbed by mists and clouds,
which tells us the hidden tale of long
past centuries. All the igneous for-
mations of the moon, so beautifully de-
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scribed by Proctor, are revealed to the
eye, uncovered by the sea, undisturbed
by the traces of huge glaciers and
aqueous sediments : a true picture of
our former earth with its fire and mould
marks exposed to view. And would it
not be of extreme interest to ail, as it
has been to me for years, to listen to
these tales of the Queen of Night, pro-
claiming to us the glory of creation and
the almightiness of its Creator ? Let
us endeavor for a short time to under-
stand her language.

We ail know that the moon is at-
tracted by the earth towards its centre.
By the universal law of gravitation, as
it was discovered by Newton, not only
is the moon linked to our earth, but
the latter also to the central body of
our planetary system, the sun, and even
it is linked to a central sun, invisible
to our eyes, near the Pleiades (Mädler's
theory).

Everyone has heard the story of the
apple, how its fail suggested to Newton
the great discovery for which his
name will be celebrated to atl time.
Newton certainly did not ask why the
apple fell, since the power of the earth's
attraction was already well understood
in his day, and had been known for
centuries ; but it is quite possible that
Newton, who had been engaged in
profound meditation on the laws of
Planetary motion, should have suddenly
had revealed to him the possibility
that a far wider law of attraction existed.
It was the sudden combination of
astronomical laws with terrestrial, phy-
sical forces that led his mind to the
great idea: "What if one and the same
form of force be universal, on earth as
well as on the sun, moon and planets ?
What if the sun draw the planets to-
wards him, as the earth has drawn the
unsupported apple towards her?" New-
ton at once saw that it was to the
moon we should look for an answer to
these questions. We may add then,
as Proctor suggests, to the advantage
we derive from having a moon, the fact

that but for her we should assuredly
not be acquainted with the law of the
universe ; for the moon supplied
Newton with an intermediate stepping-
stone, enabling him to pass over the
wide gap separating terrestrial gravita-
tion from the attraction of the sun as
ruler of the planetary system. He
tracked the moon through ail her
movements, and measured the sun's
action upon her in ail positions; he
showed where her motion would be
accelerated, where retarded, where she
would be drawn away from the earth,
where drawn closer, where her path's
eccentricity would be increased and
where diminished. So great is the
fitness of Newton's hypothesis of grav-
itation as the prime motive power of
ail heavenly bodies, that within a short
time ail scientific men were thoroughly
convinced of its correctness, and the
law of gravitation has not been seriously
questioned from that day to this, though
Mr. McDonald has published his able
pamphlet on a new motive power of
the heavens.

The moon's distance from the earth
is 238,818 miles. Her surface is
14,6oo,ooo square miles, and her diam-
eter 472 miles. Her surface is about
Trof the earth's surface, and her vol-

ume of the earth's volume. In gen-
eral it is said that the moon is + times
smaller than the earth.

I do not intend to give here a
lengthy exposltion about the cosmical
position of our satellite with ail its
mathematical difficulties. They are
too easily forgotten if only briefly men-
tioned, as they are more fit for the
solitude of the astronomer's studio
than for a monthly magazine. I pre-
fer to invite you to accompany me on
a short trip to the moon. Don't be
afraid. We shall be satisfied vith an
imaginary one, and there is no danger
of dropping down into the open space
of the universe and of being lost in its
infinitude. But when Groovehead, of
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San Francisco, has finished his huge digitalie skill in conversation. One of
balloon we may enjoy a real moon ex- us makes tbe remark that be feels a
cursion with him. Now let us start! declining motion of our skiff, and truly
We bid good-bye to our friends on we bave already reacbed the regions of
earth. We take ample provisions, gravitation towards tbe moon. Tbere
condensed air, all our instruments and
books, and a goodly supply of courage
along with us. Now we are among
the clouds, and like fairy land the vast
prairie of the St. Lawrence River, with
Mount Royal in its centre, is spread 1
beneath us, glittering in golden sun-
shine. A gentle breeze carries us east-
ward ; the expanded hydrogen brings
us to loftier regions. Dimly we see
the shining thread of the St. Lawrence.
This must be Quebec, this Halifax.
Oh ! this is the Atlantic beneath us.
Farewell, earth ! Canada farewell! We
have started for the moon ! !

It is a somewhat tedious journey we
have undertaken. Without friction or'
resistance of air it could be accom-
plisded by rail in eight montbs. Ourgal-O
lant balloon,bhowever,overcomes the dis- she swims before our very eyes in the
tanceinfarlesstime; eigtdaysareusuffi- inky sky. Here is a map of our satel-
cient for ourjourney, and what are eigbt lite, a small sketch of what fe sce as
days for a trp to the moon ? Now we we drift along 5,a feet above tbe
are in open spaceg; there is no longer moon.
blue sky above us. Te earth's form By dimi nisbhing the power ofour elec-
is sbrinking together into an immense tro-magnet we sink slowy down, and
bail of pbosphorescent ight. Hydro- at iast reach lunar ground in the vicin-
gen bas done its utmost, and we aban- ity of the mountain Copernicus. We
don our bailoon to the power of an set to work at once, for ve feel as un-
ingeniousy arranged electro-manet comfortabe as possible. There is no
with a lifting power of twenty tons, that air for us to breathe, and our lungs in
drags us higher and iigher towards vain expand for the refresbing draugt.
the moon, away from tbe attraction of Our own suppiy of condensed and
our earth. It is dark around us, cold solidified air is but scanty. Everything
and silent. Though the sun shines that wve touch is as hard as iron ; there
with dazzling brightness, he gives is no difference in the sense of feeling
neither sufficient light nor heat. We between metal, stone, wool or our own
speak to each other, but, alas ! we see skin. We see to our great disgust that
only the moving lips and no uttered there is not a drop of wateranywhere on
sound touches the tympanum of the the moon,-nothing but oxidized matter,ear, for want of that transmitting me- basalt, porphyry and granite in lofty
dium of sound, the air. Luckily we cliffs and deep abysses, spongelike
have lately received the first report of rocks in all possible shapes and forms,
our deaf and dumb asylum. We have only no laminas, no stratifications.
hurriedly learnedtheir manual alphabet, One of us moves forward and, lo i how
and now we are enabled to display our marvellous, with every step he flies up
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eighty feet and comes down to the ground
without any injury or inconvenience,
for the attraction of the moon is 8o
times less than that of the earth ; 8o
pounds of weight will represent only
one pound on the moon, and a man
weighing three pounds would there be a
man of weight. For these and other
reasons it is obvious that beings of
Our kind cannot exist on the moon.
And while the laws of gravitation, ex-
pansion, density, &c., vary on every
planet it is easy to understand that be-
ings like ourselves are only adapted
to life on earth. Nevertheless we do
not mean to say that these immense
globes Swaying in our heavens may not
be inhabited at all. It is remarkable
indeed that while we are ready to speak
of the goodness and wisdom of God,
we very often approach the question of

in other worlds as though theAlmighty's power and wisdom were
limited. If He possessed the might
and will to create these huge worlds
above Us, then He certainly has also
the power to call forth creatures upon
them endowed with reason like ours,
but embodied in forms suited to the
conditions prevailing in these worlds.
Therefore, although but little inclined
to believe that there are human beings
Upon the moon, yet we are quite con-
vnced of the possibility that there may
be reasonable beings there.

We see no vegetation around us on
the moon, although traces of coal-like
minerals convince us that even there
a time may have been when this now
dead field was covered with lofty and
fragrant trees. For truly there was a
time when our heavenly neighbor also
was surrounded with an atmosphere
dense with vapors and saturated with
moisture. A deadly silence reigns
over these lofty regions of Diana, not
only because there are no living beings
that could make a noise, but also be-
cause noise is an impossibility owing
to the want of atmosphere. With the
dreams of our youth there was closely

associated the idea of a silvery moon,
but we search now in vain for such a
thing as silver or gold; the silver of the
moon exists only in the heads of love-
dreamers and in the minds of poets.
Indeed spectroscopy has failed as yet
to discover the lines of gold or silver
in the incandescent vapors of the sun,
or in the reflected rays of the moon.
It is midday, for the earth, the great
hour hand on the heavenly dial-plate
of the moon, stands in our zenith, and
on earth they would say it is full moon,
since one day upon the- moon lasts
nearly twenty-eight terrestrial days.
We see the sun on the sky, a mere
point of intense white light that is shed
around us, broken by dense black
shadows. There we see all the stars,
not in the least obscured by the sun-
light, yea even shining with a bright-
ness that can never be thought of on
earth. Like a monster ball thirteen
times the size of a full moon, we ob-
serve our mother earth on the black
background of the sky. Her light is
phosphorescent and changeable, a large
corona caused by her atmosphere sur-
rounds her. Indeed the wildest dreams
of an astronomer could not imagine an
observatory more exactly suited for the
study of the heavens than the moon
would make. But our precious time
passes, our stay upon the moon can
only be of very short duration, and we
have not yet seen any of these wonder-
ful lunar landscapes. Let us therefore
roam among the hills and valleys of
our heavenly neighbor.

Since first Galileo Galilei constructed
his telescope with a magnifying power
of thirty, the scientific and astronomi-
cal world has learned more distinct
ideas about the physical conditions of
the moon. However, the first attempts
of Galileo to sketch a map of the moon's
surface had no success ; and Scheiner,
Schirlaeus, Hirschgartner and Langren
also attempted in vain to make a draw-
ing of the moon. Langren was the first
who named her peaks, ranges and
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craters. Hevelius published a bulky and perhaps Hevel also, took the gray
volume containing fifty maps of various patches for oceans and the lighter spots
phases, and five hundred pages letter- for terra firma. Of course this concep-
press in 1643. He was the first to tion of Kepler is entirely given up, al-
sketch a correct map of our satellite, though names such as Mare Crîseum,
and was followed by Grimaldi and es- Oceanus Procellarum, &c., remain. In
pecially by Riceoli in his "Almagestus In a more minute observation of the
Novus." For over one hundred years moon we find the gray part compara-
Hevelius' map was the best, and was tively level and the light spots moun-
commonly considered as correct. To- tainous; butthere are many exceptions,
bias Mayer in Göttingen published a as we often find very light plains and
small but most carefully measured map very dark, lofty mountains. There is a
of the moon. WilheIm Gottheff Lohr- fundamental formation of the moon
mannofDrmsden, published another in that totally differs from that of the
1838, elaborated %%,ith the utmost care earth,-l mean the ringlike form of her
and experience. This work was the re- elevations; but if the formation of the
suit of twenty-eight years of hard labor earth were fnot due to the influence of
and observations, (Generaîkarte des water, it would very likely present the
Mondes 1838). Miler called this same aspect as the moon nov does.

ork a master-piece of science and art. Galileo mentions the Bohemian crater
English and French moon maps are as as a terrestrial representation of lunar
yet only of relative value, and even craters. James Nasmyth, whom Nve
that value is small ; they are in most have often had occasion to quote,
cases poor reproductions of elaborate compares, in very fine photographs,
German orks. The best of al maps the craters of Sicily with those of the
of the moon is that drawn by Professors moon. But he does not mention our
Bähr and Mädler in Berlin (I edn. 1836). terrestrial ring-mountains, especially
It represents the moon in her mean li- those in the heart of Europe and Asia.
bration, and the details are made out The reader may excuse me for quoting
by a careful process of triangulation ; here Gaiileo's ovn words: "unden
176 trianglesplotted accurately upon an facil aspec/um Luno locus quidam, ac
orthographic projection of the hemi- facerel in lerris regio consimilii Boemioe,
sphere formed the reliable basis for their si monhbus alissirnis inque perzPheriam
charting work ; 300 subsequent divi- perj cli ci!duhi diiposiii occludere/ur
sions formed the skeleton of the map, undz'ue."
that was filled up by drawings from the German astronomers ciass these
telescope. James Nasmyth, perhaps rings under three different names:
our best English selenographer, says Ring-mountains, circumvallatîons and
about this map: "The long and pa- craters. True these are mere names
tient labor bestowed upon their map taken from the impressions given by
and upon the necessary measurements terrestrial objects. They hy no means
deserve the highest praise which those prove that there are mountains and
conversant with the subject can bestow, craters upon the moon like our moun-
and it must be very long before their tains and craters. 1 may here mention
efforts can be superseded." an event that happened in the time of

The full moon shows to the naked Herschel the eider. He observed one
eye light and dark spots, and the tele- night the appearance of Aristarchus,
scope develops colors of several tints, Copernicus and Kepler on the night-
from the most brilliant white to a side of the moon as light, phospho-
sombre steel gray and a greenish hue rescent points, and called them vol-
(Humboldt, Kosmos 111., 331). Kepler, canoes, because, as he says, it was
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necessary to give these things a signi-
ficant name. At the same tirne he
protested against the idea that he
intended to signify by this word the
true character of the things he had
seen ; but soon after the whole world,
especially all newsmongers, spoke and
dreamed Qf working, eruptive volcanoes
on the moon. The greatest formation
of this kind, where a common circum-
vallation is surrounded by a complicat-
ed range of mountains, is found in the
southern and south-western part. A
great chain runs from Ptolomeus and
Hipparchus towards the south, com-
mencing in a continuous range, but
then running on in separate and inter-
sected spurs. Two other ranges running
off west and east at angles of 6o0 from
the former may here be mentioned.
These three ranges begin near the
equator and end near the south pole.
This conformity does not seem to beaccidental, and is either the result of
the librations of the moon in her earlier
days, or else we find in them the oldest
formations of the moon. And this
later hypothesis is the more likely to
be true, as we see that these earlier
formations have been partly depressed,
partly replaced by newer craters and
eruptions. As the sun rises on the
moon we may perceive most distinctly
this original elevation, and the more
recent formations are only scattered
among these in a subordinate manner.
The higher the sun rises the more this
Picture disappears, and only a few days
later at full moon Hipparchus becomes
a tabula rasa on which we perceive
several larger and smaller peaks. The
most striking features we observe upon
the moon are: z, her craters and their
central cones; 2, the mountain chains;
3, the smooth plains; and 4, the radial-
ing slreaks of several systems and the
rills.

The ring-shaped craters vary in
diameter from 82 miles to five miles,
and there are of even smaller ones not a
few. The writer of these lines counted

E

in his telescope with an object glass of
four inches diameter nearly 2,800 smaller
craters. Mädler has mapped over 20,000
of these craters, which are mostly
placed in groups from two to 12 to-
gether. It is generally supposed that
these ring-mountains are circular ranges
of elevations, including a deep plain of
from 8o miles to one mile in diameter,

COPERNICUS.

and one or more cones in their centres;
but this idea is entirely wrong. First
of all, we must remember that there is
no great level upon the moon like that
on the earth, because there is no water.
Further, the depth of the inner and
outer sides of these ring-mountains or
craters are out of all proportion. Some
of these inside plains yawn so deep
that the sun never shines into the gulf.
Some, as e. g., Copernicus, are a great
deal deeper than the surrounding out-
side plain, and some are entirely filled
up and form a high plateau on the top
of the ring-mountains, as in the so-
called Mare Criseum (300 miles across).
James Carpenter endeavored, in a very
able way, to account for this remark-
able phenomenon, but it would lead us
too far to follow his explanations here.
Generally the central cone is described
as the orifice of a volcano, and the
surrounding ring walls as the deposit
of their lava. Irrespectively of the
truth of this hypothesis we may consider
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that the centre cones are in no case
higher than 6,ooo feet, butthe surround-
ingmountains areoften 12,000 to i6,ooo
feet deep. The depths ofthe innerand
outer sides of these ring-formations;
are out of all proportion. Màdler has
mapped with his instrument of five
inch focus 15,oooto20,ooocraters. They
are mostly placed in groups of two to
12. All these craters resemble each
other, and prove that they are products
of the same force.

I have spoken of different ages or
periods of formation in the moon. In
the annexed photograph, which repre-
sents the overlapping craters of
Theophilus, Cyrillus and Catharina,

THEOPHILUS, CYRILLUS AND cATHARINA.

plains of Albategnius. So we have our
selenography as well as our geology, and
the former is not less attractive than
the latter. To the left of the picture
you observe all the main features of the

TRIESENECKER.

moon's surface united. It is the crater
Triesenecker. Its valley is 20 miles in
diameter. The long, narrow fissures
are rills, and belong to the most recent
period of the moon. (Lava that has
filled the cracks on the moon's broken
crust). You observe, also, a range of
mountains that connects this crater
with the mountains Pallas and Bohde.
But Triesenecker is a great deal small-
er than he seems in the representation

sufficient proof of this will be found. given bere, for Theophilus bas a cir-
You see here two craters overlapping cumvallation 64 miles in diameter.
each other, one towering aloft on top Its plain is i6,ooo feet deep, and its
of the other. It is obvious that the central cone iS 5,200 feet bigb. Cyrillus
topmost, Theophilus, must be the is 6o miles in diameter, and 5,ooo feet
younger, and these lower, partly des- deep, witb a central crater of 5,8oo feet,
troyed circumvallations are the pro- wbile the crater of Catharina is super-
ducts of more remote ages. In the seded by some subsequent eruptions of
vicinity of Erastothenes and Copernicus minor force, tbat formed ring-moun-
we find fine specimens of overlapping tains of smaller dimensions on the
craters, as the landscapes of Sosserides crest of the mountain and on the level
and Prondius, the surroundings of of the plain. Towards the nortb shore
Capella and Censorinus, the walls and of6te Mare Hzrnorunwe find Gassendi,
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(54. miles in diameter, 9,600 feet deep,
three central cones 2,000 feet high.)
It forms one of the finest views in the

t j

GASSENDI.

lorning or evening of the moon, more
beautiful, perhaps, than even Tycho,
the king of all lunar craters. Tycho is
54 miles in diameter, 16,ooo feet deep,
and its central cone has an elevation of
5,000 feet. We find it towards the north
of the moon's disk, and its luminous
streaks may even be observed by the
naked eye. It is not mere size that
makes it superior to ail other craters,
but another feature that is visible
during full moon only. A high teles-
copic power shows on a clear moon-
liglit night the long, bright streaks
that radiate from some of the more
conspicuous centres of light on the
n oon, and enables us to see that those
Streaks do not arise from any perceptible
difference of level on the surface ; that
they have n)o very definite outline, and
that they do not present any sloping sides.
Indeed, one great peculiarity of these
streaks is that they come out most dis-
tinctly whereverthe sun isshining midday
upon them, and they disappear entirely
if there is morning or evening on the
moon. Another peculiarity of these'

N0 UUI;. 67

streaks is that they are not diverted by
elevations and mountains on their
path, as they traverse craters, moun-
tains and plains alike. There are in
all seven great ring-mountains that
form the centre of these radiating
streaks. When the libration favors,
the radiating system of Tycho covers
more than one-fourth of the disk of
the moon. The systems of Anaxagoras,
Byrgius and Olbers are too near to the
lunar margin to be observed. I meas-
ured some of these streaks, and found
their width differing from one to five
miles. No doubt endless smaller lines
will be revealed to the eye by larger
telescopes. The most extensive of
those systems of streaks is that radiating
from Tycho, in which we discern more
than ioo bright lines, and therefore I
called it the king of the lunarmountains.
Similar but smaller systems of streaks,
whose nature no astronomer till now
has sufficiently explained,* are observed
around Aristarchus, Kepler, Copernicus,
and the Carpathians. Another interest-
ing feature of the moon is her
mountain ranges. We count about five
of them. They do not present such
diversity of formation as the craters,
or at least the points of difference are
not so apparent; but they display a
large variety of combination. There
are a few perfectly isolated examples,
that cast longshadows over the plains
on which they stand, "like those of a
towering cathedral in the rising or set-
ting sun." Sometimes they are collect-
ed in groups, but they are mostly

* Robert Hooke, Micrographia, 1667, obs.
4 x pp. 242-246. These streaks, he says, seem
to me to have been the effects of some motion
within the body of the moon, analogous to our
earthquakes, by the eruption of which, as it bas
thrown up a brim or ridge higher than the an-
bient surface of the moon, so has it left a holeor depression in the middle, proportionately
lower. Hooke tried an experiment with boiling
alabaster to get a representation of the forns of
the streaks, and says: " Presently, on ceasingto boil, the whole surface appeared covered
ail over %vith small pits, shaped exactly likethose of the mooii." ae1eatylk
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arranged in a stupendous chain. We
may mention the Apennines, the Alps,
and the Carpathians. The range
of mountains that Hevel called the

LUNAR APENNINES ARCHIMEDES, AUTOLYCUS
AND ARISTILLUS.

Apennines is 90 miles long ; its
highest summit is i r,ooo feet high,
and it shows about 8oo peaks. It is
nearly as long as the Italian Apennines,
but of a relatively greater height. The
three mountains in their neighborhood
are Archimedes, Autolycus and Aristil-
lus. But our reader will ask, What are
these dark spots on the moon, which
we observe with the naked eye, so
closely resembling a face ? *The fanci-
ful mind of the olden time made
pictures of the lunar spots repre-
senting the plains, oceans or lakes
of the moon. Untutored gazers de-
tected in them the indications of a
human countenance. Plutarch wrote
a work "De Facúý in Orbe Lun,"
about the face in the moon. The
same old naturalist tells us that
Anaxagoras had already drawn a
sketch of the moon. Others recognized
in the dark spots the configuration of
a human form. German fairy tales tell
us of an old man that carries fagots on
his humped back. A French supersti-

tion sees in the man in the moon
Judas Iscariot. An Indian notion con-
nects the lunar spots with a representa-
tion of a roebuck or a hare, and hence
the Sanscrit name for the moon mrgad-
Iara, or roebuck-bearer. Humboldt
relates to us that some old moon-gazers
described the moon as a mirror, reflect-
ing the irregular formation of our
earth's surface, and it is strange to see
that this idea prevails yet in Persia.
In the earliest days of telescopy these
spots were thought to be seas, lakes,
gulfs and oceans, and although the
idea that water exists on the moon is
entirely given up, these names still re-
main. To the naked eye they appear
as smooth plains, but even a glass of
small magnifying power shows in them
some unevenness, and a telescope or
higher power reveals in them hills,
small ranges of mountains, wavelike
elevations, innumerablie small craters,
luminous points, streaks and rills.
These dark spots have also, under the
telescope, different colors. The Mare
Crseum, which is a high plateau, the
M/are Serenztatis, and perhaps also the
J/are Humorum, have a somewhat green-
ish tint; the Palus Somniiz and the iMare
Lichienbergzi incline to redness, &c.
Arago takes these faint tints as mere
effects of contrast, rather than actual
coloring of the surface. Formerly the
greenish tints were explained as the
products of extensive vegetation. fhe
most reliable information of this differ-
ence of colors, will perhaps be given
by spectroscopy, and we shall dwell on
this subject a little longer when we
come to speak of the moon's atmo-
sphere. Among the other things seen
in these vast oceans of the moon, the
rills and the radiating streaks, which
lead like highways over the plains, are
the most important. No wonder that
one of them is called the Railroad.
They were formerly considered as the
key to the question whether there is
human life on the moon or not. The
largest of these so-called seas is the
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Oceanus Procellarurm,9 o,ooo square miles;
the Mare Inbrium contains i6,ooo
square miles ; the Mare Tranquillitalis,
5,8oo square miles, and the Mare
Criseum 3,000 square miles. Allow me
now to discuss the often-mentioned
question of the moon's atmosphere,
and then to point out the different
ages of Selenology, and to close with
the somewhat metaphysical question
whether there are living beings on the
moon or not.

I, Since Mayer's time it has been
commonly believed that there is no
atmosphere whatever around the moon.
The greatest astronomers adhere to
this theory, and it is more than bold
in the face of such heroes of heavenly
science as Herschel, Humboldt, Arago
and Mädler, to pronounce a contra-
dictory opinion. The main reasons
that leadourastronomersto thetheoryof
absence ofatmosphereonthelunarglobe
are briefly the following :-i. The un-
diminished and unchangeable distinct-
ness of the moon in the most minute
details of her surface. 2. The entire
wzint of mists and traces of clouds. 3.
The want of a penumbra around the
mIoon's rim on the *occurrence of a
solar eclipse. 4. The absence of dis
tortion of the exceedingly delicate
cusps that the crescent of -the sun forms
during a solar eclipse. 5. The absence
Of diffused light and of twilight upon
the moon. 6. The undiminished time
observed for the passage of stars be-
hind the lunar disk. Disregarding the
opinions of the earliest astronomers
whose fanciful and uncritical eyes ob-
served rivers, roads, seas and clouds
on the moon, we have only one
modern astronomer who boldly as-
serted and defended the idea of a
lunar atmosphere in despite of all
others, and that was Schroedter of
Dresden. If this able and diligent
observer had been armed with a spec-
troscope, to prove what he had a pre-
sentiment of, surely his results had
been happier and would not be disre-

garded by his fellow-astronomers. The
main argument of those who still cling
to the idea of a lunar atmosphere are :
i. The change of color upon the bright
face of the moon, which I have men-
tioned already. 2. The dark gray ap-
pearance of the moon's disk a few days
before or after new moon.* 3. The
apparent sticking of the stars to the
margin of the moon.† 4, The
red disk of the moon in a lunar
eclipse due to diffused sunlight.‡ 5.
The green spectroscopic lines in the
moon's light. Impelled by compara-
tively new reports in the Poggendorfer
Annalen on the observation of certain
green lines outside the photosphere of
the sun, I endeavored to find the origin
of these lines, and discovered them not
only in the sun's atmosphere far beyond
the loftiest protuberances, but also on
the moon's edge, and even on the rim
of an intense kerosene oil flame I de-
tected a corresponding line in the ultra-
violet part of the spectrum, and found
that these lines are coincident with the
main lines of nitrogen.§ (Here I may
state that I found it extremely difficult
to detect any other lines than the solar
spectrum in the sun's reflected light
upon the moon. But of course this is
no reason why a lunar spectrum should
not exist. Huggins and Miller made
numerous observations upon the spec-

• Humboldt III. P. 332. This light is often
taken as reflected light from our own planet.
But it is not generally so. The reflected earth.
light, on Lambert and Schroedter's minute ex.
aminations, has been found to have a different
color, and may be distinctly observed besides
the gray, general appearance of the moon.

† Poggendorfer Annalen, 1842, pp. 79-128
and 405-443.

Kepler, Paralipomena, pars optica, p. 893.
Humboldt III., 333. This intense red color is
due to diffused light in the lunar atmosphere,
and not, as some say, to the refracted sunbeams
in the earth's atmosphere. For if this latter ex-
planation be correct, why does the moon some.
times totally disappear, as happened 9th Dec.,
16oi, and ioth June, î8t6 ?

§ Nitrogen gives two distinct spectra : i, the
band spectrum, if traces of oxygen are present •
and 2, a line spectrui, if it is perfectly pure.
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trum of the moon's light, which are
detailed in the philosophical transac-
tions of 1864, and their result, quoting
the words of the report, was: ''That
the spectrum analysis of the sun's light
reflected from the moon is wholly nega-
tive as to the existence of any consider-
able lunar atmosphere." But since
then Richter, of Dresden, has shown us
by the examples of Mars and Saturn and
bv our own terrestrial atmosphere that
Huggins' premature conclusion is whol-
ly negative.) Now, to continue, it is
obvious that the surrounding rim of air
(N.+0.) about the flame of a burning
candle is constantly being deprived of
its oxygen. The draft produced by
heat introduces every moment a new
current of air, whose oxygen feeds the
flame, and burning continues only so
long as there is oxygen in the sur-
rounding air to be burnt up. But the
remaining nitrogen before it is separ-
ated gives evidence of its presence by
the appearance of these remarkable
lines.

Let us now leave the candle and
look on the moon. Cosmology tells us
that all the bodies belonging to our
solar system are obviously composed
of the same solar elements. Spectro-
scopy proves that we find most of our
terrestrial elements in the solar rays,
and that the disappearance of others
is only due to side causes. So we
cannot help concluding that the ele-
ments of the moon are and must be
the same as those existing on the earth,
the sun or Uranus,*though the laws of
their combining force may be con-
siderably altered under the influence of
gravitation. Therefore if I say that
oxygen and nitrogen are present in the
moon, I do not mean to say that they

*Turnor (Collections for the history of Grant-
ham, p. 86) says : " Sir Isaac Newton said he
took all the planets to be composed of the same
matter as this earth, viz., water and stones, but
variously concocted." Nasmyth (The Moon,
p. 179) says: " We behold in it a mighty
' medal of creation,' doubtless formed of the
same material and itruck with the sane die that

form a gaseous body like our air. The
moon vas originally an igneous body,
as the sun is, and as our globe was.
Combustion went on, and oxidation
followed as long as there w-as any free
oxygen in the moon's former at-
mosphere to combine with, and as the
last atom of oxygen was transformed
into an oxide, combustion must have
ceased and nothing remained except a
cold mass of oxidized elements, sur-
rounded by a layer of nitrogen as a
lunar atmosphere. In my opinion, as
the result of nany spectroscopic
observations, made in Canada's clear
winter nights, there is certainly a
layer of nitrogen existing around the
moon ; but as to the thickness of layer
I neither possess the suitable instru-
ments for measuring it, nor am I
sufficiently prepared to lay before the
public my hitherto unfinished calcula-
tions. So much only I may remark
that the density of the lunar atmo-
sphere must be at least -- times*

rarer than the density of our own air;
it must be perfectly translucent, and
does not cause the sun's rays to
diverge ; it must be, by force of gravity,
50,ooo times denser than the surround-
ing cosmical air or atmosphere; and it
must be free from all combinations of
nitrogen known to our terrestrial
chemistry.

moulded our earth." Humboldt (Kosios, p.
86, I.) says : " Why should not all bodies
belonging to the same planetary system be
formed of the same element, if we suppose that
these planets, all these larger and smaller bodjies
revolving around the sun, have been separated
once out of the far extended solar atmosphere in
the state of vaporous rings ?"

* Schroedter assumes the lunar atmosphere as
1- rarer than the terrestrial air. Bessel corrects

this calculation, and finds that the lunar air may
only possess -g-y- of the density of our atno-
sphere. This calculation nearly approaches my
own. If we consider Ilansen's renarks, that
the centre of gravity upon the moon is eight
geographical miles beyond her mathematical
centre, then it is obvious that the density of the
moon's atmosphere upon her dark henisphere
increases to of our own.

OMMOW



II. I promised to give next, a short
synoposis of Selenology, treated like
our own Geology. There are evidences
of various epochs of formation, afforded
by several classes of details, among
which is the condition in respect of
brightness, which proves freshness of
material. i. First we have an age of
mountains, e. g., on the earth our own
Laurentian age, of which we have
spoken already. 2. Then follows the
age of craters, divided into several
periods : and as a rule the larger cra-
ters are older than the smaller ones.
We find, e. g., craters formed on moun-
tain chains. We might assume, then,
that mountain chains are the older
formations. But on the other hand,
there is nothing to prove that the two
classes of features, viz., ranges and
Craters, where they intermingle, as in
the Apennines and the Caucasus, were
not thrown up and formed contem-
Poraneously. 3. In the course of ages
the power of eruption diminished,
and in'selenology we place the bright
streaks as the next epoch of for-
mation. The eruption of the craters
was followed by the cracking of the
Solidified surface of the moonradiating
from the blown-up centres of volcanic
action. These cracks are filled by oxidiz-
ed lava, forming the streaks. In accord-
ance with our hypothesis of the moon's
transition from a fluid to a solid con-
dition, the cracking of the surface
forms the last formation of the moon.
But the overflowing of the lava had
Ceased already, and so we have to
mention-4, the age of the rills, cor-
responding to our own modern period.
And now arises the question, Is there
now no change going on in the moon,
is there an eternal death upon her, is
she only mechanically whirling round
the earth ? We deny this emphatically
-not on metaphysical or religious
ground, for both have little to do with
astronomy. But we are convinced of
changes upon the moon's surface from
our own experience as well as from
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observations made by an able German
astronomer in Athens, upon the crater
Linné, which has changed its appear-
ance several times since 1841. Schmidt
is one of the very few observers whose
long familiarity with the moon entitles
him to speak with confidence upon
such a question as that before us, upon
the sole strength of his own experience.
Let us give a report from him: To
the list of our lunar mountains where
signs of present volcanic activity are
believed to have been recognized,
must be added a small crater situated
in the middle of the Mare Serenitatis.
This crater, which is found indicated
on old maps of the moon, is very dis-
tinctly figured on the map of Bähr and
Mädler, is known as Linné, and is
clearly visible even during full moon.
Mr. Schmidt, director of the observatory
at Athens, who has observed it since
1844, was greatly astonished when in
October, 1866, he noticed its disappear-
ance. Different astronomers, advised
by Mr. Schmidt of this singular change,
directed their attention to this portion
of the moon's disk. By the aid of
powerful instruments, Messrs. Secchi,
Wolf and Huggins recognized that
instead of a circular mountain with
well-defined borders, as it was repre-
sented on the map of Bähr and
Mädler, there only remained a whitish
spot, or aureola, surrounding a black
cavity indicating the presence of a
crater, but a crater much smaller than
that known under the name of Linné.
The edges, instead of projecting above
the surrounding plain, appeared now to
present nothing more than a slight
declivity. By referring to former maps
and observations it seems probable
that the recent condition of the crater
Linné had already presented itself in
former ages ; thus everything would
lead us to believe in the reality of
successive eruptions, which at various
times have caused a partial filling up
of the interior cavity of the crater, and
overflowing its exterior have levelled
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the surface about its walls. It would But now it is high time to turn back
result, then, from these interesting to Copernicus, where we started on our
observations, that, using the expression lunar travels. There he is! we see him
of M. Elie de Beaumont, " geologic from afar, for he is one of the highest
life still exists in the interior of the of the mountains upon the moon. He
moon as well as in the interior of the is 12,ooo feet high ; his central cone is
earth." Also the Rev. T. W. Webb, of z;4oo feet, and its diameter 56 miles.
England, while apparently indisposed He is a very respectable yet wild-
to concede the supposition of changes looking fellow, surrounded by radiant
in the moon, has yet found that streaks and belonging to the earliest
there are minute variations, which formation of the moon. There we
seem to indicate that eruptive ac- find our gondola with provisions, books
tion in the moon has not yet entirely and instruments, and as soon as we
died out, though its manifestations are are ail aboard, the mysterious power
very limited in extent. If we accept of our electro-magnet lifts us again into
the idea that there is still cosmical life the air-no, perhaps, rather into space.
upon the moon, some astronomers have We are bound homeward, our heads
taken one step further and acknow- bewildered with the impressions of this
ledged the possibility of individual life visit to a strange, unearthly land, tired
on our satellite. But that life must be'of the long exertion, and longing for
throughout quite different from veget- the pieasant firesides of our own
able matter and animal life on the homes.
earth. We cannot think of a terrestial It is said that sometimes the moon
plant or animal that could live under bas a great influence upon our mental
the entirely different conditions existing'and moral powvers. Only a few score
in the lunar world. But if the law of years ago people were generally con-
continuity teaches us to hold that vinced that blood-letting in time of
there is life in ail heaveniy bodies,a new moon was absolutely necessary for
the law of adaptation forces upon us the the health. Every barber tels us, and
conviction that the life, the order and every young lady knows it, that hair
structure of beings upon the moon must b cut during waxing moon if we
must be different from ours. Only one would have it grow more vigorously.
class of conditions holds tru throuWhout The housewif looks gloomy if the
the whole visible universe, viz., the logic- moon happens toe rfuli on washing
al, physical, and rnalhema/iïval laws. If day, for then the weather will assuredly
there are reasonable beings upon the change. Sick people always grow
moon, thev must think as7we do, they worse-so it is said-if the moon
must adopt the same mathematical waxes, and better if it wanes. The
doctrines, and act on the same physical gardener likes to plant in full moon,
principles. for then the herbs grow quicker ; but

Finally, we may state that we have
not discovered any life on the moon, doubts not the existence of smal quantities of

while e have been roaming about her water upon the mon. lie corroborates this
ui ac u h t ide by proving the existence of fs and thether is ies, and escnln into This color of whbch oee have soken above.

mounain ide, an decendng nto hisgreen color is, after Dr. Klein's theory, the
her deep abysses.* product of extensive vegetation. lence the

li th er disappearance of the color during the winter-
st eme. Dr. Klein's observations prove that dur-

prest 1 received the report from the ILuna ing the last io years considerable changes on the
Reliviva" of Dr. lerrmann Klein, of Bonn, moon's surface have taen place. Perhaps time
Germany, who shows very ably that the and the favor of our readers may allow us to
mnoon exhibits many traces of former water. speak at some future time about these highly in-
basins. lie explains the nus as rivers, an teresting facts of mode life in the moon.



all plants growing downward, like
potatoes, onions or carrots, must be
planted in waning moon. If the sun
shines upon the face of a sleeper it
produces blindness. The moon deter-
mines the hours of birth and death,
disturbs our quiet sleep, and alters our
appetite. It has a depressing influence
upon our mental powers, and destroys
our memory. Lunatics take their lofty
promenades on the roofs of houses, in
scanty garments, during full moon.
Hundreds of old ladies assure us of
these and many other sad effects of the
moon upon mind and body, and there-
fore they must be true. Though medi-
cal men, astronomers and physicists

OoDLAN
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A WOODLAND REVERIE.

Hlere, as I lie in rest outspread,
With mossy carpet girt around,

The great trees green above my head,
And flowers bespangle all the ground.

Low, drowsy murmurs go and come
Among the spikelets of the pines

Close by I hear the wild bees hum
'Mid strawberry and arbutus vines.

Above my head the wood-pecker
Drives coffin-nails in giant boles,

And all the maples are astir
With clear-pitched notes of orioles.

And somewhere near, I know not
vhere,

But like the voices of a dream
Far off, yet near, the hazy air

Shakes with the laughter of a
stream,

A little noisy rill that brawls
In mimic cataracts through

woods,
And whirls its pebbles over falis

Of inches into inch-deep floods.

the

I cannot see it, but the ear
Can track its thousand fantasies,

Now rippling on distinct and clear,
Now loud with petulant little cries.

I know that as it flows along
With dancing sand-specks in its

train,
Some stone has jarred upon its song,

And turned its gold-motes back
again;

And there it thrusts, and pants, and
raves

(As we, too, rave o'er little woes),

A Wx R
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assure us that these things are errone-
ous and superstitious, we cannot help
believing them. We are convinced,
and therefore I do not attempt to
destroy such superstitions.

We have beennow in very close proxi-
mityto the queen of our sky. I would be
sorry if she had exercised any of these
baneful influences upon our minds or
bodies ; but if you feel annoyed and
tired, if your ear has been hurt by so
many big words and the barbarous
sounds of Latin and Greek, remember
that you were with a stranger in a
strange land. But it was not the
author who did you harm, it was solely
the moon.
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Till myriad foam-drops fleck its waves, And yet methinks their rush of feet
And gather, whirling, round its Is with a stronger instinct rife,throes. And through their slender pulses beat

But hark ! a rush, a fairy-cry,
A crash along its water ways,

And all its rage and agony
Are turned to songs of peace and

praise.......--...

There comes a butterfly, and flits
To yonder ferntop's dizzy height,

Folds for awhile his wings, and sits,
Then opes them, quivering, in the

light,

And dallies with the sunbeam's kiss,
And shuts his wings, and opes again

In such great ecstasy of bliss
It almost seems a throb of pain.

So fair, so frail ! so weak, so strong
For happiness in little things !

So mute, yet e'en the voice of song
Seems poor by those wing-quiver-

ings.

Hither and thither, in and out
Amid the tangled maze of grass

The little ants, a busy rout,
In never-ending concourse pass.

And as I watch them hurrying by
With eager footsteps to and fro,

I seem to wonder lazily
What mighty passion moves them so.

Not love, nor anger! Each alone
Pursues his independent way:

None gather by some corner-stone
To pass in gossip half the day;

Nor sec I in the varying throng
That passes and repasses by,

Some portly insect pass along,
Slow paced, in wealth's own dignity.

Some aim directs the zig-zagged ways
Of all the pigmy multitude,

Some business that allows no stays,
Some pleasure eagerly pursued.

The dancings ofl the iv of lfp

In secret haunts of sweet perfume
To work and play the hours away,

Companions of a world of bloom,
And flower-shaded from the day.

To feel the tangled grasses stirred
With the cool breezes' soft caress,

And hear, high up, the brooding bird,
Croon little notes of tenderness•

And 'mid such scenes as these to take
And do their work, however small,

For Him who made ant, bird, and
brake

And loves the service of them all.

And as in deepest sympathy
With all this little world I lie,

The same strong spell comes too on
me,

And pierces me with ecstasy

So great that when I fain would seek
For words, they loon up faint and

dim ;
And well I ween them all too weak

To bear the burden of Life's Hymn.

O Lord omnipotent! How just,
How, strong in love are all Thy ways!

Who peoplest e'en a grain of dust
And from such worlds perfectest

praise;

Who deckest out with loveliness
The meanest creatures of Thy hand,

And deignest to protect and bless
Lives smafler than a grain of sand.

What heart can paint the perfect bliss
Of Heaven in nature's second birth,

When love reigns in such scenes as
this,

And such strong joy in things of
earth ?

JOHN J. PROCTER.



NANNIE'S ADVENTURES AMONG THE HEATHEN.

A June sun was pouring its hot rays great hills. "Oh, if I could only getCapoupon Hong Kong harbor, glittering in there !" sighed she. " Here we haveits green waves, scorching the bare old been for three days, and every morn-rmountains that stand about it like ing I tease papa to take me ashore
giant sentinels, and brightening the with him, and he says 'No, Nannie, it
gay colors of flags that streamed from is too hot ; you would be sick if you
the mastheads of vessels from many went about the streets with me, for you
nations lying quietly at anchor there, are not used to a Hong Kong sun."'hile the scene was made lively by Wait till some evening, justafter sunset,
the constant passing to and fro of when I am not too busy to take you.'
Chinese sampans, great junks with But, oh dear, I'm tired of waiting, andtheir heavy, creaking sails, and various I want to ride in those funny sedan-
Smaller craft of all descriptions. For chairs he told me about."
any one lately arrived in this Eastern So Nannie grumbled till a fancyport such a panorama would have a took her to go on the gangway, a lono
strange fascination, and from the deck flight of steps down the ship's side
Of one stately ship a pair of childish reaching almost to the water, and
eyes watched curiously the moving life rtting on one of the lower steps she
on the bright water all around. They amused herself with floating one of her
belonged to the little daughter of the slippers loaded with orange peel, and
captain, who had taken his motherless dignified by the name of a cargo-boat
Nannie away from her city home and and pulling it in by a long string.
school to roam over the wide seas with I The good servant-woman who had left
him, and gain more useful lessons in her native land to take care of Capt.
geography than books could teach her. Ellsley's little daughter was busy in the
Nannie hadn't the least objection to cabin, or Nannie would not have been
learn geography in this practical left to play with her cargo-boat on thefashion, and the wild, free life on ship- gangway; as it was, however, she sat
board agreed with her health rather there unmolested, only half consoled
better than with her manners, for she for her disappointment in not going
had not the best of moral training on ashore. Soon one of the numerous
the "Albatross," where she had reigned fruit-boats drew near, and Nannie
like a little queen over sailors, ofßicers, looked so admiringly at the shiny red
and even the grave captain, ever since persimmons and plump bananas with
the day they sailed out of New York which the tiny craft was laden, that the
harbor. Chinese owner, with two or three swift

On this June day Nannie's face was strokes of his oar, brought it close to
cloudy, as she leaned on the vessel's the gangway to see if " little missy"rail, and gazed longingly across the wished to buy any of his wares. She
narrow space between herself and the shook her head, but still looked wist-
strange foreign city at the foot of the fully at the boat, and then the China-
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man, with his small stock of broken ceeded to inform them in his ownEnglish aided by gestures, invited her language that he was going to keep theto step in and go ashore with him. little white-faced girl till her father,"Oh, that would be great fun !" who was captain of a grand ship, shouldthought Nannie. " I wouldn't stay advertise her loss and offer monev tobut a little while, and I could find a anyone who could find her, when hesedan-chair and have a nice ride ; then would let his friend Ning Se producethis man would row me back again, her, with the tale that he had foundand papa wouldn't scold me if I came her, lost, and wandering about theback all right." Jane was in the cabin, streets, and then they would share thesailors and officers busy with the cargo reward. The women approved of thein another part of the vessel, and plan, and when the boatman went outnaughty Nannie, concluding that this again one of them came to Nannie,temptation was too great to be resisted, and with threatening gestures gave herlet the Chinaman help her into his to understand that she was to sit stillboat, where, enthroned among great where she was ; so through the long,bunches of bananas, she clapped her weary afternoon the little runaway sathands with delight as they glided over there, imagining all sorts of horriblethe smooth water toward the city. things that the yellow people might doThe mountains seemed to grow more to her, and deeply repenting of herhigh and grand-the houses more dis- naughtiness in coming ashore. Attinct-and soon the busy hum of life night the inmates of the but sat onupon the stone wharves reached her the floor around a bowl of smokingears ; but to her surprise the boat, in- rice, and invited her to eat with them,stead of stopping at one of the landing- and then they lighted two little stickssteps, shot away past the crowded that were placed before a hideousstreet at the water's edge and went up wooden idol standing on the table, anda narrow canal in a retired region just put some rice on a small plate betweenbeyond the city, and landing there with them, and one of the women knelther conductor, who left his wares in before the idol, muttering, and bowingcharge of another yellow-skinned in- her head till it touched the floor.dividual, she ran along by his side, " And this is what I used to readasking in some dismay where she was about," thought Nannie, watching curi-going, and protesting that it was the I ously. "In Sunday-school they usedcity and the sedan-chairs she came on to sing a hymn that says, 'The heathenshore to see-not a lonely country in his blindness bows down to woodroad. No response did John China- and stone,' but I never thought Iman make but " My no savee. My should be in a real heathen house andwanchee you walkee chop-chop " (I see them do it ; " and her thoughts ofdon't understand. I want you to come former days in a Christian land broughtalong quickly), and vouchsafed no other a sense of desolation. She was farinformation till they came to a wretched away now from those who loved her, andlittle hut, which he motioned her to the dear ship and her father might haveenter, and Nannie's bold spirit being to sail away from China without her-somewhat quelled, she dared not all because of her wilfulness. Then arefuse. remembrance of words heard longThere were two or three women before in Sunday-school of a Heavenlythere, and while the little adventurer Father, and a good Shepherd who, hertook a seat, as directed, on a heap of teacher said, died to save the loststraw, and gazed about her in half- sheep, came with great comfort. Shefrightened wonder, the Chinaman pro- had been a careless little scholar in
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those days, but the good seed sown rounded by hills. Where could the

then vas fot lost, and Nannie, with harbor be ? there was no glimpse of

bowed head, thanked God that He had sparkling water and tali masts any-

taught her to. believe in H, instead where, and Nannie must find the

Of idols like the poor people around harbor as soon as possible, for if she

her, and prayed as she had never done could but seeboer fatber's ship she

before that she might be forgiven fora might get somebody to take ber to it,

her naughtiness and brought back to and at that very moment the row-boat

her dear papa. Then she lay down on' migt be bringig ber father to the

the straw and slept as peacefully as if Fraya, the street by the waterside, to

she were in ber pinkcurtaied berth hunt for her.

on the " inbatross." The hills threw long shadows around

The Chinaman was rigAot when he her as the sun slowly sank behind

supposed thimt Capt. Elsley would lose them. Night was coming on, and she

no time in advertising the loss of his must find some other place to sleep in

daughter. The next day in the after- beside the dusty road. In the distance

nooi he returned from i the city with the two men were coming toward her-

information that placards ere put Up " Those awful black creatures !" Nannie

all along Queen's Road offering a large thought, and witrout stopping to

reward to anyone who could find a lost consider in what direction she ias

child ten years old; with short curly* going, she rushed up the first turning,

hair and brown eyes ; but his joy was a stony, hilly path closely shaded by

turned to wrath when his jwife trem- trees, and every step took ber farter

blingly confessed that their littie from the barbor she longed to see.

captive, whom she had guarded most When at last sbe stood stil the

carefully all the morning, had taken sadows were deeper around her path,

advantage of her conversation with a no footsteps sounded behind her; the

neighbor at the door to climb out of sharp note of a bird flying past ber to

the window and run away, and she had its nest made her start and tremble.

not dared to leave the hut long enough There's no use in standing bere,"

to make a thorough search for t t Nannie; had better go on,

child, though she had looked all about for this patb perhaps leads to some

the premises in vain. What was to be bouse there I can stay til morningu

done! All the pains and the risk of and the poor, tired cild toiled on up

concealing her taken for nothing, the the bih witu a sinking heart. "What

reward lost! and who could tell where if th ere shuldit be any bouse nere

the foreign imp had gone ? Ihtow dreadfUl it would be to spend the

John Chinaman couldn't stop to night in these woods !" But, oh joy?

beat his wife just then, but hurried up there was a bouse just before ber,

the road he thought Nannie would be almost bidden by trees, a house built

likely to take, hoping to find some in real Easters style, that ad been

trace of her. Nannie would in ail elegant in years past, but now was

probability have gone that way bad: dreary and weatber-stained. It as

she not espied two farful-lookng surrounded by a stone-paved court-

creatures with red caps and faces black yard and in the silence of tbe place

as a rusty stove,-they were Sepoys, and tbe sound of ber own feet on the

more terrible to ber eyes tban even stones almost startled berself, and

Chinamen; so she ran as fast as she aroused a sleeping dog, which began to

could in the opposite direction, and bark furiously, pulling at his chain as

wben obliged to stop and take breath if he wanted to fly at her. She crouch-

she found bersef n a Iondly place sur- ed in terror behind a clump of feathery
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bamboos, and through the branches
saw an old man with gray hair and
a haggard face look out of one of the
windows. Not seeing the object of
the dog's excitement he turned away,
and then a woman appeared at the
door, to whom Nannie rushed, and cry-
ing with mingled fear and weariness
told her she was lost, and begged her
to take care of her. The woman was
Chinese and very old, about as ugly,
moreover, as it is possible for a human
being to be ; but she looked kindly at
the sobbing child, pointed to her own
ears and mouth and shook her head to
signify that she was deaf and dumb,
which didn't matter much, for if she
had not been so it is unlikely that
Nannie and she could have understood
any of each other's conversation, and
then patting ber shoulder soothingly
she led her into the house.

A gloomy old place it was ; the
plastering had fallen from the ceilings
in manv places, and white ants had
damaged the stairs. Everything look-
ed desolate, and Nannie felt that the
place was worthy of its owner, if the
grim old man she had seen was he.
She looked around her in dread of
meeting him, as the servant led ber
through several dark silent rooms and
passages to ber own private apartment.
The old woman knew that the white
child was lost, and hungry, and weary,
so she gave her some supper directly,
then piling cushions upon a wide
bench, she motioned Nannie to lie
down on them and rest, and went
away, probably to wait upon her mys-
terious master. But Nannie, though
tired out, was in no mood for sleep.
The twilight loneliness of the room,
the rustling of the bamboos in the
evening wind, the idea of all the dark,
shut-up rooms in the mouldy old
house, and the pale, stern face that had
looked out into the court seemed fear-
ful to her, and she thought she would
have been better off in the Chinaman's
hut; for there, at least, there were peo-

ple enough, and anything was better
than such silence and loneliness. The
thought of the dear father who was
fuill of anxiety and trouble for his way-
ward Nannie, and her longing for him,
brought a flood of tears, and she sat
in the darkening room, sobbing with
the heaviest trouble her short life had
ever known, till the comforting verse
of a psalm learned long ago cane
alrnost like a tender human voice.
" He that keepeth thee will not
slumber," and then " Are not two spar-
rows sold for a farthing ! and one of
them shall not fall to the ground with-
out your Father." Nannie knelt down
on the stone floor and asked the Lord
to help and guide her; a quiet sense
of comfort and trust stole over her,
and she knelt there*till all her fears
were forgotten in .a heavy sleep. The
Chinese woman, returning, found her
still upon the floor with her head rest-
ing on the cushions of the bench, and
she kindly lifted her to a more com-
fortable position among them, then
supposing that her little guest was safe
in dreamland, she commenced her
" Joss-pidgin," or evening worship,
before a small idol, lighting the " joss
sticks" and bowing down repeatedly
before it, till Nannie, who had waked
and was looking on, wondered if she
were not dizzy. " How I would like
to be a missionary and tell that poor
old soul about our Lord," thought she;
"but even if I could speak Chinese, it
would be liard to teach a deaf and
dumb woman anything," and she
watched the devout worshipper with a
sorrowful pity, then sank into a quiet
sleep again, but not before she had
asked Him who is the Light of the
World to shine upon her, and in some
wav to show her His truth.

Nannie's plan the next day was to
to reach the top of the great mountain
that towers above Hong Kong, for from
there she could see in what direction
the harbor lay, and the man who lived
in the little house by the flag-pole
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could tell ber how to get to it; so she sought that lofty mountain top, while

made her kind friend understad that the man's amazement expressed itself

the Peak was her destination by point- in various exclamations of wonder.

ing up the billy path, and the old " Well ! I never did hear of anything

Chinese woman gave her a little basket so queer,' said he at last ; " but you

of cakes and fruit, and with evidcnt are a brave little thing, that's certain,

doubt and reluctance let ber go. Nan and l'Il find some way of sending you

nie onad to thank her for ber hospi- back to your father if you'll only wait

tality, but didn't know how to express here awhile. Some people from the

herseif in a deaf and dumb Chinese city come up here alniost every after-

alphabet, so she gave the wrinkled noon, and if any cone to-day they'll

hand a hearty squeeze, and looked into take vou down with them. Corne into

the ugly yet kindly yellow face with a my litte house, child, and rest, ion't

grateful smile which the woman seemed you ? " It is so beautiful here," said

to understand, then commenced her Nannie I neyer saw anyting like

rough climb up the mountain path.i I nt to ligh an rte lgr, -

The morning sunshine inspired her ll stay here right under the flag-pole

with new hope, and after several hait- tila the people corne so she sat gaz-

ings to rest and to prove the contents ing at the loveliness ail around and

of her lunch basket, and renewed exer- belov her, tili the quietness of the

tions toward her goal, the cooler air place soothed her to sleep. The kind-

assured her that she was nearing the hearted man found her so, and spread

summit. At noon she found herself a huge British blag over her as a pro-

standing there-the fresh sea wind tection from the breeze, and there lay

tossin g er er- ah suh ea wc n d tired Nannie, m uch nearer sky than she
tosn her curls-and such a scene ofhdee enbfoe ihtesf

glory ail around her that it seemed as had ever been before, wth the soft

if she must have been taken suddenly folds of red and blue buntig covering

into another world. On one side was every bit of ber except the top of ber

the blue ocean glittering in the summer curly bead.

sun, dotted with islands; on the other, k Poor little girl! did she reall

far below her, the city and the long'ed- walk aIl the ray up here, and alone,

for harbor with its fleet of vessels, and too Te were the first ords that roused

beyond, the many-colored hills of the ber. Thev were spoken in a sweet,

Chinese coast, reaching far off into the clear voice,nd andmetbawpair

hazy distance. looked up wonderingy and met a pair

It was too much for the excitable of loving blue ones belonging to a

child ; she sank down into the long, young lady w o was kneeling on the

soft grass and cried,half with jov, half grass to look at ber. There were

vith weariness, and a great longing to several gentlemen and ladies with ber,

fly off the steep cliff to the beloved and when they eard the filag-man's

sbip that now seemed so near, vet s0 account of the young pilgrim tbev

hard to reacs. 
cried, " Why, yes, she must be the lost

" Where did ou core from child, child about whom there has been so

and what is the matter?" said an as- much talk in the city." " It was Capt.

tonished voice, and Nannie, looking Ellsley's daughter, wasn't it-the cap-

up, saw the man who had his solitary tain of the cAlbatross h What

dwelling on the top of the Peak, whose was the description on the placards

business is the hoisting of signal flags tbat were put up ail along Quceen's

when any steamer arrives in the harbor. Road and the Praya ?' Curly hair-

Shen ton steme ar the strhaeitorb of brown eyes ?" there is no doubt that

She told him all the strange histhad e have found the little runaway," said

the past two days, and why shehdw
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the young lady who knelt by Nan- more lovingly, for under their shadownie, "and we'l have the pleasure of she felt that the Lord had taught hertaking ber back in triumph to her lessons she could never forget of trustfat e er." and love toward Him who had provedSeated beside one of the ladies in a her "very present help in trouble;"sedan-chair which was borne upon the and when twilight came softly over thesboulders of four Chinamen, Nannie waves, and the faint blue outlines ofwas carried down the Peak with great the coast of China were rapidly disap-
rejoicing, and countless were the ques- pearing, Nannie tbougbt sorrowfully oftions asked her on the way about ber the idolatry sbe had seen there, and ofstrange adventures. She was taken to the millions of people in that land whothe bouse of one of the party, and the bow down to wood and stone, and shegood news came to Capt. Ellsley as said to her father, who stood besideswiftly as messengers could carry it, her, "Wben 1 ar a grown-up womanand very soon her father's arms were I would like to come back to live infolded around Nannie, while she, ber China, and telI those poor heathenface haîf srotbered in bis great rough about the Saviour."beard (of which she had used to say Will the wish grow stronger andplayfully that it scratched her worse deeper with advancing years, or nill it
than any barberry bush), with tears and be forgotten as Nannie leaves cbild-smiles asked forgiveness for her dis- hood behind her? Ve cannot telobedience, and didn't mind the scratch- how God may lead her, but we may being in the least, she was so glad. certain that to every child of His whoSeveral weeks after the 'Albatross " loves to serve Him will be given workspread ber ofhite wings and moved to do; and fot only in the greatquietly ont of the harbor, and as the harvest-field of hbeathen lands may thatrugged outlines of the mountains grewv work be found, but wherever even " asofter in the idening distance and the cup of cold water " is given for Hisgolden haze of the afternoon sun, Nan- sake. And the Master has said thatnie eaned over the vessel's stern and even for such small service, those whowatched them-not longingly as on do it with love to Him "shall in no-that June morning, weeks ago, but wise lose their reward."

1



PUZZLES.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN DECEMBER
NUMBER.

I.
DOUBLE ACROSTIC-CHRYSALIS-BUTTERFLY.

C r a B
Il o n o lu 1 U
R o u T
Y a c h T
S cheherazad E
A v o i R
L e a F
I s a b eL*
S or c erY

*(Tennyson's "Isabel ").

II.
A HIDDEN BOUQUET.-I. Pansies. 2. Ver-

bena. 3. Orchis. 4. Peony. 5. Aster. 6.
Arbutus. 7. Lilies. 8. Calla. 9. Forget-me-
not, io. Pink. i i. Cypress-vine. 12. Daisy.
13. Syringa. 14. Feverfew. 15. Lilac. 16.
Clematis.

III.
GEOGRAPHICAL CUBE.-

OSWEGO
UT DR

S E A
EX E T E R

A A N

S W E G

T A L SACE
V A L

00 CB
N E VA D A

IV.
TRANSPOSED BLANKS.

i. Nathan, go to Nahant.
2. Won't you go to town?
3. Mary loves Myra.
4. I shall go to Rome no more.
5. Which do you prefer, Lemon or Melon?
6. Alice loves Celia.
7. He does not have a ton

V.
SQUARE WORD.

N E A R
H I N D
I DEA
D A R E

VI.
REBUs.-Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

F

VII.

HIDDEN QUOTATION.

" But oh for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still

Tennyson's " Break, break, break !"

VIII.

REVERSALS.-I. Par. 2. Rap. 3. Fen. 4.
Nef. 5. War. 6. Raw. 9. Bag. 1o. Gab. ii.
Gar. 12. Rag. 13. Pot. 14. Top. 15. Bac.
16. Cab. 17. Not. i8. Ton. 19. Gas. 20.

Sag. 21. Bud. 22. Dub.

IX.
GEOGRAPHICAL LOVE STORY.

Miss X1fay had numerous admirers: there

were Charles, Henry and James, besides many

others. Now poor Miss May was sadly puzzled

as to which of her numerous suitors she should

give the prefcrence, and after taking counsel
with a married lady, Jrs. Sippi, determined
upon acting with her lovers as the princesses in

fairy tales so often did with theirs. So she sent

them travelling to find some very precious thing

for her, and the one who succeeded in bringing

back the greatest treasure was to be chosen as

perpetual friend of Miss May.
The conditions were no sooner made known

than there was a great race to see which would

succeed in starting first in pursuit of the treasure ;

but as several, such as M., Clintock, Nelson and

many others, were very far away from Miss
May, they determined to give up all thoughts

of ever being other than distant admirers of

her. When they had once formed this resolu.

tion they despatched their slave to inforni Miss
May of it. The slave was a long time in reach-

ing the end of his journey, but he arrived at

last, and found that Henry, Charls and James

had said farewell to Miss May and taken their

departure during fair weather. The message
was soon delivered, and the slave played a tune

on the horn to show that be was a superior sort
of a slave.

Meanwhile Charles, Henry and James had
staried on their search for the mysterious some.
thing which Miss May wished for, and the name
of which she would not mention. Charles and
Henry, being near neighbors, resolved to travel
together, leaving James to go alone. He cared

very little about this, for he was a bright, active
sort of fellow, and rather liked being free from
his slow-going rivals.

Starting on their Journey, Charles and Henry
pushed boldly across the Atlantic Ocean, keep.
ing in as straight a line as they could till they
touched the coast. " Ah 1 " cried one, " I will
take back theis guinea and this ivory, too."
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" And so vih 1," replied the other, "for I aymsure one of these must be just what Miss May
wants ; so after resting a little while they sailed
off northwards, and each took a cask of Madeira
and a pair of Canarics.

Just at this time whom should our travellers
meet but James, who laughed heartily when hefound that his rivals were each taking home to
Miss May the very same gifts.

" How will Miss May ever decide between
ou if ou carry back the same things ?" askedheoif ya cdEg

Carles and enry ,so soon as he could
stop his laughter. "Ah," sighed Charles and
Henry, "We never thought of that ;" they there-
fore decided to give up each other's society, and
.gfter afrendly chat they parted company.

I shall not follow the travels of Charles and
He&ry, but will merely say they went all over
the world, brought back everything they could
think of that Miss A(ay would care for, and
were terribly disappointed to find they had
brought everything but the right thing.

They brought sandwiches, a hawk, and spices,
Oranges, an atlas, olives, a trkcey, china, greece
(grease), a cork, afife, lions (Lyons), and a great
many other thngs, and as they neared Miss
May, one, at any rate, carried a light heart
in his breast (Brest), for, hidden away at
the very bottom of his travelling trunk lay
flattery, and he feit sure that Miss May could
never refuse it, even if she were so silly as to
pretend not to care for gold. But Miss May
would scarce look at what Charles and Henry
presented to her, tili one of them, who was a
passionate kind of a fellow, threatened to knoek
her down, (Knockadoon), while the others ran
away in terror lest he should endeavor to carry
out his threat, but he soon recovered from his
fit of ill temper, and gravely informed his friend
that it was all blarney. " Al very flne," re-
plied his friend, "still I think we had better
say farewell and depart, for I for one have no
longer any good hope left." So Charles and
Henry departed to their homes in Virginia,
where taey remained ever after.

Meanwhile James wandered over the very
places his rivals had been to, but not one single
thing would he carry with him-nothing was
good enough in his estimation for his dear Miss
May, not even the gold, which had so delighted
one of his rivals, nor the guinea, nor even the
flattery which the other rival had considered as
irresistible. On and on James wandered, for
his resolution was strong not to return home
till he had found what he was in search of, so
he once more dined of a cod caught by a slave,
and re-commenced his journey.

At length he came to cold, cheerless, barren
Siberia, and there in the very coldest part, east
of the Lena river, he found the long sought
treasure-love (Amour)-and carried it off to
Miss May. Of course the gift was accepted,
even though presented in a foreign language,
for as Miss May wisely said, "love can make

in er a' in any language, and can live

We recelved ftty-three answers to the prize Geographi-
cal Puzzle given ln our December number, the best of
which were from the following:-May Agnew, Kingston;
Anna Hudson, Ottawa; Harry Horne, Cannington, Ont.;
James Stanley Lane, ThornhIll, Ont.; C. E. Bland, Mont-
real; Jennie A. Robertaon, Bell's Corners, Que.

There was considerable difficulty in selecting from
these the two best papers, for as far as the geography
was eoncerned they were nearly ail correct. As was
stated, however. in the Deaember number, the writing
and spelling had also to be taken into consideration; and
in this respect the answers sent by the first two were
much the best. Miss May Agnew, aged fifteen, of Kings-
ton, takes the flrst prize, and Miss Anna Hudson, aged
thirteen, of Ottawa, the second.

I.
A SPELLING TEST.

Here is an amusement for a winter evening.
Let a party of young persons imagine they are
in school again and write as dictation the fol.
lowing paragraph, and sec who will spell the
most words correctly. The words in parentheses
denote an allowed different spelling, Webster's
Unabridged being taken as the standard.

The most skillful (skilful) gauger I ever knew
was a maligned cobbler, armed with a poniard,
who drove a peddler's (pedler, pedlar) wagon,
using a mullein (mulien) stalk as an instrument
of coercion to tyrannize over his pony shod with
calks (caulks). He was a German Sadducee,
and had phthisicky catarrh, diphtheria, and the
bilious, intermittent erysipelas. A certain sibyl,
with the sobriquet of "Gypsy " (gypsey, gipsy)
went into ecstasies of cachinnation at seeing
him measure a bushel of pease (peas, definite
number) and separate saccharine tomatoes from
a heap of peeled potatoes without singeing or
dyeing the ignitible cue (queue) which he wore,
or becoming paralyzed with a hemorrhage.
Lifting her eyes to the cupola of the capitol, to
conceal her unparalleled embarrassment, making
a rough courtesy, and not harassing him with
mystifying, rarefying, and stupefying innuendoes,
she gave him a couch, a bouquet of lilies,mignon-
ette, and fuchsias, a treatise on mnemonics, a
copy of the Apocrypha in hieroglyphics, daguer.
reotypes of Mendelssohn and Kosciusko, a
kaleidoscope, a dram-phial of ipecacuanha, a
teaspoonful of naphtha for deleble purposes,
a ferule, a clarionet (clarinet), some licorice
(liquorice), a surcingle, a carnelian of symmetri.
cal proportions, a chronometer with movable
balance wheel, a box of dominos (dominoes),
and a catechism. The gauger, who was also a
trafficking rectifier and a parishioner of mine,
preferred a woolen (woollen) surtout (his choice
was referable (referrible) to a vacillating, occa-
sionally occurring idiosyncrasy), woefully utter-
ed this apophthegm: " Life is checkered
(chequered); but schism, apostasy, heresy, and
villainy (villany) shall be punished."-Seleeted.



"O N E A N O T H E R'S BURDENS."

"'Bear ye one another's burdens,
and so fulfil the law of Christ.'"

It was my little sister Gertie's morn-

ing text, ar.d she repeated it to Aunt
Mildred, who is staying with us for a

few months.
Dear Aunt Mildred! How I wish I

could describe her! I do not care so
much you should know she is a little
body with kind grey eyes that can
sparkle and dance when her heart is
touched.

"Grey eyes sparkle ?''
"Ves, hers can."
That she has soft brown hair un-

rnixed with silver threads as yet, is
always neat, but never prim ; wears
quiet colored dresses with bright
ribbons, and ever dons the brightest on
rainy, gloomy days. No, I did not
mean that when I said I wanted to
describe her. It is what she is, not
how she looks, that I wish you to
see.

Can Miss Waring's lines ever be-
come hackneyed ? I do not mind if
they are-

"A heart at leisure from itself
To soothe and sympathize."

That is Aunt Mildred.
" At leisure from itself." [ have

just looked in my pocket dictionary to
see what it says of leisure. " Freedorn

from business and hurry," is what I

find. Freedom, yes, that is it. Always

free is dear Aunt Mildred for the mo-

ment she is wanted ; never too hurried

to go where she is needed. Self does

not clasp a little chain of " important

business " or "not a second's time"

round her, when sorne aching heart is

longing for sympathy, or some tired

hand is craving for rest. It is not

with her "I must accomplish so much

in a given time," but, " What do they

want, dear souls ?" and therefore so

many come to her as to a burden-

bearer.
From the worn-out mother, who bas

counted over and over again that

twentv-five dollars, which must get

Carrie's boots, and the three elder girls'

dresses, and an over-coat for delicate

little Bennie, and those "other things

for the house; " to little Bennie him-

self, whose eyes are filling with tears

because his spelling lesson is so bard,

or is sobbing his heart away over the

loss of his pet kitten.
Mother's face brightens as Aunt

Mildred nakes a list, and suggests

Elsie's old dress being renovated for

little Mabel, and " the middling sized

bear," who is very natty, having a cheap

material nicely made ; while Elsie, as

elder and helper, may come in for a

better one this time. And Bennie's

tears are dried when Aunt Milly says

the lesson to him and tells him stories

of her own childish days.

But as you do not know her, you

will tire of my picture, I am afraid. I

hope you know some one like her,

though I never met anyone quite the

same; so do not wonder that I linger

so long over her portrait. But my

rough sketch is a mere daub to the

reality.
Oh! that I knew how to touch it,

and all the more tenderly where the

shadows deepen, that you might be-

hold its fair beauty.



ONE ANOTHER's BURDENS.

"Will she ever see this ?"
"I do not know ; if she should she

will only say ' How thankful I ought
to be !' "

Aunt Mildred is never very strong
on these warm, sunny days ; yesterday
the walks to church tired her a good
deal, so on this Monday morning she
was resting on the sofa in our little
morning-room when Gertie came and
said her text. After the child had
gone she asked me to bring my work
and " talk to her nicely,"-that is a
home-word of ours meaning an un-
reserved little chat, that always makes
one feel better and fresher afterwards.

" But are you wanted elsewhere,
dear ?"

" No, Aunt Milly; it is Mysie's 'week'
and I am free."

" Did you ever think," .said Aunt
Mildred, when I was seated beside her
in a little sewing-chair, "did you ever
think, Effie dear, of the 'one another'
in that text ?"

" No, Aunt Milly. ' One another?'
It means every one's burden, does it
not."

"Yes, but don't you think we often
run to lift far-off burdens, while some
weary people very near us are bowed
down by a load and we will not sec it
or raise a finger to help in lightening
it ? Let us think of pecuniary aid
only, for though there are countless
burdens where money is of no avail,
there are very many which it can help
to relieve.

"Have you never seen dear Christian
people give largely to charitable so-
cieties when some near and loved ones
would be so cheered and comforted
by one half of their subscription ? "

" Yes, dear Aunt Milly, but it seems
right and it is such a pleasure to give
to the poor and to every good work."

" Indeed it is, Effie, and not only our
duty but privilege to do this and all
true followers of Him who 'went
about doing good' long to contribute
what they can to the blessed work that

is being done in our day on every side.
But it is just here the difficulty comes
in. • We see a great burden, that every
one acknowledges to be one, and all
are trying to lighten, and we long to
add our tiny strength to theirs, and to
do something with them, though ever
so little. But perhaps at our side there
is a load bowing some one very low
with its. crushing weight. There are
but few to see this,-it may be known
only to God and ourselves. Are we
not apt to look away from it because it
is such an every-day thing ?-a sort of
accustomed weight that cannot be
avoided, and borne so uncomplainingly
that we scarcely notice it at all. And
we are so fervent about that other
well-known one that we could deny
ourselves anything to give to it ; but
this is so prosaic ; we must help alone,
too, with no eye to see us, and let us
be honest, with no voice to appland.

" Aunt Milly ! "
" Remember, dear, I do not speak

now of the luxury of gratifying the
tastes of those around us,-we must often
practice self-denial on thr that we may
give to God's cause, but I am talking
of the burdens we may bear for 'one
another.' For are the Lord's poor
only found in ' districts '?-their names
nowhere recorded but in the list
of ' applicants' ? Effie, there is a kind
of searching, bitter poverty that ' dis-
trict' people never know. Give some
food and clothing, warmth and shelter,
and they are well off; but where there
has been luxury, and now is penury,
where the comforts which birth and
station make real necessaries are want-
ed, ah ! it is there poverty has a mean-
ing indeed. Last winter, you know--"

Just then I caught a certain story-
telling expression on Aunt Mildred's
face which I have always hailed with
delight since childhood, and I will
leave you now, dear reader, to hear her
own words.

" Last winter," she continued, " I
spent several weeks with Alice Renaud.
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Such a pleasant visit as it was ! Alice arraid of giving offence in a thing like
is very happy in her married life, and this; they wilI tread on each others toes
her husband is always willing they in a hundred other ways, but of this kind
should give of their substance to every of offence they have a most wbolesome
good cause that is presented to them. dread.'
Alice is a member of the Ladies' Aid 'Oh, Aunt Mildred,' laughed Alice,
Society, and sews at the Dorcas every 'how sarcastic for you; but I don't
week. I went with her of course, and, mean, that is-do tell me how could
as a stranger among them, had little to one really aid a person like Mrs. Tem-
say, and could quietly watch the varied pie? Charlie says it is fot their fault;
expressions of those gathered in the it is want of interest that bas really
sewing-room. militated against Mr. Temple having a

Mrs. Temple, an intimate friend of bigber salary, and as the children grow
Alice, was busy one day with some up, less and less to feed and clothe
heavy scarlet flannel, helping to cut it tbem is of course the resuit. But I
into warm garments for the poor. Some neyer tbougt-'
one wanted a jacket pattern, and I vol- "' Let us think for a moment,' I said;
unteered to go for it to Mrs. Temple's 'do you see tbem often?'
house. A delicate-looking little girl "'Not very often,' said Alice, 'but,
showed me into the drawing-room, and yes-we will ask tbem with the Bever-
while I waited there I could not help leys to dinner on Tuesday.'
reading the story which it told, of taste c' And the cost of that entertainment
and culture in the past, and of a weary would lift so many burdens from Mrs.
struggle with poverty in the present. Temple's heart,' I rejoined.
Pictures and ornaments spoke of by- "'But bow could I, Aunt Milly?'
gone wealth, the faded drugget and le I think if we really want to lift a
chintz of how it was now. The child burden,' was my answer, 'we will be
was a perfect little lady in ber manner, guided to the way by our great Burden-
but her deep cough was enough to Bearer. If we want tbus to fulfil the
make any mother anxious, and ber thin law of Christ, Fe will show us how, as
summer dress made me tbink of the we wait on Him for direction.'
flannel I had left at the Dorcas. fAlice assented, and then we talked
When I returned witb the pattern I of good tbings' dear to both.
looked at Mrs.Temple's care-worn fae "eoThe next morning, as we lingered
wit" deeper interest. She was busy as over the breakfast table, there was a
ever doing Il'w'at she could' for b oer ring at the door, and Miss Russell, the
Lord and His poor. Money she bad cbildren's governess, a very sweet, in-
not to give, but this bour on Toursday telligent-looking girl, came in. She
afternoon, with bier skillful bandiwork, looked so cold and would flot corne
sbe could and did bestow gladly. For near the fire, but rubbed her fands as
ber Lord's poor, did I say? Was she she talked to us. I saw she was really
not berself among tbemm? Could no in pain from tem, and tried to warm
memberof the 'Ladies' Aid' doanything tbem in my own. I saw too why the
for bierh? little ands were SO blue as she laid boer

Impossibleu' said Alice, as we thin %lot gloves on tbe table.
talked it over by the glowing fire in ber "Alice scolded her for lot bringing a
pretty room that evening, ' Impossible! mu" ; she colored a litte at that, and
dear Aunt Mildred,-it would offend then tbe cbildren were ready, and we
ber!" left the room.

Now, Alice dear,' I said, ' a great I"'Tell me ail about Miss Russel,' I
many well-meafiwg people are terribly said to Alice; there was a burden there
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I felt sure. It was an old story. Mrs.
Russell an invalid, with nothing but the
pension of a half-pay officer's widow,
Jennie her only prop, and a boy to be
educated.

"l' Alice,' I said somewhat sternly,
do you ever keep Miss Russell wait-

ing when her quarter's salary is due ?'
"'Well, the last time, dear Aunt

Milly, I really had not the change,
and waited till the next day,-I remem-
ber now, it was a fortnight ago, and
then I forgot. I am so sorry.'

"' Yes, dear,' I said more gently
'to receive it regularly must be of
great importance to her,' and Alice
hurried off to attend to it at once.

"Can you see now, dear Effie," said
Aunt Milly, when her little illustration
had been given, "can you see now
what I think of these next-door
burdens ? "

" Indeed I can," I replied. " I did
not want to interrupt you, Aunt Milly,
but I must tell you now that Jennie
Russell is a dear friend of mine, and I
am so glad you have met her. We are
very open with each other, and she
wrote to me of that fortnight. It was
a most trying one to her. Their land-
lord never waits a week for his rent,

and in order to make this up Jennie
could not supply her mother with
things she required ; even the doctor's
prescriptions could not be paid for,
and they did not send for him during
a severe attack for this reason. I think

Jennie would really have asked for the
money, but Mrs. Renaud kept saying
now and then 'There, Miss Russell,I am
so forgetful !-but to-morrow.'"

" Well, dear," said Aunt Mildred, "I
think Alice will be very careful another
time."

" Yes, I am sure she will," I said,
and just then the postman's knock was
heard and a letter was brought to me
from Jennie. I read to Aunt iMildred:
"I must tell you of a delightful arrange.
ment Mrs. Renaud has made,dear Effie.
Nettie Temple is to come to me for
lessons with the little Renauds, and I
am to teach her everything I can, so
the extra music, French and drawing
lessons make me very thankful."

" That is so like Alice," said Aunt
Milly, fondly. " The Temples were
straining every nerve to educate Nettie,
and this will indeed remove a burden."

And then the lunch bell-rang, and
our little talk came to an end for that
time.

W.



(Conducted by J. G. AscifER, Montreal.)

A DIEU!

It is with the deepest regret that we in com-

pany with our coadjutors-those who have

worked with might and main for this serial,

THE NEW DOMINION MONTIILY MAGAZINE,

have to-day to bid final Adieu to our readers, in

consequence of the enterprisising publishers,

Messrs. John Dougall & Son, finding the

continued publication of the journal attended

with too great a loss.
That the NEW DoMINION MONTHLY should

with this number become extinct-a thing of

the past-cannot but be viewed in the light of a

national loss ; but that the disaster should be at-

tributed to the apathy of a public who have so

inconsiderately failed to support so excellent a

venture, is a sore reflection on that good taste

and culture which we expect and ought to find

in a young and ambitious country like ours.

Wbatever persofal feelings cf pain may accom-

pany the relinquishment of our peculiar thougb

not onerous position on the talented staff that con-

ducted the Magazine,those feelingsinagreat meas-

ure must give way to the sympathy-a sympathy

which must find an echo in all the readers ofthe

NEW DOMINION MONTHLY, whicb we desre

to extend to Messrs John Dougall & Son, who

despite the difficulties they encountered at the in-

ception of the journal, which increased ten-

fold as it developed to its p resent stage of uset

fulness and high merit-despite their efforts to

establish a serial to popularize science, to en-

courage art, and to foster native talent-despite

their laudable and successful attempt to equal if

not to rival some of the best monthlies of the

United States, and even of England, are now

with well-earned victory within their grasp-tbe

very laurels shading their brow--by the force of

untoward and irresistible circulmstances, mainly

on account of the universal depression associa-

ted at tbe present day with alI commercial

enterprises, compelled to renounce their pro-

ect. We, however, indulge in the hope

that at no far distant date the times may be more

propitious, and warrant a revival of the Maga-

zine, which already had entwined itself around

the sympathies and intelligence of its supporters.

Very reluctantly and with a heavy heart do we

as Chess litor ring the prompter's bell to

make our final bow to an audience ever indul-

gent and never unappreciative. We feel, taking

a retrospective glance, that our task, though at

times laborious, has been one of keen and pro-

tracted pleasure, if we compute our work by the

kind appreciation it has received. And here let

us take this opportunity of extending to all our

exchanges-ranging as they do in a circle from

the remote antipodes to our own Dominion-

our hearty and, warmest acknowledgments for

the consideration and friendly criticism ac-

corded to us at their hands. Our intercourse,
comprehending the interchange of chess thought

-its lore-its intricacies-its marvellous beau-

ties, has been one of short duration ; but it has

spanned a bridge of our life with memories most

bright and pleasant, and which never can be

effaced.
We admit that during our term we diverged

from the well-beaten and orthodox track of

Caissa. Not out of eccentricity did we essay to

present the spirit of the game under a satirical

or comical guise ; nor did we desire, even if it

were possible, to infuse a new or foreign element

into its composition ; our aim was simply an

endeavor to suggest to others, what we so in-

differently accomplished ourselves, that the

varied associations of chess rendered it one of

the most fanciful and fertile of topics on which

the mind of man can ponder or his pen dilate.

We are sensible that holding an important

post as guardian of at least a portion of

the chess interests in Canada, we may in our

expressed opinions have erred sometimes through

excess of zeal or hasty judgment ; if so we fain

would lay the flattering unction to our soul that
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the spirit of good-will which ever animates the
entire brotherhood of chess will be invoked, to
condone the imperfections of the actor for the
sake of the cause in which he was engaged.
We certainly can lay claim to the constancy of
our affection for the cause, and if our en-
deavors have served to disseminate in our midst
a better knowledge and a more ardent love for
the noble.game, then we shall not have labored
in vain ; nor will the wreath of pleasant memo-
ries in connection with the editorship of this
column have a brighter flower than this convic-
tion. To the individual contributors to this column
and more especially to J. W. Shaw, Esq., our
best and warmest thanks are due, for the unfail-
ing interest taken in seconding our endeavors,
and devoting countless hours in furnishing a good
portion of the matter we have been enabled to lay
before our readers. To them, to our exchanges
and toourreaders wenow, at least for the present,
make ourexit from the mental bustle ofthe editor's
office, our dictun, our personality ex-cathedra
merged in the solid phalanx of players only,
silent but not the less zealous observers of the
world of chess.

J. G. A.

GAME NO. 54.

(VIENNA OPENING.)

Interesting encounter between two members
of the Montreal Chess Club.

BLACK.

Mr. Saunders.
P. K. 4.
Q. Kt. B. 3.
K. Kt. B. 3.
B. Q. Kt. 5.
B. x Kt.
Kt. x P. (b)
P. Q. 3. (c)
K. Kt. B. 3.
Kt. P. x B.
B. Q. 2.
P. K. R. 3.
Castles.
B. B. 3.
Q. R. Kt. sq.
B. R. sq.
Q. K. sq. (d)
B. x Kt.
Q. R. 5.
Q. x Q. Kt. P.
Kt. R. 2.
K. R. Q. B. sq.
K. B. sq.
K. K. sq.
P. x B. (h)
K. B. sq. (i)
K. K. sq.

WHITE.

Mr. Ascher.
i. P. K. 4.
2. K. Kt. B. 3.
3. Q. Kt. B. 3.
4. P. Q. R. 3.
5. Q. 1. takes B. (a)
6. K. B. Kt. 5.
7. Q. Q. 5.8. B. takes Kt. (ch)
9. Q. takes Kt. P. (ch)
io. Q. B. 4.
I r. Q. K. R. 4 .
12. Castles.
13. B. Q. 2.
14. P. Q. Kt. 4.
15. Q. R. Q. sq.
16. B. takes R. P.
17. Kt. P. takes B.
18. K. R. sq.
19. B. takes P.
20. K. R. Kt. sq. (e)
21. B. B.6. (dis. ch) (f)
22. Q. R. 6. (ch)
23. B. takes K. P. (g)
24. Q. Q. B. 6. (ch)
25. Q. Q. B. 5. (ch)
And White announced

mate in two moves.

NOTES TO GAME 54.
(a) We think Black's position is not at all com

promised, notwithstanding the doubled pawn.
(b) This capture is questionable.
(c) Either Q. K. 2. or castling seems prefer.

able.
(d) Very hazardous, involving loss of pawn

immediately with very little equivalent of posi.
tion.

(e) We are inclined to believe this is better
than gaining the exchange by taking R. with B.

(f) Losing time B. should have taken K. P.
when dis. ch.

(g) This sacrifice is legitimate.
(h) Not good. R. Kt. 4. or Q. Kt- 3. would

have prolonged the game.
(i) He has nothing better ; if K. K. 2. Black

plays R. Q. 7. (ch) and on K. moving to B. sq.
mates in two.

Position in End-game played in Correspon.
dence Tourney :

BLACK. WHITE.

Dr. J. Ryall, J. Henderson,
Hamilton. Montreal.

BLACK.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in seven moves.

SOLUTION.
BLACK.

r. Kt. Kt. 3. (ch).
2. Kt. K. 2.
3. P. × P.
4. Kt. Kt. 3. (ch).
5. Kt. B. sq. (ch).
6. P. Kt. 5.
7. Kt. mates.

WHITE.
I . P 7.
2. P. Kt. 5. or a.
3. K. R. 8.
4. K. R. 7.
5. K. R.8.
6. P. R. 7.

(a) 2. K. R. 8.
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3. K. Kt. 3. 3 .P. Kt. 5. or b.

4. P. B. 4. 4 . P. R. 7.

5. K. B. 2. 5. P. Kt. 6 (ch).

6. Kt. x P. mate.
(b) 3. P. R. 7.

4. K. B. 2. 4 P. Kt. 5.
5. Kt. mates.

GAME No. 55.

Played some time ago in New York, betweef

A. P. Barnes, Esq., and an amateur of consider-

Evan's
Mr. Barnes.
WHITE.

Gambit.
Mr. 0-

BLACK.

JACOB G. ASCHER.

The talented chess editor of the NEW DoM-

INION MONTHLY was born in Plymouth, Eng-

land, in 1842, and came to Montreal-where his

father entered into business-at an early age.

He had acquired a knowledge of chess before

his tenth year and quickly became proficient in

the game, with which his name has been identi-

fled for the last quarter of a century. As a

player he has been remarkably successful, his

style being fervid and dashing in the extreme.

As a brilliant, off-hand player he has few, if any,

su eriors-rapid in conception, fertile in re-

1. P. K. p . F. --. r
2. Kt. K. B. 3. 2. Kt. Q. B. 3. source, with an eye which grasps the situation

3. B. B. 4. 3. B. B. 4.

4. P. Q. Kt. 4. 4. B. x P.

5. P. B. 3. 5 . B. R. 4.
6. P. Q. 4. 6. P. x P.

7. Castles. 7. P. x P.
8. Q. Kt. 3. 8. Q. B. 3.
9. P. K. 5. 9. Q. Kt. 3.

io. Kt. x P. io. K. Kt. K. 2..(a)

11. B. R. 3. 11. P. Q. Kt. 4.
12. Kt. x P. 12. R. Q. Kt. sq. (b)

13. •R. 4- 13. P. Q. R. 3.
14. t Q. 6. (ch). (c) ý4. P. x K t.

15. P. x P. '5. B. Kt. 5. (d)
16. P. × Kt. 16. B. x B.

17. Q. x B. 17. R. Kt. 5. (e)
is t K.5 18. Kt. × Kt.

19. Q. x R. 19. Kt. B. 6. (ch). (f)

20. K. R. sq. 20. Q. R. 4.

21. P. K. R. 3. 21. Kt. Kt. 4.

22. 1 Q. R.5 22. K. x P.

23. K. R. K. sq. (ch). 23. K. B. 3.

24. Q. K. 5. (ch). (g) 24. K. Kt. 3.

25. B. Q. 3. (ch). 2S. K. R. 3.
26. P.B-4- 26. Kt. x P.

27. Q. x Q. (ch). 27. K. x . JAco G. ASCHER, ESQ.
28. P. x Kt. 28. K.R.5.
29. -K. R. 2. 29. B. Kt. 2.

30. R. K.. 3. B. B. 3. at a glance, he is a most formidable antagonist.

31. R. K. Kt. sq. 31. P. Q. R. 4. Did Mr. Ascher but possess the quality which

32. B. K. 4. 32. P. K. R. 4. chessmen call solidity, he would be one of the

33. B. x B. 33 R. . B. foremost players of the age ; but, alas ! he will

35. K. R. Kt. P. 35. R. Q. 6. often follow a refined and strategical combination

White mates in two moves. by a blunder as gross. His games have been

NOTES To GAME No. 55. chronicled in the Illustrated London News, the

(a) We should prefer here taking off the London Dranatic fews and other English

Queen's Knight. as well as American journals ov.er a long series

(b) Why not castle ? of years.
(c) In excellent style.
(d) Loss of piece sl inevitable, as if here, It is, however, as a writer and contributor to

Kt. to B. o, then White checks with Rook, chess literature that Mr. Ascher has perhaps

entailing much disaster. f defence here achieved his greatest popularity. A couple of

Wrong. Knignt takes P. followed by P. Q. 3, sketches which appeared some time ago in these

seems to ward off attack of White fairly enough. pages, the Chess Tyro and the Uninvited

(s) ) fl in the pan. K and Guest, are capital examples of his versatile and

w(en Ifite takes Q. regains the Q. by Kt. Kt. agreeable style. The former, recounting the

6, check. experiences of a country player in the "pursuit of
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chess under difficulties," abounds with genuine
touches of humor, enlivened by a pleasant vein
of satire.

Mr. Ascher has also been a most useful mem-
ber of the chess community in other respects,
having filled the office of Secretary-Treasurer
of the Montreal Chess Club for the last ten
years, and a similar office in the Canadian Chess
Association, now in the seventh year of its exist-
ence. Apropos of the latter organization, it may
not be out of place to state that in its 1878
Tourney (not yet completed in consequence of
unavoidable delays) Mr. Ascher has made the
highest score in a company of players repre-
senting the best skill in Canada,-to only one
of whom, Dr. Howe, the President of the As-
sociation, is yet allowed the chance of dividing
first honors with him.

Mr. Ascher is also not unknown in the literary
world outside of the chess arena, having been
for years a casual contributor to many American

and Canadian journals of humorous verse and
prose, occasionally his pen essaying successfully
the higher walks of the divine Muse. But in
this latter respect his name must recall the well-
won fame of his brother, Isidore G. Ascher (for
many years a resident of London, England),
whose volume entitled "Voices froin the
Hearth " and numerous minor poems, have been
a rich contribution to the literature of the
Dominion, which is proud to own him as one
of ber sweetest singers.

As a chess-player, Mr. Ascher is a model of
urbanity and courtesy. Hinselfpronipt in deli-
very, so to speak, he refrains from the exhibition
of any impatience at an opponent's tardiness of
play,-a mark of politeness as rare as it is
pleasing. Mr. Ascher's many-numbered friends
wish him a long and prosperous career in the
chess world ! May the reputation he has gained
therein be ".re perennius."

S.

DRAUGHTS ITEMS.

THE MATCH between A. Brodie and A. Valin,
both of Quebec, terminated at the 72nd game,
the result being Brodie 31, Valin i i, and drawn
30. Mr. Brodie was 21 games ahead.

THE LEEDS "INDEPENDENT " SAYs: "From
a communication received from Mr. Wyllie, we
are sorry to learn that on one of the evenings
during his late visit to Glasgow, lie was subjected
to a savage assault from a gang of thieves, who
followed up their outrage by robbing him of his
gold watch. The veteran would have experienced
additional loss and ill-treatment but for his de-
termined resistance and the opportune arrival of
assistance. On the completion of his tour, he
intends to enter a cabinet-making business at
Glasgow, in partnership with his son, Mr. John
Wyllie."

" CLIPPER " PROBLE1N COMPETITION.-Mr.
J. D. Janvier, of Wilmington, Del., has carried
off first honors, in the shape of a gold medal,
in the draughts problem competition promoted
by the proprietors of the New York Clipper.
Mr. H. D. Lyman, of Washington, comes
second ; and Mr. James McDonald, of Pueblo,
Colorado, is third. The competition was con-
fined to residents in the United States.

MR. W. J. WEAFER, of Point Edward, Ont.,
writes to point out that in game 43 White can
win by playing at the 3Oth move 20.16, 6-15,
30.25, and White wins.

WYLLIE AND THE CANADIAN CHAMPION.-
The London (Ont.) Free Press states that " pre-
liminaries of a match are being arranged between
Mr. Dykes and Mr. Wyllie for £200 a side and
the championship of the world. The match will
probably come off in New York or Glasgow
some time in January."

THE "NATIONAL CHECKER JOURNAL"
offers over $30 in prizes to be contested for by
the players this winter. Among the prizes is
one $io gold piece for an analysis of the
Switcher provng that Black wins.

THE MATCH between Mr. Davie, of New
York, and Mr. J. A. DeCon, of Brooklyn, was
concluded on Monday last, and resulted in a
decided victory for Mr. Davie, with a score of
-Davie, 13 ; DeCon, i ; drawn, 4. Total 19.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 21.

13.17 1.10 15.18 27-32 27.20
22.13 27.24 16.t1 7. 2 6.15

5. 9 11.15 18.27 32.27 20.24
13. 6 20.16 Il. 7 2. 6

Black wins.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 22.

19.15 6.15 18. 2
21.14 13. 6 Drawn..
15.10 2. 9
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PROBLEM No. 23.

lUa E
Black to play and win.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 23.

30.26 9. 6 22.13 2. 7
*22.17 2. 9 6. 2 9.14

26.22 13. 6 13. 9 Black wins.
* If 22.18, 26.23, 18.15 or 14, 2. 7, Elack wins.

PROBLEM No. 24.

End Game between Messrs. Brodie and Valin.

ai

M - -

White to play and draw.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 24.

io. 6 1.10

5. 1 r5. 6
20.16 24.15

6. 9
Drawn.

The following four games were played at
Quebec in the match between A. Brodie and
A. Valin :

GAME No. 59.-GLASGOW.

11.15
23-19

8. il
22.17
11.16
24.20
16.23
27.11

7. 16

20.11

3. 7
28.24

7.16
24.20
16.19
25.22

4. 8

29.25

Valin's M ove.

9.14
22.18

14.23
17.14
10.17
21.14
8.11

· 31.27
19.24

27.18
12.16
25-21
16. 19
26.23
19.26

30.23
24.27
23.19

27.31
19.15

31.26
15. 8
26.22

18.15
22.18

15.11
r8. 9

Drawn.

GAME No. 6o.-WHILTER.

Brodie's Move.

11.15
23.19

9.14
26.23

8.11
22.17

3. 8
25.22

5. 9

17.13
1. 5

30.25
14.18
23-14

9.18
27.23
18.27

32.23

15.18 1s.1o
23.14 7.14
10.26 22.17

31.22 14.18
11.16 17.14
19.15 18.23
16.20 14.10
24.19 6.15
20.24 19.10

24.27
21.17

27-31
25.21

31.26

Black
wins.

GAME No. 6î.-FIFE.

Valin's Move.

11.15
23.19

9.14
22.17

5. 9
17.13
14.18
19.16
12.19
26.23
19.26

30. 5

15.18
25.22
18.25
29.22
8.1 1

24.19

4. 8
28.24

8.12
24.20

11.15
27.24

10.14
19.10
6.15

24.19

15.24
32.28

3. 8
28.19

8. r1
22.17

7.10
13. 9

11.15

17.13
15.24
9. 6
2. 9

13. 6
10.15
6. 2

15.19
2. 7

14.18
7.11

19.23
11.15
18.22
15.18
23.27
18.25
27.32
25.22

32.28
25.18
White

wins.

GAME No. 62.-GLASGOW.

Brodie's Move.
11.15
23.19

8.11
22.17
rr.i6
24.20
16.23
27.11

7.16
20.11

3. 7

28.24

7.16
24.20
16.19
25.22

4. 8
29.25
19.24
26.23

9.14
17-13

8.1r
22.18

5. 9
25.22
10.15

32.28
6. 1o

13. 6
2. 9

28.19
15.24

22.17
24.28

31.27
28-32

17.13
1. 6

30.26
12.16
27.24

32.27
26.22

11.15
20.11
27.20
22.17
15.22
23.19
20.24

Drawn.

L_
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THE CAMPBELLS ARE COMIN'.

Up -on the Lomonds 1 lay, 1 lay, Up -on tht Lomonde 1 lay, I Iay;

look -ed down to bon-nie Loch-le-yen, And saw three bon - ne per -cites play.

* _ H
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oea before, ~The Cainbelle they r 'i ra
Oreat àArgTll e g oebefa nd guns to roar, ahi a at and truth t ahow;

,lee make thé O-bot Wl banners ratttlng in the wind,
IVqon 0mp'' PiadduThe CSD1beIl r oiy O-hio, O.hw

ThernCa,)mpbeaCCome The(.campbella are comin', etc.



"F ARE WE LL.''

It is not with unmixed regret that we greatly encouraged us. We continue to receive,

say " Farewell." Although we have from every quarter,the most flattering expressions
of appreciation and good-will. The newspapers

for nearly twelve years endeavored to of the Dominion, especially, we have to thank
establish the NEW DOMINION MONTH- fortheir cordial notices. We have also been much

LY, and although the labor has been gratai and the nrbedStanotices bath from

one continual grappling with apparently We have been under the necessity of putting to
insurmountable difficulties, it has had press a second edition of one thousand copies of

its pleasures, the greater from the heat the October number of the NEW DOMINION
ofite plasure The eterfrmte eant (being the first of the volume), as the first edition
of the struggle. The enterprise was flot of 5,000 is about exhausted. This makes 6,000
engaged in under the most encourag- in all ; and those who wish to obtain the NEW

in conditions. Although the country DOMINION MONTHLY from the beginning of
.gthe volume, are requested to forward their or-

was but young, several good magazines ders, accompanied by the money, without any
of undoubted merit had been well delay, as when this last thousand is exhausted

begun, were conducted with ability and we will not be able to supply any more of Num-

vigor, but had ended only in loss and . .

premature death. It seemed that The magazine's circulation continued

Canada did not possess readers enough rapidly to increase until in a very short

to keep alive a magazine devoted to a time it reached eight thousand, when

class of literature other than that it began gradually to decline. The

supplied by the newspaper. But when, reason was obvious. The reading

in that July eleven years ago, the matter which first appeared in the

different scattered North American magazine was afterwards inserted in

Provinces were united by a closer tie the WITNESS. It was only by this

than ever before had bound them, the means that the magazine could be

opportunity appeared one fit to be sold at the very low price asked for it,

seized, and immediately after the NEW one dollar a year; but at the same

DOMINION MONTHLY began to exist. time the field Of WITNESS readers, a

At first the magazine met with much very large and important constituency,

encouragement as is indicated from was cut off from it.

the following announcement in the This error was very soon seen and

second number :- remedied. But irretrievable damage
eond NuEW DOMNO Ohad already been done. Many people,

" The NEW DOMINioN MONTHLY was ee ed t eebrayhn
commenced with considerable diffidence, in the ever ready to remember anything
hope of supplying a long felt and growing derogatory to any enterprise in which
want in Canada, namely, that of a high-class they have not an immediate interest,
literary magazine ; and we are happy to have could never forget that long, long ago
the general testimony of the press of Canada,
that the design has been, so far, pretty success- a large proportion of the matter in the
fully carried out. We have also the still more NEw DOMINION MONTHLY used after-
substantial testimony of a prepaid subscription wards to apear in the WITNESS, and
list of sixteen hundred, which is receiving con- pp
siderable additions daily, and this within about even now there are some who be-
two months of the issue of the specimen lieve that the magazine has been con-
number." ducted on that principle to the present

A month later the following still more time.
cheering report of progress was made;- One object which the publishers of

" We have again to repeat, with thankfulness, the NEW DOMINION MONTHLY had in
that the reception which our magazine has met
with throughout the Dominion of Canada has view was the republication of choice
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irticles from foreign periodicals, and DOMINIoN as a personal friend were

it first the contents of the magazine compelled to do without it. Again

were principally of this class. It was much competition had grown up, and a

not long, however, before Canadian country which could hardly support one

writers began gladly to avail themselves magazine was called upon to carry three

of this medium in order to place their of greater or less worth, the NEW

productions before the public, and for DOMINION MONTHLY having much ihe

some years the magazine was abund- largest circulation of any of them.

antly supplied with voluntary contribu- Under these circumstances it was

tions, all the more valuable, perhaps, thought best to say " farewell."

in a literary point of view, because not The NEw DOMINION MONTHLY has

written for money, but for the writers' not lived entirely in vain. It has ai-

own satisfaction. After some years, ready accomplished one of the objects

however, it was decided that all original it had before it. It has exerted an im-

contributions should be paid for, which portant influence in the direction of the

of course added considerably to the cost cultivation of a taste for a better class

of production. Aboutthistimeitwasen- of reading, and has done some good in

larged and the price increased, and encouraging Canadian writers to use

afterwards, year by year, it grew larger, their pens in the building up of a Cana-

more expensive, more original, more dian literature. Thus, while regretting

valuable, and its circulation smaller, that the NEW DOMINION MONTHLY'S

with a slightdelusive rise here and there career has not been a longer one, there

that all hope might not be lost. During is cause for thankfulness that it has

these years pictorial illustrations were accomplished so much even at a great

added, although for a time, they were sacrifice to its publishers.

little credit to the publication. But soon It is quite possible that at some

the care, attention and expense devoted future time, when a fitting opportunity

to them produced more satisfactory again arrives, the publishers may pick

results. Each number grew better than up the tangled threads of the unfinished

the preceding in matter and execution, coil and locking them together, profit-

until such a number as the present or ing by the experience so dearly gained,

preceding ones could be turned out bring to a successful conclusion the

each month. But at this time it became efforts they have already made.

painfully evident that the magazine was The editors and publishers of the

being carried on at altogether too NEW DOMINION MONTHLY cannot part

great an expense for the returns re- with théir contributors without another

ceived. word. For many years the intercourse

Had the country been in a better has been pleasant. The encourage-

condition, and the public more free to ment given by them has been most

spend money on articles not neces- stimulating in its nature. AL have

saries, at the beginning of this year, it worked together with one end in view

is most probable that the publishers and from many letters and verbal com-

would have continued the magazine munications received there is no doubt

even at a loss, in the expectation of an that the separation caused by the drop.

early return. But, on the contrary, the ping of the NEw DOMINION MONTHLY

outlook was the dreariest imaginable. from their world, even if but a tempor.

Some, even, who had begun to love the ary, is a painful one.

,

t
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Elderly Belle.-" Now, CAN YOU GUESS MY AGE, MAJOR ?"

Gallant Major.-" No, I CAN'T; BUT YOU DON'T LOOK IT !"-Panch.



No. 25.

DAWSON BROTHERS,
159 & 161 ST. JAMES ST., MONTREAL,

LIST OF NEW BOOKS & NEW EDITIONS

Ho e ed for the Month of

JA-U -A-R Y, 1879-

A norr Sone Fellows ; or, Odds and Ends froni my Note Book. By

an Eton B(y. author of' - A Day of My Life at Eton." 75c.

AccoTlT. Ider the Lilaes. By Louisa M. Alcott, author of " Little

Women,"' Rose in Bloom," " Eight Cousins," etc. etc. With

Illustrations. 8 1.5 .
A LEXANDu. Ralph Wilton's Weird. By Mrs. Alexander, anthor of

e Wooin 't, etc. (Bentley's Empire Library.) 75c.
ANGELL. 'lie Siht and how to preserve it. By Ilenry C. Angell,

3.D., Profle'sor of Opthai oloy at Boston University, author of

A Tre tise on Diseases of the E'e," etc. etc. 45c.

t Astiroimyiv. By R. S. Bail, LL.D., F.R.S., Astrononer

Ry foi r Ireland. Sp'eially revised for Ainerica by Simon

N e mb. L L.D., Superinetendet ot American Nautical Ahnanac,
frmeli Piofessor at the (T. S. Naval Observatory. 60c.

Blvvs. A Century of Aierican Liter:ture- 76 to 1776. Edited

by ln y A. Bers, Asint Profe,sor of i'Englisih Literature in

Yale C'llete. (Leisure Hour Series. No. 100.) $1.00.

B &'c Iiee. i T eMonks of Theleima. By Waltur Besant and

n R iîcte authors of - Ready Money Mortiboy, " The Golden

Butterfiy " B Cel ias Arbour,' c. Paper, -5.

BI\R' lhe T wo Fri By Lucien Biart, autior of " Adventures

al- ung Naturi:it, etc. Translated by Mary de Hauteville.

'ne Openin", ~conidered critically and practieally. By

Bo-PE ~I'and tir "'t ries By Popular Aimerican Authors. (Froni

W\ ide-Awke.) Boards, Si 5'>.



2 DAWSON BROTIIERS.

BROWNING. Modern England, 1820-1874. (Epocls of English

History.) By Oscar Browning, M.A. (llarpe's Half-Ilour

Series.) Paper, 25C.
BRYANT. Complete Poeticil Works of William Cullen Bryant.

(Ilousehold edition.) 82.00.

BURNETT. Linidsiy's Luek. By alrs. Frances Uolgson Burnett,

author ofl Il wotli's," " That Lass O Lowries," "Suril Timii

and other Stories," &c. Paper, 30e.

CHILIEN'S Alinanae for 1S79-S0-81-82-S:. Edited by Ella Farman.

50c.
CruReCu. Stories frot VirgIl. By tie Rev. Alflred J. Church, M.A.

(llarper's H alf H our Series. ) Paper. 25c.
CLEMENT. Painters, Sculptors. Architects, Engravers, and tlinîr

Works: a Ilandbook. By CIir:i Erskine Clement. auithor of " A

Hl andbook of Legendary and Mythical Art.' With Illustrations

and Monograns. Fifth editioi. $:25.
COLBERT et le Canada. A reply to Franicis Parkman. 35e.

CONFERENCE of Bisliops of the Anglicani Comni iiiii. lideil at Lîni-
beth Palace, Junlv. 178. Authorised Report. Paper, 30c.

COOK. Conscience; with Preludes on Current Events. By Joseph

Cook. (Boston Mondy Lectures.) $1.50.

CORSON. Cooking School text Book, and Ilousekeeper's Guide to

Cookery and itchen Mangeiient. An explanation of the prim-

ciples of Doiestic Ecoiioiiv taught in the New York Cookiit

School. By J uliet Cor'on. Superin tendent of the New York Cook-

ing School, author of The Cokiing Manunal," Fifteen Cent

Diînners for Workinen's Faimilies," Twenty-five Cent Dinners

fo. Families of Six, etc. 91.25.
DYSON. Bird-Keeping. A Practical Guide for the Manageinent it

Singing and Cage Birds. By C. E. Dyson, author of " Doiestic

Pets.'' (Home Book for Young Ladies.) A revised and enlarged

edition, with Woodcuts and Coloured Plates. $1.00.

EDwARDES. A Blue-Stocking. By Mirs. Edwardes, author of i Ouglit

we to visit lier," " Arcie Lovell," etc. etc. (Bentley's Empire

Library.) î5c.
ESuARcL. The Surgeon's Handbook on the Treatnment of Wounded

in War. A Prize Essay by Dr. Friedrich Esimarcl, Professor of

Surgery to the University of Kiel, Surgeon to the Univrsity
Hospital, Kiel, Surgeon General to the Prussian Arny. Tranis-

lated by Il. Il. Clutton, B.A.. Cantab., F.R.C.S.. Resident Assis-

tant Surgeon of St. Thomas' Hospital. With 536 Woodcuts and

30 Coloured Plates. $8.50.
FIVE Years Penal Servitude. By one wlo has endured it. (Bentley's

Empire Library.) '75c.
FOSTER. Political Presentiments. By William Foster. $1.35.



DAWSON BROTUERS.

FoTIERGinm. The First Violin. A Novel. By Jessie Fothergill.
Leisure lour Series.) $1-Ù.

Ri r Hion. Wiiliam Ewairt Gladstone fromu Judy's Point of View, as
shiew n i her aîrt Ons during the last Te Years. Paper. 75e.

Go wns Ch1ildhood. The littie peopl's own Pleasure Book of Delight
ain inistruction. Full at Info rmnat ion and Amusement. Pro
fuselv Illustrated. Boards. 90e. ; Cloth, 81.50.

GooDA ti.t.. AIpple Blosoms. Verses of two Clildren, Elaine Goodall
and Dora Ieid Goodail. $1-2.

Guoouici. Young Folk's )per. or Child Life in Song. By Elizabeth
P>. Goodrib. Boairds, 6 I00.

GREEN. TheLevenworth Case: a Lawyer's Story. By Anna
Kxatli:irne (ln'(". $1.5o.

G Il .N. Fren ietares drawn with Pen and Penicil. By the Rev.
Saiuîei G. Grei, D.D. With Illustratiois by English and Foreign
Artists. $2.25.

G >1> L & Koner. The Life of the Greks and Romans. Described
fm Al tique Mi me ilen, ts. Bv E. Guid and W. Koner. Trans-

ldted fri tle ird Gerima n idition. By F. Hueffer. 84.50.
H1ArrY 3 d of H 1lîppy Children. Original Poems by favourite

Ameian Ath$ors. $1.00.
HIa1. A )irk Inheritnceî. By Mary Cecil iay. (Hlarper's Ialf

Hour Series.) Paper 1 5e.
1HFn:a. H of Bishuop lber. Illustrated. New edition. 82.25.

Fhin:. Discussion, on Churcl P<ility. From the contributions to
the 1PrincetonY Riew." By Chirles Ilodge, D.D. Selected
and arr:inged by the Rev. Williamn Durant. With a Preface by
A. A. Hodge, D.D. .5:0.

JAM:soN. emouirs of the Life of Anna Janeson, author of " Sacred
anid Legendary Art,' &c. By lier Niuce. Geraldine Macpherson.
$250.

JEwET. Play Day. A Book of Stories for Ciildren. By Sarah 0.
dewett, authior of · )eephiaven." $1 .5o.

KEL'ooe. Ilatehet. (Forest Gien Series.) By Rev.
Elijah Kellogg. $1 .25.

KINowroN. With Axe and Rifle ; or, the Western 1ioneers. By W.
i. G. King..-ston. Illustrated. 82.25.

1k11': and labits of Wild Animals. Illustrated by designs by Joseph
Wolf. $2.00.

MACQUItD. Picturs and L e t'ends from Normandy and Britthny.
y Thoias and Kaithariie Maequoid. 34 Illustrations. $3.25.

MacQuotm. Elinor Dryden. A Novel. By Kîtharine S. Macquoid,
author of hPatty," The Mill of St. Ilebert,"' etc. (Fraaklin
Library. No. 31.) 20c.

MANN. A Maiual of Prescription Writing. By Matthew D. Mann,
A.M., M.). 90e.



NAuEt.I i. hl Prophet Isa'li'-Thl logiall:md lloiiiletiendiyl
Expomiled by Carl Wnieln Eduard Nig'e1-bach, Doctor lo

Philos-ophy mad of Theol1æ-v, :nnilPso in Bayvreu-th. Tranis-
lted froi the Gernum. with additions. ly liv. S. 'T'. I2twrie. D.D.

Phihadelphi, and Rev. 1). Mmire. D.D., Nv Brightn. Pnli.
(Vol. Xl. of Counientary on th ild Testament by Lnge and
Sch ff.) 85.00(.

(No N:mnie Serius.) A M oasue ofPo' e;t including Guy Vernon. a
Nîvelete in Vorse. 1.00.

MArii rns. Ar Iie Cme's I'p tIi Stair. By lielen Maliers, author ni

- Comin thrii the lve.- yBonthy's Emiure Library.) 75e.
M1 mii uns. Lid ii the' Lal. By 1llAn M1ath.ers, author of " Comin'
thro' the, Rye." (B te' Eire Library.) 75v.

NI.Av. Litth Pitheris. B pv hi I yi author. of Little Plrudy

S(oriers," " Dotty DimpljOe 4tre, tc.. 75c.
MlCKIîiU'r. Lite and Faith. Siiets by George 2cnigt. 8100.

M tunt Niv. 1, Crmen. A Sp:mi h itory. Transilated frotm the Frenclh
of Posper Mérimiiie. or the French Acideiy . 5e.

MODEtN B xing. BV Pendran, Etdit or othe " Referee, etc.

Paper, 30c. 1

MoTiirîî Goose's Mlodies; or Songs for the Nursery. With Illus-
trations in Color. By Alfred Kappes. 83.00.

MONTGOMERY. A VIV Simple StOry, andi W ild M ike. ly Florene
1ontnmerv, author of . Misunderstood, etc. (Bently's Em-

pire 7;-l'y w 75c.
Mlozî. EY. Essays, istorical and Thleolgi Bcal. BJ . Mozey, DD.,

late Canon 1 Christ Church and Regius Proessr of Divinity iii
the Univerîity of ()xtfrd. In two volumnes. 'S .25.

O' Butmsx. Liglt and Shade. A Novel. By Charlotte G. O'Brien.
(Franklin Library, No. 29.) 10e.

PE(oCET. SeleCt Notes on11 tie Ilnternia t ion:1 Sabbath SchoIl Lessons
lor 18769. Explanitory. Ilutrative and Practical. Withi Matis

ai throoloieal Chîart, Table of Sianitietion, nd I'ronuncia-
tion of Prolper Naines. By Rev. F. N. and M. A. Peloubet. 81.25.

P1uis of, Ntursery Playmiiate , The; containing 74 Nn r'erv Tais,
Nursery liiyines and Niursery Songs. liustrated witli 21 7 Pie-
tures in Oil Colours. By the First Artists. ' Paper bords. S1.75.

PROCTon. Pleasaut WaVs in Seience. ly Rid A. Prictir.
autlior of -' Other Wtrlds thin Our'.,"7 . Myths and Marvels ut'
Astronomy," " The Universe of Stars,' " The Sun," -- The Motn,'
etc. 8325.

RuI aNR. Pleasant Spots around Oxford. By Alifred Riiiier, autior
of' An cient Streets and Homesteads," etc. [lnstrated. 8s;.25.

Romssos. Cabul; the Aneur, his Country and People. By Phil
Ioibinsotn 1ecil Correpondnt fr ' 'ail vy Tele'graph " with the
Army of Afghianist n. Papr. it(C.

DAWSON BROTHERS.



DAWSON BROTHERS.

SANDFORD. A Houseful of Children. By Mvlrs. D. P. Sandford.
Illustrated. Paper boards, $1.25.

SANFORD. Pussy Tip-Toes' Family. A Story for our Little Girls
and Boys. By Mrs. D. P. Sanford. Illustrated. Cloth, $1.50;
Paper boards, $1.25.

SANFORD. Aunt Sophy's Boys and Girls. By Mrs. D. P. Sanford,
author of " The Pussy Tip-Toes' Series,' etc. Numerous illus-
trations. $150.

SHAKESPEARE's Comedy of Much Ado about Nothing. Edited, with
Notes, by William J. Rolfe, A.M., formerly Head Master of the
High School, Cambridge, Mass. With Engravings. 70c.

SHELDON. American Painters. With 83 examples of their work
engraved on Wood. By G. W. Sheldon. 87.00.

SHILLABER. Ike Partington; or the Adventures of a Human Boy
and his Friends. By B. P. Shillaber, author of "Partingtoniaa
Patchwork," " Lines in Pleasant Places," etc. $1.25.

SIx to One. A Nantucket Idyll. (Rose Library.) 30c.
SYMONDS. Shelley. By John Addington Symonds. (English Men

of Letters.) 75c.
TALES from Blackwood. New Series, No. VI, containing The Pun-

drapore Presidency. Falsely Accused, and Witch Hampton Hall.
30c.

TAYLOR. Flowers ; their Origins, Shapes, Perfumes and Colours.
By J. E. Taylor, Ph.D., F.G.S., &c., author of " Half Hours at
the Seaside," " The Aquarium," etc. $7.50.

TOWLE. Beaconsfield. By George Makepeace Towle. (Handy
Volume Series.) 25c

TOWNSEND. A Woman's Word; and how she kept it. By Virginia
F. Townsend, author of ' Only Girls," " That Queer Girl," etc.
$1.50.

VINCENT. Gates into the Psalm-Country. By Marvin R. Vincent,
D.D., Pastor of " The Cburch of'the Covenant," New York. $1.50.

WAVERLEY Novels. Vol. 12 of the New Illustrated Edition in 48
vols. Heart of Midlothian, Vol. Il. 75c.

WESLEY. Jesus, Lover of' niy Soul. By Charles Wesley. Designs
by Robert Lewis. Engraved by Wm. J. Dana. $1.00.

WHITNEY. Just How; a Key to the Cook Books. By Mrs. A. D.
T. Whitney, author of l Real Folks," " We Girls," " The Other
Girls," " The Gayworthys," etc. etc. $1.00.

WILSON. Leisure - Time Studies, chiefly Biological. A Series of
Essays and Lectures. By Andrew Wilson. Ph.D., F.R.S.E,, etc.
Lecturer on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the Edinburgh
Medical School. $3.25.

YONGE. The Story of the Christians and Moors of Spain. By
Charlotte M. Yonge. (Franklin Library. No. 30.) 10c.



CHRISTMAS

ALMANACS, ANNUALS, AND VOLUMES,

JUST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE BY

DAWSON BROTHERS,

MONTREAL.

ALMANACS FOR 1879.

Cassell's u111strated Almnana . .$0. 15
Illustrated Londoi Alimaina .. .o

Punch'<lis Alm.îana ............. ... 1<>
Punch Pockut Book.......... .. 85
Rimmnhllt's Plerfumîned Almnanac. .15

statesiaiis ar 11Book.......
W\hitaker's Abnana . ...........
Canladianl ahnianaec piper 1e

cloth. .... ..... ...... ....

Year Book anld A lmanae of
Canada ........ ...... ....

CHRISTMAS ANNUALS FOR CIIRISTMAS 187S.

iulgravia Annuuîal............
Bet tonus Annual buing D-s'

D iars ....................
Gettiemuan' Magazi .e.......
Good W ords.................
Lonldon Society..............
Q uiver....... ...... ...... ....

lluldesA nnual ... . .. ... .
St Jamen's Magazaine.....
Suniday .azi ne .... ......
Toml Ilood's Comlic Ana.
Grapiw (Xmas nmli)..
Il lu.trated London News

(Xmnas numbelr)..........

MAGAZINES IN VOLUMES.

Baud of lIope Review.... ..
Britisi Workman.............
British Juvenile ...... ........
Cassells magazine............
Chamiers' Journial............
Chatt erbox ...................
Chiilun's Fried........ ......
Child's Companion.. .... .....
Child's Own IMagaziin..........
Cottager ald Artisan..........
Day of Ites.... .... ...... ....
Fainlily Frienid ...... .... ....
Friuendly Visitor.. ...... ......
Good Words ...... ...... ....

.30

.45

.45
2.25

245
.45

.45

.45
2.25w

Golden Chlhood........... .90
Infaints Magazine.............45
Leisuru li-................ .75
Little Folks ....... ...... ..... .0

ý .k (loth gilt . ....... .50
Little Wide ANwak.... ...... ... >

'' c hloth gilt. 1.5
P.ep Show...... ............. .. 90

tloth............. 1 5.

Quiver ........ ..... . .. 2.25

ioHutledt-s 1 ver Boy's A nnual .75

Roumticdg's 1 I vuiryGis Annuial 1 .75
Suniy at Ilme .. . .......... 1 75

Suniday Magazin............... 2.00



ADVERTISEMENTS.

AFTER TWENTY YEARS EXPERIENCE
THE

OOO'~FREND AEINX PoWDI
IS STILL THE

FAVORITE
77ITI- .A. JII C.EFU.lTIT15TGr -TI I.jIc.

Its quality is NOT SURPASSED; avoid disappointments
by using it for al kinds of raising.

TRADE MARK. E TRADE MARK.
TRADEMARK.

Look for the Trade Mark on every package without which
none is genuine.

EPP'S COCOA.
Epr's COCOA.-All the Year Round says -" Let us stroll to the Euston Road, hard by the

Regent's Park, to Epp's Cocoa Manufactory, where may be studied the making of cocoa on a
st, ndous scale, giving a just idea of the value of these articles, not as luxuries, but as actual

fo Err's CoOOA.- John Bull says-" A n idea of the vast extent of the industry may be gained
from the fact that one firm alone - that of Messrs. Epps & Co.- now sell some 4,000,000 pounds
annuallY."5

Epp a CocoA.-Chri8taa World says-" If I am to take cocoa," said I, "I must aee and judge
for myself what are the ingredients of %x hich it is composed ; u ith this view I made my way to
the cocoa manufactory of James Epps & Co., in the Euston Road."

Epr's CoCOA.--fassel's Houesehold auide says - " We will now give an account of the

pocess adopted by Messrs. James Epps & Co.. homoopathic chemists and manufacturers of
dietetic articles. at their works in the Euston Road, London."

Ep's CocoA.-Morning Advertiser says-" Nearly two centuries after, in 1832, the duties,
e hich had hitherto been almost prohibitive, were greatly reduced, and one of the first to take
advantage of re-establishing the popu'arity of cocoa was Messrs. Epps & Co., the Hommopathic
Chemists.

VENNOR'S ALMANAC FOR 1879
1%TOW B3QAIY

ontaining Vennor's Predictions for 1879; Eclipses in 1879; Weather Proverbs; Weather
Wisdom and Forecasts ; Review of 1878 ; Holidays observed in Public Offices ; Movable
Festivals, &c., &c.

DAWSON BROS., JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
Trade Agents. Publishers.
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MUST AR

SYMINGTON'S
(PATENT)

lL T~E FATTYri AND FLATULENTI
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NATED.
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IWITHOUT OIL.-LNGJ

PEA ELOUtR.

ROWNTREE[S
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No B!TARnc OIR
FARINA-:ITas ONLY PURX. ROCK COCO0A.

•TIae anadian trade suppliei by the ConipahIy0 A gent,

WILLIAM JOHNSON,
3s St. Frauoole Xavier Street, Montreal.
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